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Executive summary
This document reports on the main activities carried out by WP10 along the third year of the iTEC
project. Activities performed along this period can be classified into two broad groups. On the one
side, we can identify those tasks targeted to finalize the ontology developed along the first and
second year in the framework of WP10 and, from the outcomes of the evaluation performed and the
evolution of the project and its objectives, the activities directed to maintain and update the artefacts
generated (T10.1.4 and T10.2.4). On the other side, we performed activities targeted to create the
second wave of the Scenario Development Environment (SDE), implementing updates according to
the first testing trials and fitting the previous system to the current iTEC Cloud. These activities cover
the update of the functionalities related to both Technical Localisation (T10.3.3) and Resource
Planning (T10.4.3).
The development of the third version of the ontologies produced by semantic modelling activities
(Milestone 31) has concentrated an important part of WP10’s efforts during the third year. The
construction of this ontology was performed according to a rigorous methodological process. This
process was defined in the DoW and elaborated in D10.1, which also reported on the first artefacts
created. Outcomes from the first evaluations performed during the second year were reflected in the
second version of the ontology reported in D10.2. This deliverable presents the third version of the
semantic model. It is the result of a collaborative effort across the iTEC consortium, including two
additional iterations of the Control Boards carried out along the third year, and an important effort to
integrate and map the SDE underlying semantic model to other data models used across WP7 to
WP9. Only minor extensions are expected in the final year of the project.
The second group of activities were targeted to develop the second version of the software
supporting technical localization and resource planning (Milestone 32). From the Reference
Architecture, reported in D10.1, and the first functional prototype of the SDE, reported in D10.2, we
implemented an updated version of the software. Much effort was devoted to the integration of the
SDE with other elements of the iTEC Cloud (i.e. the Composer, the Widget Store, the People and
Events Directory and the UMAC services). We paid special attention to the definition and
documentation of an updated and lighter version of the SDE Application Programming Interface (API)
to facilitate the SDE integration into the Composer. In addition, an SDE widget, also developed within
WP10, has been produced to provide access to the information on resources stored in the SDE
Knowledge Base. The latter outcome is of special relevance since the enrichment mechanisms
designed and implemented in this Work Package produce new data on resources (i.e. Tools, People,
Events) not available in other elements of the iTEC Cloud although very relevant for the SDE
recommendations.
The SDE testing is also reported in this document. This consists on the evaluation activities
performed on the semantic model according to the defined methodology. The improvement and
update of the recommendations algorithms presented in D10.2 from actual user testing is expected
to be carried out during the fourth year of the project.
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INTRODUCTION

Reminder of the context
European schools face an ever demanding situation: despite the more and more sophisticated
technological tools available, educational practice is in general not very motivating for present-day
students, who have been used to interacting with new technologies since they were very young.
Thus, a key question arises: how can we take the most from technological resources to engage
students and improve educational practice? The iTEC project aims to face this situation by defining
and developing new engaging scenarios for learning in future classrooms that can be validated in a
large-scale pilot, and be subsequently taken to scale.
The definition and planning of new educational scenarios proposed by iTEC present a demanding
challenge to teachers. As the number and variety of elements that may be used to provide support
to educational activities increase, teachers are often lost in locating and selecting the best resources.
The offer of technological resources able to support and even improve educational activities in
schools is larger and larger. This implicitly beneficial fact brings with it added difficulties for teachers
who face the need to select resources from an ever-growing pool of options. Multiple aspects
influence this selection. We have to consider the requirements necessary to satisfy the demands of
an educational activity, but also the restrictions related to the technical compatibility of the selected
resources.
iTEC technological packages have among their purposes to contribute the solution of this problem
by developing the technological infrastructure needed to help teachers to more easily discover,
assemble and fully exploit these resources, such as educational events, and/or experts in a given
field who may be enrolled when implementing an engaging scenario. Indeed, the iTEC project has
among its main objectives “to build a prototype assistant for advising users how to find, select and
combine resources that support the project scenarios”.
The iTEC Composer and iTEC Scenario Development Environment (SDE) are the two key elements
to eventually allow us to meet this goal. The former is a software application available to teachers
and technical coordinators to register, manage, select and integrate learning activities and
resources. The latter extends the functionality of the Composer, offering supporting services in the
form of suggestions or recommendations oriented to assist teachers in their decision-making when
selecting the most appropriate elements to deploy educational scenarios in a particular school. The
iTEC project allocated a research package, WP10, which will investigate and analyse the possibilities
offered by semantic Web technologies to support the recommendations.
WP10’s main objective is to provide a degree of intelligence to the iTEC Composer to analyse the
feasibility of a Learning Story2 in a specific school, offering at the same time recommendations on
Resources that will enable the creation of a Learning Activity and Resource Guide (LARG3) and
eventually the implementation of Learning Activities. The artefact that will eventually provide this

2

A Learning Story is a set of Learning Activities. These two concepts will be used interchangeably.

A LARG is an artefact that extends the information included in a set of Learning Activities with the identification
of those resources selected to implement them.

3
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support is the iTEC SDE, a software engine based on semantic technologies to be integrated with
the iTEC Composer and potentially other external tools to support the tasks below:
Technical Localization: The iTEC SDE analyses the technical feasibility of a set of Learning
Activities, taking into account the Tools available in a specific school, i.e. the Tools available
in a specific Technical Setting.
Resource Planning: The iTEC SDE analyses the requirements of a Learning Story and,
taking into account the context (i.e. the LARG Context), offers recommendations on
Resources to facilitate the selection process when generating a LARG.
Therefore, a first benefit of the SDE is the possibility of automatically checking whether a Learning
Story is feasible in a specific Technical Setting. This process, named “Technical Localization” is
equivalent to the localization concept described in the iTEC DoW. Variants of it include returning the
set of Technical Settings where a specific Learning Story can be implemented or which Learning
Stories can be implemented in a specific Technical Setting.
Secondly, the iTEC SDE will also improve the Resource Planning process, i.e. the creation of a
LARG, offering a set of automatic recommendations to the user. This process corresponds to the
planning process needed to create Lesson Plans, as described in the iTEC DoW. Therefore, the
SDE is one of the key technological elements to support the practical implementation of the
scenarios defined in iTEC. The iTEC SDE will enhance the functionality offered by the iTEC
Composer by offering a set of recommendations for the Resources that should be used in a LARG
implementing a Learning Story in a specific LARG Context (i.e., the set of parameters characterizing
the context where the learning experience will eventually take place, for instance the Technical
Setting, language, intended audience or learning subject). The user could benefit from the iTEC SDE
by accepting these recommendations during the process of creating a LARG. This should be seen
as an added functionality and not as a restriction, as the user could decide to skip one or all the
recommendations provided by the iTEC SDE.
The information used to provide SDE services comes in the first instance from other elements in the
iTEC Cloud, primarily the Composer, the Widget Store and the People and Events Directory. This
information is introduced by users and may be incomplete in some cases. An important effort within
WP10, although not included in DoW, is the enrichment of this information from external sources to
improve both services of Technical Localisation and Resource Planning. WP10 also populates
available data by adding new elements from external sources that have not been included by any
user through any of the other iTEC Cloud elements (e.g. Tools, Events).
As the iTEC SDE offers its main functionality through software interfaces, end users will access the
iTEC SDE recommendations through the iTEC Composer user interface. The SDE will receive
requests from the Composer through the SDE API, which in turn will offer a portfolio of services to
support Technical Localization and Resource Planning, as discussed above. This clear and welldefined API allows other tools, even outside the scope of the iTEC project, to benefit from the SDE
services. The second year, WP10 produced a testing prototype that ‘animated’ the SDE
functionalities that was demonstrated during the annual review. This year, and in cooperation with a
local project, TELGalicia in Spain, the SDE API has been integrated in a much more elaborated
authoring tool that allows teachers to create learning experiences with attached pedagogical guides
and identify the best resources to carry them out.

Purpose and scope of the task
WP10 activities along the two first years produced the outcomes below:
1)

A comprehensive semantic characterization of the main elements participating in the
processes “Technical Localisation” and “Resource Planning” as described above. In
particular, we have paid special attention to the formal description, as a semantic model,
of learning experiences (i.e., learning stories, learning activities and LARGs), the tools
available in schools (technical setting) to be able to support them, and other resources
that can be used (people and events).

2) A Reference Architecture for the SDE, defining its design principles and expected
functionality. This architecture identifies the interfaces with other systems in iTEC and other
external systems. Besides, the features that the Composer may access through the API
offered by the SDE are also identified.
3) A first version of the SDE implementing the functionalities offered through the SDE API and
a testing prototype that allowed us to perform the first validations of the SDE functionality and
check the benefits of the enrichment process.
Taking these products as a starting point, and according to the planning included in the DoW, the
third year has been devoted primarily to revise the developed models and produce a stable version
of the ontology, to integrate the SDE into the iTEC Cloud, to adapt the SDE to the new requirements,
and to test the integrated system with users. All tasks included in the DoW have been fulfilled:
Task 10.1 (M1-M48) Semantic modelling of Educational Scenarios and Technical Settings
o

T10.1.4 (M10-M48) Evaluation and Maintenance

Task 10.2 (M1-M48) Semantic Modelling of Resources and Services
o

T10.2.4 (M10-M48) Evaluation and Maintenance

Task 10.3 (M1-M48) Scenario Localisation
o

T10.3.3 (M15-M48) Requirements’ update

Task 10.4 (M1-M48) Planning
o

T10.4.3 (M15-M48) Requirements’ update

The development of the third version of the ontology produced by semantic modelling activities
(Milestone 31) has concentrated on an important part of WP10’s efforts during the third year. The
ontology created along the first two years has been updated within tasks T10.1.4 and T10.2.4
Additionally, specific sections of the semantic model have also been updated according to the
proposed methodology and taking into account the outcomes of the regular revision and internal
discussion processes on the objectives and requirements of the project. Modifications have been
validated by Control Boards, and they have been documented according to the working methodology
proposed by WP10.
The second group of activities were targeted to develop the third version of the software supporting
technical localization and resource planning (Milestone 32). The integration of the SDE into the iTEC
Cloud, in the context of Tasks T10.3.3 and T10.4.3, required the development of new methods
related to the Resource Planning functionalities in order to take into account the needs and data

structures of the Composer. In addition, this activity also involved the development of solutions to
support the harvesting of data from other iTEC sources into the SDE KB.
WP10 has been conceived as a research-oriented work package intended to validate the advantages
offered by semantic technologies to provide users with smart recommendations. This year, and as
a part of the subtasks in task T10.4.3, the research on the enrichment of information has been further
elaborated. The preliminary experiments carried out in the second year have been completed and
data from the three types of resources (Tools, People and Events) can be now enriched using
already identified appropriate external sources.
The SDE testing was also addressed in the third year of the project. This consists on the evaluation
activities performed on the semantic model according to the defined methodology. The improvement
and update of the recommendations algorithms presented in D10.2 is expected to be carried out
during the fourth year of the project from testing with users involved in local Learning Activity Design,
using the Edukata toolkit.

Relationship with other tasks
WP10 has a close relationship with many iTEC work packages. This relationship stems from the fact
that objects whose definition is provided by other work packages have also to be modelled. Besides,
the actual technical architecture of the project implicitly defines relations among the work packages
involved. Main dependences in this third year correspond to:
WP1: Data models and vocabularies consolidation were coordinated by this Work Package
WP3: Information about Learning Activities. There is a strong relationship between the
activities carried out by WP3 and WP10. WP3 includes among its responsibilities the
generation of a set of Learning Activities and Learning Stories from a textual description of
Educational Scenarios provided by WP2. The definition of Educational Scenarios facilitated
by WP2 does not include enough detail to be adequately processed by an automated system.
Thus, WP10 and WP3 had to work together to identify the characteristics defined for Learning
Stories and Learning Activities, specifically those related to the requirements of the
Resources needed to implement them.
WP6: Smart, Promethean and other partners have provided information about their tools in
order to identify technical settings focused on the use of the products developed by these
providers.
WP7: The iTEC SDE functionality is offered through a software interface that will be accessed
by the iTEC Composer to improve the services offered to its users. In other words, the iTEC
SDE does not have an actual user interface. Its functionality will be provided through the
iTEC Composer’s user interface. Also, in relation with the Composer, during the third year,
the harvesting of data from it (Tools, Technical Settings and Learning Activities) has been
implemented. Finally, the UMAC service is used to guarantee that the SDE API is used only
by those with the appropriate credentials.
WP8: The Widget Store provides access to the different iTEC widgets. WP8 and WP10 have
collaborated to produce a consolidated data model and allow the harvesting of Widget
information from the Store to the SDE.
WP9 is in charge of the development of the People & Events Directory, WP10 must
coordinate with WP9 to jointly specify the information sources and basic data fields to be
collected for these two categories. Harvesting of data from the People and Events Directory
is now fully operational.

Structure of the document
Chapter 1 covers the final developments and updates of the semantic model. It describes the
activities performed during this period corresponding to tasks T10.1.4 and T10.2.4, including the
revision of the ontology developed during the first two years of the project together with the evaluation
and maintenance of the models generated. This chapter is organized according to the sections
below:
Ontology Evaluation (Section 1.1): This section describes the tasks performed to evaluate
the correctness and completeness of the models proposed. More specifically, this section
describes activities related to verification (making sure that definitions correctly implement
the requirements of the ontology) and validation (checking that the ontology definitions
actually model the real world for which they were created). The assessment (evaluation of
the ontology content from the viewpoint of the user) is related to the activities described in
Chapter 4 related to the SDE testing. Details on the verification process are presented in
Appendix III.
Ontology Maintenance/Updates (Section 1.2): This section introduces the most relevant
updates performed on the semantic model due to the updating of the functional requirements
of the project. Details on the maintenance tasks and ontology update are included in
Appendix II and IV.
Chapter 2 deals with the development of the second wave of the SDE software modules. Most of
the efforts during the third year were devoted to integrate the SDE and its services into the iTEC
Cloud. This chapter presents the following sections:
API Updates. This section together with Appendix V describes the modifications done on the
SDE API during this period. Most of the changes were intended to simplify and adapt its use
to the operational behaviour of the Composer, which is the main intended consumer of this
API.
iTEC Data Model. An important effort, coordinated by WP1, was dedicated to harmonize the
different data models used across the project. This includes the mapping between those data
models used in other Work Packages and the semantic model used in WP10.
Harvesting. The Composer, Widget Store and People and Events Directory feed the SDE
with the information managed by iTEC users. This data is used by the SDE engine to provide
its services. This section describes all the different harvesting mechanisms implemented
during this period.
Other Integration issues. The integration within the iTEC Cloud and the requirements of iTEC
as a whole required to deal with authentication and data protection issues. In addition, SDE
widgets were developed to facilitate to other iTEC Cloud components the access to the
(enriched) information available in the SDE.
Chapter 3 presents the research done during the third year on the enrichment of information, which
is one of the key contributions of this Work Package. This chapter is organized around the following
sections:
Process description. It presents the methodology designed to identify external sources and
appropriately match them with the SDE Knowledge Base enriching its data.
Enrichment of Educational Resources. This section describes how the three types of
resources (Tools, People and Events) have been enriched and from which sources.

Enrichment of properties. It shows how existing information (e.g. an address) can be
‘translated’ into information directly usable by the recommendation engine (i.e., geographical
coordinates).
Enrichment results. This section presents the results of experiments performed on the
enrichment of the three types of resources.
Discussion. It deals with the analysis of the research on enrichment and the results obtained
in the third year of the project.
Chapter 4 deals with the testing trial carried out during this period. This included assessment of the
SDE with focus groups of users, including teachers. The methodology follows the principles set by
WP5 and two different experiments were performed in the third year.
Chapter 5 collects the bibliography referenced in the course of this document.
Finally, five annexes gather comprehensive documentation on activities performed by WP10 during
the third year of the project:
Appendix I: List of Abbreviations. A comprehensive list of all the abbreviations used in this
deliverable.
Appendix II: Control Boards. Conclusions from the CB iterations carried out during the third
year are briefly presented in this appendix
Appendix III: Competence Questions. Verification of the ontology developed in Year 3
through the implementation of the competency questions identified in its original design.
Appendix IV: Details of the Ontology Update. Description of the updates that led to the
third version of the ontology.
Appendix V: Details of the SDE API update. Description of all the methods, parameters
and functionality provided by the new methods available through the SDE API.

Impacts of the Deliverable
iTEC project
All objectives included in the DoW for WP10 for the third year, including Milestones 31 and 32, have
been completely achieved. The second wave of Technical Localization and Resource Planning
services is fully operational and already tested by focus groups of users. The semantic model is now
in a stable version and only minor updates are expected for the fourth year.

Review ‘Risk Analysis’
There are no new risks detected during the period under report.

Ethical Issues
None.

IPR issues
None.

REPORT
1.

FINAL VERSION OF THE SDE ONTOLOGY

As stated in previous stages of the iTEC project, the SDE’s behaviour is based on a particular
Semantic Model. This model is composed of an ontology, identifying all the relevant terms needed
to describe the existing key conceptual elements in iTEC, and a set of inference rules to capture the
existing heuristic knowledge that cannot be expressed using Description Logic formalisms. The
Semantic Model has been constructed by Knowledge Engineers (KE) guided by the Competence
Questions and Use Cases identified in the Specification and Business Models (cf. Sect. 2 in D10.1
(Anido Rifón, Santos Gago, Caeiro Rodríguez, Míguez Pérez, Cañas Rodríguez, & Fernández
Iglesias, 2011)), which in turn have been obtained through the collaboration of domain experts along
the initial iterations of the iTEC Control Boards.
The last version of the SDE ontology is available in:
http://itec.det.uvigo.es/itec/ontology/itec.rdf

This link provides access to different formats of the ontology according to the header of the URL.
This will return an HTML document when the corresponding Content-type states ”text/html” or an
RDF/XML (Beckett, 2004) when it includes “application/rdf+xml”. To fetch the ontology in other
representation formats, namely OWL (W3C OWL Working Group, 2012) and N3 (Berners-Lee &
Connolly, 2011), links collected in Table 2 may be used.
Table 1 - Ontology source code. Available formats
Format

URL

RDF

http://itec.det.uvigo.es/itec/ontology/201306/other/itec-201306.rdf

OWL

http://itec.det.uvigo.es/itec/ontology/201306/other/itec-201306.owl

N3

http://itec.det.uvigo.es/itec/ontology/201306/other/itec-201306.n3

Semantic models, in the same way as all software artefacts, must be properly evaluated, and
eventually updated when needed due to errors detected or changes in the initial requirements.
Indeed, along the third year of the iTEC project, WP10 activities related to this Semantic Model were
primarily focused on maintenance. These activities correspond to tasks 10.1.4, 10.2.4 and 10.3.4 in
the iTEC DoW. This chapter collects the outcomes of these tasks. More specifically, Sect. 1.1 briefly
discusses the processes carried out to verify and validate the developed ontological model (Chapter
4 describes the assessment process) and Sect. 1.2 describes the main changes (additions, updates
and removals) made to the ontology in response to the new requirements identified by Control
Boards, agreements among project partners, the evolution of the project objectives and other issues
detected along the evaluation of the Semantic Model.

1.1. Ontology Evaluation
The evaluation of the ontology has been approached according to the methodological principles
identified along the first project year, which were documented in Chapter 1 of deliverable D10.1.
According to these principles, three types of evaluation exist, namely verification, validation and
assessment. In this section we introduce the two most technical evaluation approaches, that is,
verification and validation. A specific chapter (i.e., Chapter 4) is devoted to the third type, that is,
assessment, which is mostly oriented to an evaluation by the end user.

1.1.1. Verification
The first step of ontology evaluation is verification. Verification is a purely technical evaluation
devoted to check that the initial requirements of the Semantic Model, represented as competence
questions at the specification phase (introduced in Sect. 3.1.4 of deliverable D10.1), can be
answered by a semantic query engine using only the terms included in the final version of the
Semantic Model. For this, we had to express these questions, initially in natural language, in some
semantic query language using the concepts and relations defined in the SDE ontology. In our case,
as already proposed in deliverable D10.2 (Anido Rifón, Caeiro Rodríguez, Cañas Rodríguez, Míguez
Pérez, Alonso Rorís, & Santos Gago, 2012), the selected language was SPARQL (Prud'hommeaux
& Seaborne, 2008), as most semantic frameworks and reasoners support it.
Before undertaking the task of translating to SPARQL the competence questions defined during the
first year, it was again necessary to analyse them and adapt them to changes arising within iTEC
project. These changes were minimal. Specifically, it was only needed to remove two of the
questions initially considered:
Question SDI1: «Which Learning Stories have been generated from a given Educational
Scenario?». This question was discarded after the removal of concept Educational Scenario
from the update performed to the semantic model during the second year (cf. Appendix IX of
deliverable D10.2). In turn, this concept was removed because Educational Scenarios are
not relevant insofar the SDE is concerned (technological work packages consider information
offered by WP3 as Learning Stories, but not from Educational Scenarios generated by WP2).
Question E8: «What learning content is going to be used in an event?». In this case, this
question was removed because it was never considered to manage such information.
The final version of competence questions expressed as SPARQL queries, is included in Sect. 0
These queries have been submitted to a knowledge base including the ontology and some example
data that was specifically created for testing. Tests were supported by the SPARQL engine and
query interface provided by Virtuoso Universal Server (OpenLink Software, 2009).

1.1.2. Validation
Validation is intended to assess if an ontology fits the real world, i.e. it is targeted to make sure that
the concepts, relations and axioms defined in the semantic model correspond to the real world they
are intended to represent. In a more detailed way, ontology validation is targeted to discover
deficiencies, redundancies, inconsistencies, incoherencies, or the modelling of unnecessary
concepts and relations. This type of evaluation is more subjective than the previous one, and it is
performed mostly by domain experts as the true connoisseurs of the intricacies that make up the
part of the world being modelled.

Ontology validation was performed along the sixth iteration of the CB that took place in June-July
this year. In this case, such CB was focused on the revision of the changes introduced in the ontology
since the last revision performed by iTEC Control Board Fourth Iteration (Appendix II, Sect. 2.3 of
deliverable D10.2). The SDE Ontology had already been discussed in previous iterations in order to
detect issues related mainly to its scope and its conceptualization. This time, the focus was on
detecting potential semantic incompatibilities with other models used in other systems in the iTEC
architecture. Sect. 7.3 discusses in detail this iteration.
In general, experts positively validated the proposed updates on the ontology, as issues implying
relevant changes have not been identified. Most of them believe that updates are in line with the
decisions taken in relation to the data models handled by the different iTEC sub-systems (cf. Sect.
2.2), although in some cases minor issues have been raised related to the synchronization between
the semantic model and iTEC’s Data Model. In particular, synchronization problems detected were:
(1) the presence in the Semantic Model of concept SimilarityRelation (cf. Appendix IV Sect. 9.2) and
(2) the absence of properties "language" and "creator" for elements of type Tool, and "organizer" or
"related tool" for elements of type Event. Regarding the first point, note that the model handles
semantic concepts that, although not present in the iTEC Data Model, may be useful for the operation
of the SDE. Regarding the second point, the comments provided have been useful to identify errors,
either in representation, as in the case of the properties for tools, or in the actual construction of the
ontology, as in the case of properties of elements of type event.
In addition to comments on the synchronization between the semantic model and iTEC’s Data Model,
concerns have also been raised about the appropriateness of some concepts or relations. As a
consequence of all these comments from experts, to correct errors and to clarify as far as possible
the semantics of the concepts and relationships identified, we have taken the following decisions
and mitigation measures:
Elements Tag and Rating (cf. Appendix IV Sect. 9.1) can collaboratively supplement the
description of a resource by adding tags and personal ratings. Values for both elements can
be provided both by users, as in the case of iTEC’s Widget Store, and cataloguers as in the
case of the iTEC Composer. Insofar the Semantic Model is concerned, both contributions are
conceptually equivalent and, therefore, are modelled with the same elements.
Relation dct:source applied to concept itec:LearningActivity points to another
itec:LearningActivity used as a source to build the former. In no event this implies any
sequencing relation between them.
Property dct:description applied to an itec:Requirement is intended to store the textual
description of the requirement in a given context.
In general, the Semantic Model does not maintain explicit information about the user, but
only the information related to the creation LARGs (i.e., resource selection, learning activities,
context).
The latest version of the Semantic Model does not provide information on groups, as such
information is not maintained in any system in the iTEC project.
Relation dct:format is applied to concept itec:Tool (direct ancestor of itec:Application and
itec:Device). It might look more appropriate to apply it to concept itec:Application, however,
according to our point of view, it also makes sense to apply it to itec:Device (e.g., an iPhone
smartphone does not support the playing of Flash videos, but some versions of Android
smartphones do).
Concept itec:iTECTechnology is defined in order to represent the set of tools that are
developed through the iTEC project. However, as noted during the CB, and considering that
the developed ontology is a generic research contribution, it may accommodate any tools
available online, even if not developed within the iTEC project. Therefore, it was decided to

expand the scope of this concept to any tool available online that does not require local
installation for its use, and it has been renamed to itec:CloudTechnology.
Concepts itec:Software, itec:Hardware and itec:OperatingSystem have been removed from
the Semantic Model because the vocabulary of tool types in the VBE is already available
(i.e. Application, Device, Shell, CloudApp, Shell component, Shell-specific app and widget)
to construct the corresponding the classification. Moreover, explicit differentiation of these
three types of tools is not effectively used by the SDE.
It should also be noted that some experts have expressed concerns about the correctness or clarity
of the graphic schemes used for representing changes. Although this aspect does not affect directly
to the ontology or its validation, they have been taken into account to document the ontology.

1.2. Ontology Maintenance/Updates
As was widely reported in the previous deliverables, for the construction of the Semantic Model, the
terminology and conceptualizations already identified in the most relevant data models and
specifications available on the web have been used, such as Dublin Core (DCMI Usage Board, 2012)
or FOAF (Brickley & Miller, 2010). This provides a greater ability to interoperate with systems and
external applications and, perhaps more importantly, to reuse knowledge having a broad consensus.
In addition to this global scope "conceptual harmonization", always convenient but not strictly
necessary from a purely operational perspective, it is required a local scope “conceptual
harmonization”, i.e. a semantic synchronization with the data models used in iTEC software systems
with which the SDE exchanges information (Composer, People & Events Directory).
In this line, work packages in charge of managing information, i.e. WP3, WP7, WP8, WP9 and WP10,
have been working this year in a collaborative way in order to establish a common modelling
framework, namely iTEC Data Model (cf. Sect. 2.2), to facilitate data sharing and data reusing. Mainly
as a consequence to this work, but also as a consequence of new requirements that have emerged
and other relevant decisions related to the SDE environment, some changes were introduced in the
iTEC SDE Ontology (Anido Rifón, Santos Gago, Caeiro Rodríguez, Cañas Rodríguez, & Fernández
Iglesias, 2013), whose first version was introduced in Sect. 3 of deliverable D10.1, and updated in
Appendix IX of deliverable D10.2.
This section summarizes the few relevant changes and updates performed to the SDE ontology
since the version included in Appendix IX of deliverable D10.2. Please refer to Appendix V for a
complete account of the changes introduced, or to iTEC Ontology documentation
(http://itec.det.uvigo.es/itec/ontology/201306/itec.html) for a full description of the ontology. This
section is organized according to the groups of concepts identified in the ontology, i.e. People (cf.
Sect. 1.2.2), Events (cf. Sect. 1.2.3), LARG (cf. Sect. 1.2.4) and Tools (cf. Sect. 1.2.5). For each
group, the most relevant changes are briefly summarized. Before this, Sect. 1.2.1 presents a
summary of the general changes not belonging to any of the groups above.
To facilitate the comprehension of content in sections below, conceptual diagrams representing
some of the changes made are included. In these diagrams, a specific colour code has been used
to improve readability: purple identifies explicitly defined elements within the project (using a clearer
shade when referring to vocabularies); blue is used for concepts from other ontologies, and pink for
instances. In addition, concepts are represented by rectangular boxes, relations between concepts
), and relations between a concept and their
are represented using solid arrows (
instances using broken lines

1.2.1. Overall issues
This section includes a list of all general or transversal modifications performed to the ontology, that
is, those not directly or exclusively associated to one of the concept groups referenced above. More
specifically, these contributions correspond to:
The main changes in the Semantic Model are focused on considering the vocabularies
discussed in the iTEC Data Model (cf. Sect. 2.2). To tackle this issue and to facilitate the
management of these vocabularies whose terms may be available at external sources,
classes itec:Vocabulary and itec:VocabularyTerm were introduced. These classes are
subclasses of skos:ConceptScheme and skos:Concept defined by SKOS (Miles &
Bechhofer, 2009), a common data model for sharing thesauri and taxonomies. Note that
vocabularies managed by the SDE which in turn are part of the iTEC Data Model, are
presently defined in the VBE (European Schoolnet, 2013). This way, all terms defining a
vocabulary have been incorporated as instances of VocabularyTerm. Specifically, 17
vocabularies were incorporated in the SDE Semantic Model (please refer to Sect. 9.4). As
an example, Figure 1 illustrates how instances of concept itec:KnowledgeArea defined at the
Semantic Model are in turn instances of itec:VocabularyTerm, that is, elements belonging to
a specific vocabulary, VBE EUN Subject values vocabulary, in this specific case. This
approach to modelling facilitates the management and handling of each vocabulary in an
independent way, together with its synchronization with the hosting external source.
The general vision of the iTEC project provides support to a scenario where users may
collaborate to incrementally complement the description of educational resources.
Particularly, users (or cataloguers) may collaboratively add tags and personal assessments
on resources. In order to manage this data, we defined two new classes: Tag and Rating,
which in turn are subclasses of SocialAnnotation (cf. Figure 2). Both of them enable to
efficiently consider tag or rating actions. In general, this information may be extracted from
iTEC data sources (e.g. iTEC Widget Store). However, the SDE also supports in some cases
the enrichment of this information by harvesting additional data from external sources, or
even by internally generating the missing information from other harvested values (e.g.
downloads, views or embeds).
Another general modification (i.e. independent from the groups identified) corresponds to the
introduction of some classes to keep and to consider the weights initially assigned (in D10.2
Appendix II, Sect. 2.2 of deliverable D10.2) to each factor used in the SDE recommendation
algorithm. Note that these weights may be updated dynamically. As illustrated in Figure 3, all
of them are subclasses of the RecommendationFactor concept, which is characterised by
relations itec:factor_id and wo:weight. In the same way, concept SimilarityRelation
(previously named SimilarityLevel in D10.2) has been redefined as foreseen in D10.2 to
reflect an estimated degree of similarity between two resources (cf. Figure 4). Information
modelled with this element will enable the straightforward recommendation of resources
according to a pre-computed similarity value in relation to other resources previously selected
by the user. These updates are not intended to contribute to the direct synchronization with
elements in the iTEC Data Model, but to improve the management of the information utilized
by SDE’s internal algorithms for relevance calculation. Nevertheless, they have been
included in this report as they are a visible part of the final SDE Ontology.
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Figure 1 - Ontology updates. Vocabularies

Figure 2 - Ontology updates. Social Annotation

Figure 3 - Ontology updates. Recommendation factors

Figure 4 - Ontology updates. Similarity relations

1.2.2. People Characterization
The most relevant update performed in this group corresponds to the inclusion of properties dct:type
and itec:role to bind a person to their category and, respectively, their role (according to VBE
vocabularies) in the same way as in the iTEC Data Model. Additionally, the relations below have
been included to directly characterize a person (cf. Figure 5):
itec:technicalSetting: To bind a person to the tools available to them (using concept
itec:TechnicalSetting).
itec:cost: To indicate whether the person has to be paid for his participation or not.
foaf:familyName: Family name or last name / surname.

foaf:topic_interest: To reflect the person’s interest in activities related to a particular subject.

Figure 5 - Ontology updates. Person

With respect to the People group, several VBE vocabularies were added to serve as values (i.e.,
range sets) of several properties (i.e. relations) previously collected in the SDE ontology to
characterize a person. Specifically, the introduced vocabularies are (cf. Figure 5): itec:Country (as
range set for property itec:country bound to the itec:Address concept), itec:GeneralYesNo (as range
set for property itec:cost), itec:Gender (property itec:gender), itec:ICTChannel (property itec:channel
bound to concept itec:OnlineChannel), itec:KnowledgeArea, itec:Language (properties
itec:motherTongue and itec:fluently), itec:PersonType property dct:type), itec:PhoneType (property
itec:phoneType bound to concept itec:Tel) and itec:Role (property itec:role). Besides, taking into
account its lack of use for the SDE and the lack of a correspondence in the iTEC Data Model
framework, some concepts and properties related to the modelling of persons were deleted.

1.2.3. Events Characterization
From a practical point of view, the most relevant update in the Event class was focused on storing
the access properties of events. As depicted in Figure 6, there was introduced properties
itec:environment, used to specify if the event is online or in-person. Besides, class itec:Place, a
subclass of geo:SpatialThing, was updated to specify the type of place where an event will take
place (e.g. museum, aquarium, zoo).

Figure 6 - Ontology updates. Event

The relations below were also added to this group:
dct:requires: To identify tools needed to attend the event
dct:publisher: To include the person or organization that organize the event
VBE vocabularies included in the Semantic Model to serve as range sets for some of the properties
characterizing events are (cf. Figure 6): itec:Audience (property dct:audience), itec:Country (property
itec:country in an itec:Place element), itec:EducationLevel (property dct:EducationLevel),
itec:EventEnvironment (property itec:environment), itec:EventPlace (property dct:type in an
itec:Place element), itec:EventType (property dct:type in an itec:Event element), itec:Language
(property dct:language), itec:GeneralYesNo (property itec:cost) and itec:KnowledgeArea (property
dct:subject).
As result of incorporating the itec:environment property, classes itec:OnlineEvent and
itec:PhysicalEvent, present in the version of the Semantic Model included in D10.2, were deleted.

1.2.4. LARG Characterization
In the second wave of the ontology, and as a part of the ontology’s simplification effort, an important
decision related to the modelling of Learning Activities and Learning Stories was the deprecation on
textual properties. These properties were not effectively used by the SDE. However, the current
version of the ontology recovers these properties in order to be able to offer this information as linked
data items and, potentially, to support future improvements in the recommendation algorithms (e.g.
using Natural Language Processing or other Machine Learning techniques).
Regarding the itec:Requirement concept (cf. Figure 7), it was added a dct:description property to
include a textual description about a requirement, an itec:optionality property to specify the
optionality of a requirement according to the vocabulary itec:RequirementType and a itec:mandatory
property to reflect the obligation to fulfil the requirement to accomplish an activity.

Figure 7 - Ontology updates. LARG

It must be pointed out that the requirements’ specification in the iTEC Data Model is far as it doesn’t
consider as many properties as the ones available in the Semantic Model. Nevertheless, this latter
approach was followed to provide more versatility without compromising its efficiency.
Finally, the itec:UserSelection concept, used to register those resources selected by the user to
satisfy a given requirement in a Learning Activity, was redefined. Its name was changed to
itec:ResourceSelection and the property itec:requirement was added (cf. Figure 7) to identify the
requirement for which the current selection of resources has been performed.
The VBE vocabularies included in the Semantic Model for this group are (cf. Figure 7):
itec:Functionality (property itec:functionality); itec:PersonType (persons’ property dct:type), itec:Role
(property itec:role); itec:EventType (events’ property dct:type), itec:EventPlace (property dct:type in
an itec:Place element) and itec:RequirementType (new property itec:optionality). Furthermore,
taking into account the full requirement specification considered in the recommendation algorithm
(cf. Figure 8) and the LARG Context modeling, there will also be used itec:Language (property
dct:language),
itec:MimeType
(properties
dct:format
and
itec:supportedFormat),
itec:KnowledgeArea (property dct:subject), itec:Audience (property dct:audience), itec:ICTChannel
(property itec:channel), and itec:EducationLevel (property dct:educationLevel).
With respect to the itec:Requirement definition, relations itec:critical, itec:important and
itec:niceToHave were deleted as result of including relation itec:optionality and the
itec:RequirementType vocabulary.

Figure 8 - Ontology updates. Requirement specification

1.2.5. Tools Characterization
Regarding the characterization of applications and devices, minor changes were introduced in order
to improve the intrinsic description of tools. Particularly, there were included relations dct:type, to
indicate the type of tool according to the new itec:ToolType vocabulary, and itec:version to store a
string indicating the version of the tool.
Besides, the relations below were added:
foaf:homepage: to indicate the official web page of an application.
itec:downloadURL: to indicate the link where the application is available for download (it was
included only for itec:Application resources in D10.2 as itec:accessURL)
dct:creator: to indicate the creator of the tool.
The VBE vocabularies included in the Semantic Model are (cf. Figure 9): itec:Audience (property
dct:audience), itec:EducationLevel (property dct:educationLevel), itec:GeneralYesNo (property
itec:cost),
itec:MimeType (property itec:supportedFormat),
itec:Functionality
(property
itec:weightedFunctionality) and itec:Language (property dct:language), itec:ToolType ( property
dct:type).

Figure 9 - Ontology updates. Tool

As result of including the pair dct:type property and itec:ToolType vocabulary, the concepts
itec:Device, itec:Shell, itec:Application, itec:Widget, itec:ShellComponent, itec:ShellSpecificApp (i.e.,
itec:Plugin in the first wave of the ontology) were deleted. Besides, the itec:requiredSkillLevel relation
included in D10.2 was deleted because the information available about teachers’ competences will
not be considered. Also the dct:hasVersion property was deleted because it was decided after
consultation with the appropriate experts that explicit relations among different versions of the same

tool will not be considered. With the aim of reducing the complexity of the system, different versions
of the same tool will be included only when they reflect significant changes in the tool’s characteristics
(e.g. provided functionality). In this case, they will be considered different tools insofar the
recommender is concerned. However, as pointed out above, property itec:version has been kept to
collect as a text string any information related to a tool’s version. In the sake of a simplified model,
itec:Hardware, itec:Software, and itec:OperatingSystem concepts were deleted because their use in
the current scenario was very limited.

2. INTEGRATION OF THE SDE INTO THE ITEC CLOUD
The iTEC Cloud is defined as the collection of systems and applications, the SDE among them,
offering the functionalities developed within the iTEC project. Figure 10 provides an outline of these
systems:
The iTEC Composer, developed by WP7, is a Web application acting as a unique authoring
tool that supports the composition of learning stories and learning activities that are enriched
by resources made available via the iTEC Widget Store and the iTEC People and Events
Directory. The learning stories can be reused for a (semi)automatic customisation of a shell
in order to support learners in achieving their educational objectives.
The iTEC Wookie Widget Server, developed by WP8, functions to both store and deliver
W3C widgets to a range of platforms through the provision of the connector framework. The
iTEC Wookie Widget Server manages the unpacking and delivery of widgets to web
applications, and their downloading to devices that already support widget packages. It acts
as a mechanism for managing widget users and facilitating data storage and widget
interoperability.
The purpose of the iTEC People & Events (P&E) Directory, developed by WP9, is to provide
teachers with a directory of people who can contribute to the realisation of learning stories
and activities, and events, that is, something that happens or takes place at a specific place
and time around which learning story implementation and learning activities may be
organised. Thus, the immediate focus of the P&E Directory is to connect teachers, to support
teacher community collaboration.
The iTEC SDE, developed by WP10, is a recommender service extending the functionality
of the iTEC Composer offering supporting services in the form of suggestions or
recommendations oriented to assist teachers in their decision-making when selecting the
most appropriate elements to deploy educational scenarios in a particular school.
The User Management and Access Control (UMAC) offers an integrated environment, where
the user, once authenticated, gets access to the various services they are authorised to use.
As can be seen in Figure 10 the iTEC SDE relates to the rest of the systems in the iTEC Cloud
according to three different models:
Information harvesting. The implementation of SDE functionalities relies on data provided by
other systems in the iTEC Cloud. More specifically, data registered with the iTEC Composer
on tools (applications and devices), learning activities and technical settings, data stored in
the iTEC P&E Directory on people and events, and data registered with the iTEC Wookie
Widget Server on widget descriptions. The SDE needs to access these systems to collect
data and keep its KB updated.
Access to SDE functionalities. Access to the services offered by the SDE (technical
localisation and resource planning services) is performed from the iTEC Composer through
a specific Web Service API.
UMAC authentication. All interactions among the several systems in the iTEC Cloud, SDE’s
information harvesting and access to the services provided by the SDE from the Composer
in particular, together with all user interactions, has to be authenticated and authorized by
the UMAC.
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Figure 10 – The iTEC Cloud architecture

Taking into account the relationships among the systems configuring the iTEC Cloud architecture, a
relevant part of the development efforts of WP10 along the third project year were focused to address
the integration of the SDE with the rest of the systems. This chapter discusses the most relevant
aspects of this work. First, Sect. 2.1 introduces some updates of the methods in the SDE API,
including (1) new methods for the iTEC Composer and (2) some additional services to improve
communication with other systems in the Cloud. Then, Sect. 2.2 discusses the data models common
to the different systems in the iTEC Cloud that have been revised along this year to guarantee the
alignment among systems. Sect. 2.3 outlines how harvesting is performed for the several data
sources, and finally Sect. 2.4 enumerates additional issues related to integration, like the
authentication of systems accessing the SDE, aspects related to privacy and data protection
managed by the SDE and their impact in other systems, or the development of widgets to facilitate
access to information on resources only available in the SDE’s KB.
The software of the SDE has been published as an open source code in SourceForge:
https://sourceforge.net/projects/itec-sde/

2.1. API Updates
As an outcome of the activities performed along the second year, Sect. 1.1 of deliverable D10.2
included the description of the methods in the SDE API. These methods are available at:
http://itec.det.uvigo.es/itec-sde/wservices/ws

There is also available a guide of the methods in the SDE API that includes testing tools and JSON
Schemas (Zyp & Court, 2010) for requests and responses of each method in the API. The digital
version of this guide is available at:
http://itec.det.uvigo.es/itec-sde/apidoc/index.html

During this third year, the SDE methods have been updated to facilitate the integration with the iTEC
Composer as discussed in Sect. 2.1.1. In addition, new services have been included to communicate
the information available in the SDE to other systems (cf. Sect. 2.1.2).

2.1.1. Supporting the Composer Integration
Composer-SDE communication is supported by the localisation and resource planning methods
offered by the SDE. This year’s work has been focused primarily on the resource planning methods
related to the request from the Composer of recommendations of resources satisfying the
requirements of learning activities. Several issues subject to modification were identified to facilitate
the final integration. We analyse below the proposed changes, while Sect. 2.1.1.2 introduces the
new methods developed from already existing methods according to the mentioned update proposal.

2.1.1.1.

Issues on the adaptation of recommendation methods

The main changes implemented in the methods mentioned above are reviewed below. The
motivation of these changes is also provided.
Partition of the input structure of the LARG element into several elements
The LARG data structure proposed in D10.2 Sect. 1.1.1.2, contains all the information items
managed in resource planning, so the resulting scheme is fairly complex. For this reason,
and taking into account the data model handled by the Composer, it was considered
appropriate to use these items directly as input parameters instead of a single LARG
parameter. Specifically, the LARG parameter has been partitioned into three parameters:
Learning Activities, Technical Settings and Context (cf. Sect. 2.1.1.2). This partition improves
clarity and facilitates the understanding of input parameters.
Relaxing of parameters’ validation conditions
Methods designed within the SDE API introduced in D10.2 operate according to a strict
validation of input parameters. However, in certain circumstances (e.g. changes in the
requirements of a pre-existing learning activity, new tools incorporated in the technical
setting) the information available on the SDE’s KB may not be updated with respect to that
available in the iTEC Composer. In this scenario, it was decided to relax the validation

conditions so that the SDE can run considering the input data and not only data existing in
the SDE’s KB. Furthermore, this approach also allows the input parameters to include
elements not needed to execute these methods, but which may be present in the data models
of the API’s consumer systems, including the Composer.
Improvement of vocabulary term identification
Also related to the relaxation of the validation conditions, internal methods have been
introduced to assist in the location of elements in vocabularies (VocabularyTerm) from the
text string associated with them. In these methods, the SDE only recognized this type of
elements from its identifier, forcing the API consumer to work with those values. With this
update, the iTEC Composer may perform requests using as input parameters, for
VocabularyTerm elements, (internationalized) text strings associated with them.
Requesting recommendations for a generic group of learning activities instead of a specific
learning story
The model used by the iTEC Composer supports the management of learning stories.
However, it is foreseen that the SDE will receive requests at the learning activity level only.
As a consequence, it does not make sense to use learning stories as input parameters.
Therefore, new methods defined operate at the learning activity level or, more specifically,
groups of learning activities. In this way greater flexibility is provided in requests, being a
Composer’s decision to group learning activities according to user actions.

2.1.1.2.

Description of new methods

Taking into account the considerations above, four new methods have been implemented, namely
Recommend Tools B, Recommend People B, Recommend Events B and Recommend Resources
B. These methods are functionally equivalent to the previous ones, that is, Recommend Tools,
Recommend People, Recommend Events and Recommend Resources (cf. D10.2. Sect. 1.1). These
new methods have been added to the previous ones, and they are accessible at the same location,
and documented in the same web page referenced at the beginning of this section.
New methods are recommendation-oriented methods within the functionalities offered by the SDE
for resource planning. As discussed in deliverable D10.2, they consider two key aspects:
1) The set of activities configuring the LARG that can be freely selected and/or modified by the
teacher.
2) The context where these activities will take place (i.e., LARG Context including the Technical
Setting). Basic aspects like the activity topic, the teaching language or the dates when the
activity will be developed may have a relevant impact on the number and type of resources
needed to support it.
Each of the new API methods is briefly discussed below. Each method is introduced according to a
basic structure including the method’s name, description, input parameters and result. As methods
exchange common data structures (Learning Activities, Technical Settings and Context), we will first
introduce these elements. Further details about methods’ parameters are available in Sect. 10.2.

Method Invocation

In the same way as the rest of the methods included in the API discussed in Sect. 1.1 of deliverable
D10.2, requests are done via the JSON-RPC protocol (JSON-RPC Working Group, 2013) over
HTTP, so callers will need to be able to send HTTP POST calls from the platform of their choice.
Insofar invocation is concerned, all methods are stateless. The request is composed of four items:
jsonrpc - the version number of the protocol. It must be the string: "2.0"
id - any identifier that will be echoed in the response message
method name - just a string with the invoked method’s name (see below)
params - a (JSON) object passed to the method
Responses are composed of three items:
jsonrpc – the version number of the protocol, It must be the string: "2.0"
id - this is an echo of the request id
result or error, depending on the results of method’s execution
Further details are available in Sect 1.1.2 of deliverable D10.2.
Data structures
New methods take as input parameters a collection of elements extracted from the former LARG
parameter. More specifically, the former parameter has been decomposed into three parameters:
Learning Activities, Technical Settings and Context. This way, methods operate with simpler
structures that are closer to the data models managed by the Composer.
We provide below a detailed description of the new parameters. For each structure we provide a
graphical description including optional and required elements. Please refer to Sect. 10.2 for
additional details. The graphical representation complies with the conventions shown in Table 2.
Table 2 - Graphic symbols used in the description of data structures

Basic representation of a data element.
A data structure including only one element.
A data structure including all elements referenced
Learning Activities. This data structure is used to represent a set of learning activities selected by
the user together with requirements needed in their development.
In former methods, input learning activities were referenced within parameter learning_story of
element LARG in several ways:
by reference, using a learning_story identifier (where a learning_story corresponds to a set
of learning activities)
by reference, using the identifiers of each learning_activity
by value, using the actual information of each learning activity

New methods require these parameters to be always referenced by value, including all the
information of each learning activity (cf. Figure 11). Therefore, requirements of learning activities
should also be passed by value. Note that the structure of the several types of requirements (included
in a learning activity) has been modified according to the update of the corresponding data model
(cf. Sect. 2.2).

Figure 11 - Data structure of learning activities parameter

Technical Settings. Structure intended to collect the set or sets of tools available to the user
requesting recommendations. As it can be seen in Figure 12, this parameter has two fundamental
differences with respect to the one included in former methods:
it supports the method to be invoked with several technical settings
it is passed by value, that is, the set of identifiers of all tools in each technical setting should
be explicitly provided. In former methods, each technical setting was passed by reference,
that is, only the corresponding identifier was passed as part of the LARG element

Figure 12 - Data structure of technical settings parameter

Context. Stores the characteristics specific of the educational context where learning activities take
place. As it can be seen Figure 13, these characteristics are: age range, education level, keywords,
languages, completion dates, knowledge areas and location.
The main differences between this element and the former one (element LARG Context included in
the LARG) are:
the absence of sub-element Technical Setting, being now an independent element
the absence of element Participants
Table 3 collects a summary of the correspondences between the former element LARG and the
three new elements.
Table 3 - Recommendation methods. Old version vs. new version

Recommend methods (Old)

Recommend methods B (New)

larg > learning_ story_id

learning_activities

larg > learning_ activities
larg > larg_context > technical_setting_id

technical_setting

larg > larg_context

Context

larg > explicit_resources

None

larg > participants

None

Note – The structure of the parameters of method Recommend Tools may be consulted in deliverable
Appendix III, Sect. 3.3 of deliverable D10.2, and those of method Recommend Tools B in Sect. 10.3

Figure 13 - Data structure of context parameter

Description of the new methods
Recommend Tools B
The system provides recommendations on suitable Tool resources to be used during the
implementation of some Learning Activities
Input Parameters:
learning_activities: Set of Learning Activities selected by the user
technical_settings: Set of Technical Settings available to the user
context: Relevance details for the characterization of the context in which learning activities
will take place
max_results: maximum number of results desired
Result:
List of recommended resources for each requirement of type Tool defined in the learning activities
indicated, including:
Identifier of the requirement for which the recommendation is given
List of identifiers of recommended resources
Recommend Events B
The system provides recommendations on suitable event resources to be used for the
implementation of some Learning Activities
Input Parameters:
learning_activities: Set of Learning Activities selected by the user
technical_settings: Set of Technical Settings available to the user
context: Relevance details for the characterization of the context in which learning activities
will take place
max_results: maximum number of results desired
Result:
List of recommended resources for each requirement of type Event defined in the learning activities
indicated, including:
Identifier of the requirement for which the recommendation is given
List of identifiers of recommended resources
Recommend People B
The system provides recommendations on suitable Person resources to be used for the
implementation of some Learning Activities
Input Parameters:

learning_activities: Set of Learning Activities selected by the user
technical_settings: Set of Technical Settings available to the user
context: Relevance details for the characterization of the context in which learning activities
will take place
max_results: maximum number of results desired
Result:
List of recommended resources for each requirement of type Person, including:
Identifier of the requirement for which the recommendation is given
List of identifiers of recommended resources
Recommend Resources B
The system provides recommendations on suitable resources to be used for the implementation of
some Learning Activities
Input Parameters:
learning_activities: Set of Learning Activities selected by the user
technical_settings: Set of Technical Settings available to the user
context: Relevance details for the characterization of the context in which learning activities
will take place
max_results: maximum number of results desired
Result:
List of recommended resources for each requirement (of any type) defined in the learning activities
indicated, including:
Identifier of the requirement for which the recommendation is given
List of identifiers of recommended resources

2.1.2. Supporting access to KB entities
The SDE works with a KB including data collected from several sources, both local (i.e., systems
belonging to the iTEC Cloud, cf. Sect. 2.3) and external (i.e. Web sources, cf. Sect. 3). The later
provide an added value to the SDE’s recommendation system, however the fact of including external
data may pose integration problems among the different sources. In particular, the Composer may
receive in response to recommendation requests references (i.e., identifiers) to items not available
in its own database. In this scenario, and in parallel to the methods offered by the API to support
their specific functionality, we have developed different REST services (Booth, et al., 2004) to
Exchange information about some of the entities in the SDE’s KB. Such services may be used to
obtain (1) detailed information about a resource from its identifier or (2) basic information about a
collection of entities according to different criteria. To facilitate its usage, and differently to the
methods discussed in deliverable D10.2 and the new methods to support the integration with the
Composer discussed above, these new methods are accessible through http GET requests and offer
their results either through simple JSON (Crockford, 2006) structures or through an RDF semantic
representation in N3 format. Both services and their main properties are introduced below.

2.1.2.1.

Service for fetching detailed information on a Tool

The detailed information service returns the information available about a specific Tool in the KB,
either in N3 or JSON formats. The N3 file corresponds to a direct dump of the resource properties
as they are stored in the KB. On the other side, the JSON file directly offers a subset of the main
characteristics of the resource (i.e., name, description, abstract, type and image) grouped according
to the source from which they were extracted (i.e., a subsystem in the iTEC Cloud or a specific
external source (cf. Chapter 3).
Presently, this service offers support to the visualization widgets (cf. Sect. 2.4.3) and to a redirection
service to link the information about each resource according to the principles of Linked Data
(Berners-Lee, Linked Data, 2009).
The invocation scheme is as follows:
<SDE address>/ld/<resource type>/<identifier>/<output format>

where:
<resource type> - type of resource to be retrieved, i.e. Application o Device
<identifier> - identifier assigned by the original source
<output format> - desired output format, i.e. ‘json’ or ‘n3’.
For example, given the resource identifier http://itec-composer-dev.eun.org/Application/2168802,
the corresponding invocation to the detailed information service will be http://itec.det.uvigo.es/itecsde-dev/wservices/ld/Application/2168802/json.
An example including a request and a response is collected in Listing 1.
Listing 1 – Detailed information service. Request & response example
Request
http://itec.det.uvigo.es/itec-sde/wservices/ld/Application/2168802/json
Response
{

prefixes: {
dct: "http://purl.org/dc/terms/",
itec_vp: "http://itec.det.uvigo.es/itec/vocabularies/",
…
},
name: "Google Sites",
abstract: "Google Sites is a web-based tool to create websites.",
description: "Google Sites is a web-based tool to create websites. In order to create a site you need a
Google-account but it is possible to let other people view and edit without Google-accounts. It favours easyto-use and collaboration over fancy layout. Since it is a Google product interaction with other Google
products like Google Docs, Google Maps and YouTube is rather seamless &ndash; you just have to choose
&ldquo;Insert&rdquo; and pick the service you want integrated.<br /><br />Google Sites can be used for
!

multiple purposes &ndash; e.g. as a classroom site where products are gathered and made available for
peer review or as a project site where a group can organize their reflections. It can be anything from a private
workspace to a global showcase.",
image: "http://itec.aalto.fi/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/Google-Sites_icon.jpg",
type: [
"itec:Tool",
"itec:Application"
]
sources: [
{
properties: [
{
name: "dct:abstract",
value: "Google Sites is a web-based tool to create websites."
},
{
name: "dct:audience",
value: "itec_vp:Audience#28"
},
…
],
name: "iTEC"
},
{
properties: [
{
name: "dct:title",
value: "Google Sites"
},
…
],
name: "CNET"
}
…
]
}

2.1.2.2.

Services for fetching basic information on collections of entities

These services return listings including basic information on entities of a given type registered with
the SDE. More specifically, for each resource it returns the iTEC identifier formatted according to the
URI proposal in Sect. 2.2.2, the Linked Data4 identifier, its name and a textual description. Presently,
these methods are used internally to support the Tool Search widget (c.f. Sect. 2.4.3). Nevertheless,
they are easy-to-use services intended to be also used by other applications in iTEC. Table 4
summarizes the types of entities supported.

4 This identifier is generated by the SDE to support future functionalities related to the sharing of resources
according to the principles of Linked Data.

Table 4 – Listing service. Types of entities supported
Type of resource

The list returned includes:

Applications

Registered applications, including generic ones, widgets, cloud applications or
shells

Devices

Registered devices

education_levels

Elements from itec:EducationLevel vocabulary

event_places

Elements from itec:EventPlace vocabulary

event_types

Elements from itec:EventType vocabulary

functionalities

Elements from itec:Functionality vocabulary

knowledge_areas

Elements from itec:KnowledgeArea vocabulary

Languages

Elements from itec:Language vocabulary

person_categories

Elements from itec:PersonType vocabulary

person_roles

Elements from itec:Role vocabulary

Tools

All the tools available in the KB, including applications and devices.

Widgets

Applications of type widget

The invocation scheme is as follows:
<SDE address>/resources/<language>/<entity type>

where:
<language> - ISO 639-1:2002 code
<entity type> - any entity in Table 4
The information returned in fields “name” and “description” will be internationalised according to
parameter <language>. If no data is available in that language, results will be in English by default.
According to this scheme, Listing 2 shows an example of a request and an excerpt of the
corresponding response.

Listing 2 – Listing service. Request & response example
Request
http://itec.det.uvigo.es/itec-sde/wservices/resources/en/tools
Response
[

{

id: "http://itec-composer-dev.eun.org/Application/2168802",
id_ld: "http://itec.det.uvigo.es/itec/Application/2168802",
name: "Google Sites",
description: "Google Sites is a web-based tool to create websites. In order to create a site you need a
Google-account but it is possible to let other people view and edit without Google-accounts. It favours easyto-use and collaboration over fancy layout. Since it is a Google product interaction with other Google
products like Google Docs, Google Maps and YouTube is rather seamless &ndash; you just have to choose
&ldquo;Insert&rdquo; and pick the service you want integrated.<br /><br /> …",
external: false
},
{
id: "http://itec-composer-dev.eun.org/Application/572102",
id_ld: "http://itec.det.uvigo.es/itec/Application/572102",
name: "Firefox",
external: false
},
...
]

2.2. iTEC Data Model
One of the key aspects to facilitate integration among systems in the iTEC Cloud is the agreement
on a common data model, that is, the iTEC Data Model. The objective of this common model is to
normalize the data handled in each of the systems in the iTEC Cloud. This common data model
provided the benefits below to WP10:
•
•
•
•

Support to the definition of the ontology of the SDE’s semantic model (cf. Sect. 1) and
support to the adaptation of data elements to that model.
Facilitate harvesting and data adaptation (cf. Sect. 2.3);
Vocabulary reuse and, as a consequence, improvement of semantic interoperability (cf.
Sect. 9.4);
Clarification of input and output parameters of iTEC SDE API methods.

The work towards a common data model was initiated with the works presented by WP9 in
deliverable D9.1 (Van Assche, 2011). Additionally, the models included in deliverable D9.2 (Van
Assche, 2012) for the modelling of people and events were also integrated. From these models,
WP10 analysed the approaches in different systems to undertake their harmonisation. To coordinate
the different working groups, a Control Board was established including members of all work
packages involved. Activities of this Control Board are summarized in Appendix II.

The outcome of this work is the iTEC Data Model defining data structures to register entities and
objects relevant to the Project. Table 5 enumerates the data structures in the model, together with
a reference to the corresponding Web documents.
Table 5 - Components of the iTEC Data Model
iTEC Data Model
Event
(inherites
iTEC Object)

from

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=0Ap_GerrKdvgndF9IdkFubUJ0bEotTkRDcHV0
MGFwUnc#gid=11

iTEC Object

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=0Ap_GerrKdvgndF9IdkFubUJ0bEotTk
RDcHV0MGFwUnc#gid=13

LARG

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=0Ap_GerrKdvgndF9IdkFubUJ0bEotTk
RDcHV0MGFwUnc#gid=8

LARG Context

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=0Ap_GerrKdvgndF9IdkFubUJ0bEotTk
RDcHV0MGFwUnc#gid=9

Learning Activity

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=0Ap_GerrKdvgndF9IdkFubUJ0bEotTk
RDcHV0MGFwUnc#gid=2

Learning Story

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=0Ap_GerrKdvgndF9IdkFubUJ0bEotTk
RDcHV0MGFwUnc#gid=5

Person
(inherites
iTEC Object)

from

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=0Ap_GerrKdvgndF9IdkFubUJ0bEotTk
RDcHV0MGFwUnc#gid=10

Requirement

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=0Ap_GerrKdvgndF9IdkFubUJ0bEotTk
RDcHV0MGFwUnc#gid=7

Technical Setting

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=0Ap_GerrKdvgndF9IdkFubUJ0bEotTk
RDcHV0MGFwUnc#gid=4

Tool (Composer)

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=0Ap_GerrKdvgndF9IdkFubUJ0bEotTk
RDcHV0MGFwUnc#gid=3

Tool (Widget Store)

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=0Ap_GerrKdvgndF9IdkFubUJ0bEotTk
RDcHV0MGFwUnc#gid=0

Each of the data structures is represented according to the formats and conventions introduced in
D9.1. Specifically, a description of the properties and elements defined is offered, together with their
names, multiplicity, type of ordering, value spaces, data types and notes or comments relevant in
each case. Sect. 3 of deliverable D9.1 and Appendix 3 of deliverable D9.3 (latest version) provides

additional information on formats and data types used. Additionally, the header of each document
includes links to reference vocabularies used as value spaces for some of the specificities of the
elements included. Sect. 9.4. enumerates all vocabularies defined or used in iTEC.
In relation to the work in data models, WP10 also made a proposal on URIs to uniquely identify each
resource according to its properties and origin.
Sect. 2.2.1 discusses some remarks on the several schemes in the iTEC data model. Then, the
mentioned URI proposal is discussed in Sect. 2.2.2.

2.2.1. Considerations about data model schemas
The most relevant issues appearing during the definition of a common data model are discussed
below, according to each of the entities involved:
Event. Some changes with respect to the version available in deliverable D9.2 were
introduced. On the one hand, the name of some elements was changed (e.g. eventTypetype, online-conduits). On the other hand, WP9 included recurrence information about
events.
iTEC Object. This scheme defines a set of characteristics common to objects of type Event
and Person. It was proposed by WP9, which distributed the last version in D9.2. With respect
to last version, a field to register the removal date of a record was introduced to support
harvesting services by facilitating the synchronization of information in the SDE’s KB with the
People & Event Directory.
LARG. Even through this scheme was not included in D9.1, it cannot be taken as a new
specification. From the beginning of the project, WP10 worked towards a LARG’s scheme,
either by the definition of the semantic model or the definition of the input parameters of the
methods included in the SDE API for resource planning (cf. Appendix III, Sect. 3.2.1 of
deliverable D10.2). Taking as a reference this last definition, the most relevant changes
correspond to the introduction of annotation and meta-data elements. Besides, additional
minor changes were introduced, mostly related to the name of some parameters (e.g., nametitle, resources-selectedResources) or the restructuring of some of them (e.g.,
activities).
LARG Context. A similar situation to the previous scheme. In this case, many changes were
introduced. On the one side, fields were added to store information on the knowledge areas
of educational activities, relevance tags in the description of the educational context, and its
localisation. On the other side, information about participants was removed, as this
information is not relevant in the present scenario. Besides, some additional minor changes
were introduced related to parameter names (e.g., audience-ageRange) or their grouping
(e.g., ageRange y educationLevel were grouped into parameter intendedAudience).
Learning Activity. With respect to the last version included in deliverable D9.1, we may point
out the introduction of parameters to capture annotations and metadata; parameter
abstract to store a brief description of a learning activity; and the creation of parameter
identifier to uniquely identify an activity. These changes were mostly introduced to align
this scheme to other objects’ schemes. Besides, the name and definition of parameter
resource was modified. This parameter identifies the resources needed to implement an
activity. With this update, the new parameter’s name becomes requirement, and it will link
objects of type Requirement, as defined below.

Learning Story. Again, we may point out the creation of new parameters to capture
annotations and metadata; the introduction of parameter abstract, and the definition of
parameter identifier. Besides, field creator was added, and some parameter names
were modified (e.g., title-name, activity-activities).
Person. This scheme’s situation is similar to Event’s and iTEC Object’s, as it was defined in
deliverable D9.1 and updated in deliverable D9.2 by WP9. With respect to the last version,
the only changes introduced correspond to some parameter names (e.g., tag-tags,
category-categories, role, roles).
Requirement. Although its initial status is equivalent to that of the LARG object, in this case
more important changes were included taking into account WP3’s remarks. Thus, the
specification of a Tool requirement includes a single parameter to define the functionalities
required from that tool (i.e., functionalities parameter); the specification of an Event
requirement, the type of event (event_type) and place (event_place); and the
specification of a Person requirement, the person’s role (person_role) and their category
(person_category).
Technical Setting. The last version of this scheme was introduced in deliverable D9.1. With
respect to this version, we may point out the removal of parameter school, deemed
unnecessary in the present scenario, and the creation of parameter address to store the
geographical location of the person defining the technical setting. Besides, in a way similar
to other schemes, elements were introduced to align the definition of all objects with a
common scheme. More specifically, elements identifier, description, creator and
meta-metadata were added.
Tool (Composer). With respect to the version included in deliverable D9.1, important
changes were introduced. More specifically:
Union of elements affordance and functionality. This decision was motivated
by the union of the vocabularies associated to each of these elements. The new
element is named functionality and keeps the structure of the former affordance
element, that is, functionalities (functionalityID) are provided at a given level
(functionalityLevel).
Introduction of new elements to align the different element schemes, specifically
identifier, abstract, creator, annotation and meta-metadata.
Introduction of element cost to define the need to pay a fee to use a tool.
Introduction of element accessUrl to define a URL to access a given resource.
Introduction of element language to store the language or languages supported by
a tool.
Introduction of element supportedFormats to store the MIME types supported by
a tool.
Introduction of element intendedAudience to store the age range (ageRange) and
educational level (educationLevel) of the target audience of a tool.
Tool (Widget Store). This model’s initial version was also introduced in deliverable D9.1. As
it is used in the Widget Store, it is only applicable to tools of type Widget. Therefore, it includes
all the fields described above for tools, and also element widgetType to indicate the type
of widget from a limited vocabulary (i.e., Create Tool, Communication Tool, Learning Content,
Simulation).

2.2.2. URI Proposal

Also related to the agreement on the data model, during the second year a proposal was launched
to assign an unique identifier to each object managed in ITEC. This was motivated by the difficulties
to identify resources in different sources. In the context of an architecture with several modules
handling information elements, besides a common data model, it is instrumental to have unique
identifiers.
In this scenario, WP10 made a proposal for unique identifiers providing information on each type of
element and its origin. This proposal was developed and discussed in the context of a Control Board
(cf. Sect. 7.2).
The identifiers defined have the following format:
Prefix+ObjectType+ ObjectNumber
where:
Prefix can be:
1. "http://itec-directory.eun.org" in the case of resources generated by WP9/P&E directory
2. "http://itec-composer.eun.org" in the case of those generated by WP7/Composer
3. "http://itec-widgetstore.eun.org" in the case of those generated by WP8/Widget Store
Object Type can be:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

"TechnicalSetting" usually goes with 2 above as they are created by the Composer
"LearningStory" goes with 2 above for the same reason
"LearningActivity" goes with 2 above for the same reason
"LearningActivityRequirement" goes with 2 above for the same reason
"Application" goes with 2 above for the same reason
"Device" goes with 2 above for the same reason
"Shell" goes with 2 above for the same reason
"Widget" goes with 3 (maybe also with 2)
"Event" goes with 1
"Person" goes with 1

Object Number has the form: "XY", being X and integer and Y a two-digit integer:
o 01: EUN
o 02: KM
o 03: FUNDP
o 04: UoBolton
o 05: KU Leuven
o 06: UoVigo
Therefore some examples may be:
http://itec-composer.eun.org/LearningActivity/14302
http://itec-composer.eun.org/LearningActivityRequirement/8987602
http://itec-composer.eun.org/TechnicalSetting/2102
http://itec-composer.eun.org/Device/1002

http://itec-widgetstore.eun.org/Widget/14304
http://itec-composer.eun.org/LearningActivity/14302
http://itec-directory.eun.org/Contributor/14305
http://itec-directory.eun.org/Event/113205

2.3. Harvesting
The SDE receives data from the various information sources in the project, that is, Composer, Widget
Store and People & Events Directory (cf. Figure 10). To perform this task in an automated way, the
SDE implements a specific service to launch the harvesting process. Besides, to provide additional
flexibility when configuring these sources, a method has been included in the SDE Administration
API to modify some parameters, including update frequency, access URL or the class in charge of
performing data transformations according to the type of source. The paragraphs below discuss the
configuration process and the evolution of the harvesting service. Sect. 2.3.2 describes the
particularities of each of the information sources.

2.3.1. The Harvesting Service
As pointed out above, harvesting is implemented as a specific SDE service. This service periodically
queries the SDE KB to retrieve updates from each source to launch a harvesting process when
required. Harvesting decisions are taken according to three parameters, namely:
the defined update frequency
the date of the last update
the present date
Obviously, the two latter parameters cannot be configured, as the system clock provides the present
date and time, and the date of the last update is actualized for each source when a harvesting
process has been completed. The update frequency is configured, together with other parameters,
through a specific method in the Administration API: ConfigureHarvesting. Table 6 collects the input
parameters in this method and Listing 3 illustrates how this method is invoked.
Table 6 - Configure Harvesting method. Input parameters
Configure Harvesting – Input
Name

Description

service_id

Service identifier

service_url

URL to perform request

service_type

Service type (Events, People, Widgets, Applications, Devices, Activities, Technical
Settings)

transformation_file

Name of the Java class used to perform transformations. Due to the heterogeneity
of sources, several transformation classes are used.

service_status

Indication about the service status (active, inactive). This variable may be used to
temporarily hold harvesting

update_frequency

Numerical value indicating the update frequency

update_unit

Time unit of update_frequency (hour, day)

Rewrite

Boolean value indicating whether data in an existing source must be rewritten. The
target source is identified by parameter service_id.
Listing 3- Configure Harvesting method. Example request

{

}

"method": "Configure.Harvesting",
"params": [
{
"sources": [
{
"service_id": "PED-E",
"service_url": "URL",
"service_type": "Event",
"transformation_file": "PED-E",
"service_status": "active",
"update_frequency": 10,
"update_unit": "hour"
}
]
}
],
"jsonrpc": "2.0",
"id": "request-001"

Roughly, the harvesting process can be summarized as follows:
1. For active sources, the harvesting source periodically checks their update date using
parameters “update_frequency” and “update_unit”.
2. If an update is needed, it invokes a specific class to launch the harvesting process on the
target source. Three classes have been defined so far: Composer, P&E Directory and Store.
3. According to the response format of each of the sources, elements that may be
created/modified/deleted are collected, and the corresponding transformation class is
launched on each of them. This class is identified by the variable “transformation_file”
included in the source’s configuration information.
4. Once the information has been transformed into RDF, the Knowledge Base is updated
according to the action performed and the inference engine is launched to apply the
necessary logic rules.

2.3.2. Details on Harvesting iTEC Sources

2.3.2.1.

iTEC People & Events Directory

The P&E Directory offers two different access points5, one for each type of resource (people and
events). Both services follow the iTEC-PDH protocol provided by WP9, and therefore they are
accessible through HTTP GET requests to provide elements including the parameters below:
id - Resource identifier according to the URI model.
last_mod - Date of last modification.
status - Status of last modification, that is, “created”, “modified” or “deleted”.
entry - For “created” or “modified” records, it provides the element details according to the
data model.
Services in the iTEC P&E directory maintain information on deleted resources, and allow queries
restricted to a specified time interval. This way, the SDE only has to request the modifications
performed to the directory between the last harvesting date and the present date (including as one
of the request’s parameters the sentence from=<last_harvest>). According to the response obtained,
it creates, updates or deletes from the SDE KB the resources retrieved.
Insofar data adaptation is concerned, the aspects below are taken into account:
Names and descriptions are internationalised, and the “language” sub-element specifies the
corresponding language. Elements of this type are collected in structures composed of fields
“text” and “language”. Both values should be properly retrieved and stored in the SDE’s KB.
Listing 4 - Data adaptation. People & Events directory. Internationalization
…
{
},
{
}
…

language: "en",
text: "I'm working on this great project called iTEC"
language: "nl",
text: "This is a long description in Dutch to test… "

Age ranges are defined by elements “minAge” and “maxAge”. These elements may contain
a numerical value or a string.
Listing 5 - Data adaptation. People & Events directory. Age range
…
minAge: 6,
maxAge: "18",

5

P&E Directory access points are omitted due to data protection issues
!

…

Vocabulary elements are identified by the identifier assigned in the VBE. The SDE KB stores
such identifiers, so assignment is straightforward.
Last modification dates are defined according to the format “yyyy-MM-dd
HH:mm:ss.SSSZ”, while event dates are specified as “dd-MM-yyyy hh:mm”.

2.3.2.2.

iTEC Composer

Data harvesting from the Composer is performed through a collection of REST services exposing
information on Applications, Devices, Learning Activities and Technical Settings. These services can
be accessed (cf. Table 7) through an HTTP GET request, and they provide an array of elements
formatted according to the response format defined in the iTEC-PDH protocol. This response
includes four parameters:
id - Resource identifier according to the URI model.
last_mod - Date of last modification.
status - Status of last modification, that is, “created”, “modified” or “deleted”.
entry - Element details according to the data model.
Table 7 – iTEC Composer access points
Applications

http://itec-composer.eun.org/composer/applications/harvest

Devices

http://itec-composer.eun.org/composer/devices/harvest

Learning Activities

http://itec-composer.eun.org/composer/activities/harvest

Technical Settings

http://composer.itec.km.co.at/composer/technicalsettings/harvest

The Composer harvesting service does not support the identification of deleted records or the
harvesting of elements within a time interval. Taking this into consideration, each request will return
all records included in the Composer at the time of performing the operation. Therefore, the SDE
regenerates the information on all elements each time the harvesting process is launched.
Insofar the adaptation of harvested elements is concerned, the aspects below are taken into account:
Vocabulary elements are identified by their label. Therefore, to correctly store this
information, it is necessary to perform an initial searching of the identifier of each element in
the SDE’s KB.
Element “age_range” contains a string according to the format “<min.age> - <max.age>”.
The harvesting process requires splitting this string to extract the relevant information. Once
numerical values are obtained, the SDE performs the assignment of the retrieved numerical
values to elements in the age ranges’ vocabulary process.
Dates are defined according to the format “yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss.SSSZ”.

2.3.2.3.

iTEC Widget Store

In the same way as the rest of the sources, the iTEC Widget Store offers a harvesting service through
HTTP GET requests (cf. Table 8). Responses are also encoded in JSON format, but in this case a
different structure is used. More specifically, an element of type array named “widgets” is returned.
Each of the elements in this array contains information on a resource in a similar way as the “entry”
elements in other sources.
Table 8 - iTEC Widget Store harvesting access point
Widgets

http://wookie.eun.org/edukapp/api/rest/widgets/search/

The iTEC Widget Store harvesting service supports the identification of deleted records but does not
support the harvesting of elements within a time interval. Taking this into consideration, the SDE will
recover all records included in the iTEC Widget Store at the time of performing the operation, and
will regenerate the information of all elements that have not been deleted before the harvesting
process was launched.
With respect to the harvested elements, the aspects below are taken into account:
Besides the information included in the data model, information on the number of downloads,
views and embeddings are also fetched. As an initial approach, these paradata values are
used by the SDE to compute a numerical rating that may be averaged with the explicit rating
of each tool.
Vocabulary elements (only functionalities in this case) are defined by the identifier assigned
to each of them by the SDE. This way, value assignment is straightforward.
Creation, update and deletion dates are defined as “EEE, MMM d, yy, hh:mm aaa”

2.4. Other Integration Issues
2.4.1. Authentication
SDE implements OAuth-based authentication as proposed in Sect. III of iTEC Authorization Roles
Requirement (iTEC Project, 2013). In this case, the SDE may perform any of the two roles defined
in the context of this project. It may act as service consumer to harvest data from other sources (cf.
Sect. 2.3). Besides, it may act as a service provider, as it provides external services to other
applications, specifically the ITEC Composer, through the SDE API.
To support authentication in these two scenarios, a class has been implemented including two basic
methods, namely (1) getSDEToken() and (2) checkToken(String sToken). Figure 14
illustrates these processes using flowcharts:
1. getSDEToken()
The first method is used before performing any harvesting request to an external service.
This way, a valid access_token included in the request headers is delivered to the SDE
when performing a request. This method manages the SDE access_token required to
perform requests to any external service. It collects the access_token from the UMAC
through a HTTP POST request. Besides, to avoid unnecessary queries, it stores the obtained
access_token in the knowledge base, and collects a new access_token from the UMAC
only if a previously obtained access_token has expired.

2. checkToken(String sToken)
The second method is invoked when a request is received, before other methods are
executed, to guarantee that execution is completed only when a valid access_token is
received. It checks if the access_token specified by an external service has been
previously issued by the UMAC, and also if it still valid. As in the previous method, the
access_token is stored in the knowledge base once it has been checked to avoid
unnecessary requests.

Figure 14 - Authentication. Basic methods' flowcharts

2.4.2. Data Protection
The SDE uses data fetched from other applications in the iTEC Cloud. This information is stored and
processed by the SDE in order to provide useful information to final users. In addition, the SDE
includes enrichment and population procedures to collect information from the Web (cf. Chapter 3).
In this scenario a comprehensive analysis of data protection laws and policies is required in
coordination with the iTEC partners. This section collects the legal aspects to be considered in
Spanish territory, together with the measures implemented to fulfil these obligations.

2.4.2.1.

Spanish legislation

Article 9 of the Spanish Organic Law 15/1999 of 13 December on the Protection of Personal Data,
(Agencia Estatal Boletín Oficial del Estado, 1999), states that “The controller or, where applicable,
the processor shall adopt the technical and organisational measures necessary to ensure the
security of the personal data and prevent their alteration, loss, unauthorised processing or access,
having regard to the state of the art, the nature of the data stored and the risks to which they are
exposed by virtue of human action or the physical or natural environment”. Besides, Title VII of the
royal Decree 1720/2007, of 21 December, which approves the Regulation implementing the
mentioned Organic Law, defines the security measures related to the processing of personal data,
and establishes the technical and organisational measures to guarantee security in files, data
centres, facilities, equipment, systems, applications and people participating in the processing of
personal data.
According to this law, data stored are classified into three levels:
High-level: Files including data on ideology, trade union membership, religion, beliefs, racial
origin, health or sex life; those containing or referring to data collected for security forces
without the consent of the data subjects; and those containing data arising from acts of
gender-based violence.
Medium-level: Those relating to criminal or administrative offences; those whose operation
is subject to Article 29 of Organic Law 15/1999, of 13 December; those controlled by the tax
administrations and relating to the exercise of the powers of taxation; those controlled by
financial institutions for purposes related to the provision of financial services; those
controlled by the Management Agencies and Common Services of the Social Security and
relating to the exercise of their powers. Similarly, those controlled by the Mutual Funds for
accidents at work and occupational illness associated with the Social Security; and those
containing a set of personal data that provide a definition of the characteristics or identity of
citizens and which permit the evaluation of specific aspects of their identity or behaviour.
Basic-level: Any other file containing personal data, and also files or processing or data on
ideology, trade union membership, religion, beliefs, racial origin, health or sex life if the data
are used for the sole purpose of carrying out a monetary transfer to organisations to which
the data subjects are associated or are members; or regarding non-automated files or
processing that incidentally contain such data that have no relation with its purpose.
On the other side, this regulation tackles, among other issues, aspects related to data management
and the life cycle of data:
1. Assignment or communication of data is any disclosure of data to a person other than
the data subject. This requires previous consent of the data subject. Besides, the first
time data is communicated, and in all cases where this information is not obvious, the
controller must inform the data subject about the aims, data communicated, name and
address of the recipient of data.
Note that it is not considered assignment or communication of data when data is needed
by a third party to provide a service to the data controller. However, for third parties to
have access to data, a specific contract must be signed regulating the terms and
conditions of data communication. This contract must include the obligations and
prohibitions below:
The data processor will handle data according to the instructions of the data controller.
The aims of data communication shall be established.

Data should not be used for a purpose other than that specified in the contract.
Security measures that the processor is required to implement shall be stipulated.
Processed data shall be deleted once they have served their intended purpose.
The failure to abide by the terms of the contract will deem the processor responsible of the
consequences, and must respond to the sanctions that may be imposed.
2. Rights of persons. Individuals have the rights of access, objection, cancellation and
rectification of their personal data subject to processing:
The data subject shall have the right to request and obtain free of charge information on his
personal data subjected to processing, on the origin of such data and on their communication
or intended communication..
Rectification or cancellation shall apply to data whose processing is not in accordance with
the provisions of the mentioned Law and, in particular, when such data are incorrect or
incomplete. Cancellation shall lead to the data being blocked and maintained solely at the
disposal of the public administrations, judges and courts, for the purpose of determining any
liability arising from the processing, and for the duration of such liability. On expiry of such
liability, they shall be deleted.
If the data rectified or cancelled have previously been communicated, the controller shall
notify the person to whom they have been communicated of the rectification or cancellation.
If the processing is being maintained by that person, he shall also cancel the data. Personal
data shall be kept for the periods set out in the relevant provisions or, where applicable, in
the contractual relations between the person or body responsible for the processing ("the
controller") and the data subject.
Procedures for exercising the right of objection, access, rectification and cancellation shall
be established, and no consideration shall be demanded for the exercise of the rights of
objection, access, rectification or cancellation. The controller shall be obliged to implement
the right of rectification or cancellation of the data subject within a period of ten days.
3. Life cycle. The following aspects must be taken into account:
All data must be removed once they have served their purpose
The Spanish Agency for Data Protection may request the display or delivery of documents
and data. This may occur in the same place where data are deposited, and the Agency may
carry out an inspection of the hardware and software for processing data.
All temporary files will be removed when not needed. Meanwhile, the provisions for the
security level required by the nature of the data must be respected.
When registered users are granted online access to data in a file, procedures for
identification, authentication and access control must be established.
Within this legal framework, the Data Security Guide (Agencia Española de Protección de Datos,
2008) sets as mandatory practice to ensure data protection the development of a security policy
document that shall include, at least for the basic level:
scope: detailed specification of the resources protected
measures, regulations, rules, procedures and security standards
staff roles and responsibilities
structure and description of the files and information systems
notification, management and incident response procedures

backup and data recovery procedures
measures taken in transportation, destruction and / or reuse of media and documents

2.4.2.2.

Protection of data stored in the SDE

Among the different data elements stored in the SDE’s KB, data about people registered through the
iTEC People & Events Directory (managed by WP9) shall be considered for data protection. This
information is acquired by the SDE (1) through the harvesting services offered by the iTEC People
& Events Directory, and (2) from external sources providing this information. In any case, by their
nature, and under current legislation in Spain (i.e., where the corresponding servers are located),
that information is classified within the basic protection level.
With respect to the implications of data assignment & communication from the iTEC People & Events
Directory to the SDE, the latter may be considered the recipient of data. However, according to the
Data Protection Law and iTEC DoW, which would serve as the contract among iTEC’s working
groups, the SDE would play the role of a processor of the information registered by the data subjects
through the iTEC People & Events Directory. In this case, users’ consent for the processing of their
data in the framework of the iTEC project is sufficient to guaranty compliance to the law. In any case,
users must be informed when registering their personal details with the iTEC People & Events
Directory about such data being also stored in the servers managed by WP10 with the aim of offering
personalized recommendations to facilitate the implementation of learning activities (with the
assistance of iTEC’s SDE).
Insofar data subjects’ rights are concerned, that is, access, objection, cancellation and rectification
of communicated data, the iTEC People & Events Directory already provide support to perform these
operations. Any action performed will be propagated to the iTEC SDE’s Knowledge Base. Similarly,
the life cycle of the data file is preserved by replicating in the SDE the same actions executed through
the People & Events Directory.
According to the security guidelines for the basic level, certain tasks have been implemented to
ensure compliance with local law:
Development of a security document according to the form provided by the Spanish Agency
for Data Protection
Maintaining an updated list of users authorized to access the information system
Storing the information in a password protected server with restricted access to certain IP
addresses
Definition and implementation of backup procedures
Security document
1- Scope
This document is applicable to all individuals accessing the iTEC SDE’s KB, either through a
query service (SPARQL EndPoint) provided for this purpose, or by using the OpenLink
Virtuoso Universal Server management interface at the server used for storing the KB.
2- Measures implemented for the basic security level
With the aim of securing access to data, the administration interface is password protected,
and both access to this interface and to the query service have been limited to designated IP
addresses. Besides, the KB only accepts updates through the administration service, so user
edition can only be performed by people with appropriate credentials.

3- Staff functions and obligations
No individuals outside the iTEC SDE’s KB project shall be granted access to data, including
any individual not explicitly declared in this document, even when they are part of the project.
4- Authorised personnel and access levels
Defined access levels are:
o

General management
Users and passwords edition
KB’s edition and display
• Information edition
o Creation of new information
o Edition of information available in the KB
• Information display
o Data display aimed to systems’ validation and testing

People with access to them are:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Luis Anido – General management
Manuel Caeiro – General management
Juan M. Santos Gago – General management
Agustín Cañas Rodríguez – General management
Victor M. Alonso Rorís – Information edition
Javier García – Information display
Roberto Pérez Rodríguez – Information display

5- Structure of the information file and information systems’ description
Data is stored in a database as quads. As a consequence, people accessing data should
know the corresponding ontology. All data share a single semantic graph within the SDE’s
KB, which in turn is the only information access point.
6- Incidence management
Any incidence affecting or that may affect system security shall be communicated to the
individual in charge of the security of the data file, who shall create an entry in the incidence
registry and, if applicable, reset the knowledge base to the status of the last backup copy
available.
7- Backup management
As data stored in the SDE’s KB directly depend (and is updated from) the records in the P&E
Directory managed by WP9, it is not considered necessary to make backup copies of the
data items managed by the SDE to provide recommendations. In any case, a backup
management policy has been defined that involves creating backup copies every month. Both
backup and restoring shall be performed through the Virtuoso Universal Server’s
administration interface.

2.4.3. SDE Widgets
As part of the Composer-SDE integration tasks, two widgets have been developed according to the
W3C Widget Specification (W3C, 2012), namely Tool Explore and Tool Search. The development of

these widgets has been performed taking into account all the integration requirements and the
sharing of information among several iTEC modules. Specifically, the Tool Explorer widget’s
motivation comes from the need to offer to the Composer information that is initially unavailable to
it, but is collected in the SDE’s KB thanks to the enrichment and population processes. This situation
is especially relevant when, as a response to a recommendation request, the SDE returns some tool
whose information was imported from sources external to the Composer. In this case, by using the
Tool Explorer widget with the adequate parameters, the Composer will be able to provide the user
with the information on the recommended tool available in the SDE’s KB through its own user
interface. On the other side, the Tool Search widget may be embedded in the Composer to provide
information on resources that could be selected for a learning activity.
Both widgets are available at the iTEC Widget Store (iTEC Project, 2012) and they can be accessed
using the embed code listed in Table 9.
Table 9- SDE Widgets. Embed code
ToolExplore
<iframe
src="http://wookie.eun.org:80/wookie/wservices/wookie.apache.org/widgets/ToolExplore/index.html?idkey=to8mhu9e
BZfCN.pl.CTSxaXr1nqps0.eq.&proxy=http://wookie.eun.org:80/wookie/proxy&st="
width="680"
height="480"></iframe>

ToolSearch
<iframe
src="http://wookie.eun.org:80/wookie/wservices/wookie.apache.org/widgets/ToolSearcher/index.html?idkey=uP4ACrE
W.sl.I.sl.rwk8P34oicajGlDE.eq.&proxy=http://wookie.eun.org:80/wookie/proxy&st="
width="680"
height="480"></iframe>

Both widgets expose the information available in the SDE KB on a given Tool. However, they have
different characteristics that depend on the way they are configured:
•

•

Tool Explore must be configured by identifying the URL of the resource whose information
will be displayed, either in the way defined by the specification or adding the resource
identifier as a parameter included in the widget’s URL
Tool Search does not need to be configured, as it provides a search box with auto-completion
support to find a Tool from its name.

They display the information available on the tool in the SDE’s KB according to the same layout.
First, basic information on the tool is presented, that is, name, abstract, description, type of tool, and
a picture of the tool if available. Below the main box, several drop-down panels are included exposing
information on the tool obtained from different sources. Initially, all tools are described according to
the information available in iTEC sources (cf. Sect. 2.3) and, as a consequence of the enrichment
process, information may be completed from data obtained from CNET, Softonic or DBpedia.

Figure 15 – A snapshot of the ToolExplore widget

3. ENRICHMENT OF SEMANTIC KNOWLEDGE BASE
The process of recommending educational resources described in D10.2 Sect. 1.2 more precise and
accurate the more complete, thorough and up to date is the information available on the knowledge
base. Eventually, the maintenance of information in the system is a responsibility of the community
of system users. In the case of the SDE, this community will consist primarily of teachers and
technical and pedagogical coordinators registered on the platform. In many cases, these teachers
lack the appropriate knowledge and the time required to provide the information on each of the
resources catalogued in the most accurate and complete way (e.g., when teachers enter a new
expert in the people directory, they are neither expected to be aware of all the areas of expertise of
the individual being included, nor have the required time to try to find it out which are such areas).
This causes the recommendations provided by the system not to be as good as they could be, which
in turn compromises the final quality of the overall system.
To try to alleviate part of this burden to end users, when developing the SDE support was included
to enrich the information available in the KB transparently to other iTEC systems by leveraging the
information freely available on the Web. This chapter discusses the continuation of the work initiated
during the second year of the iTEC project, which was described in deliverable in D10.2 Sect. 1.3.
The enrichment of the information available on the KB is performed through an enrichment module
that analyses external sources and extracts relevant information to complement descriptions of
educational resources already on the KB, which in turn were obtained from the information available
in the collection of repositories on the iTEC Cloud. Presently, we can find on the Web many sources
of information in several contexts that catalogue and describe in detail the information available on
many different entities and resources, including entities related to the resources handled in iTEC.
For example, in the case of tools there exist software application catalogues like Softonic (Softonic),
which contain accurate descriptions developed by experts and endorsed by a large community of
users.
In the case of the SDE, the enrichment process is carried out by a module composed of a set of
smart independent agents that extract specific information from external sources (cf. Figure 16),
properly process it, and insert it on the KB transparently to the rest of the system. Thus, the
information available is eventually enhanced, and consequently users receive recommendations on
educational resources of a better quality than those obtained solely from the information provided
exclusively by the users themselves. It should be noted that in the early stages of deployment of a
system lacking an enrichment module, when cataloguers have not yet entered enough information,
the recommender is unable to provide quality recommendations. That is, it requires a significant
initial effort from users to enter information on resources before appropriate recommendations can
be offered. The extent of this effort may compromise the success of any platform. However, by the
introduction of enrichment it is possible to mitigate this cold-start situation (Maltz & Ehrlinch, 1995)
and provide available information on resources more quickly, thus considerably reducing the initial
effort required from cataloguers.

3.1. Process Description
To carry out the enrichment of the information initially available, techniques from the field of
Information Extraction are used (Ferrara, Fiumara, & Baumgartner, 2011). Especially interesting in
this context are those techniques aimed at detecting which records in different sources are about
the same real-world object, the same educational resource in our case. This process is called Record
Linkage (Winkler, 1999) and is one of the pillars of our enrichment algorithm. In the case of external
sources publishing their information using RDF (i.e., semantic sources, as they use a form of
!

information representation specifically targeted to preserve the meaning of statements) there are
tools available (e.g., SILK (Volz, Bizer, Gaedke, & Kobilarov, 2009)) that automate Record Linkage.
In the case of non-semantic web sources, a specific wrapper agent has to be developed (Ferrara,
Fiumara, & Baumgartner, 2011). A wrapper is an agent that extracts information from a source and
transforms it to a particular information structure, RDF in our case. The design and development
complexity of these wrappers, and thus their robustness and reliability, will be ultimately determined
by the type of information structure with which they have to deal. In this way, highly structured data,
such as XML documents, require wrappers of lower complexity than those required to process data
sources expressing their information in a semi-structured way, such as HTML documents. These
situations are analysed in detail in Sect. 3.1.2. Previously, we provide in the next section an overall
description of the tasks performed by the SDE to enrich the information initially available on the
SDE’s KB.

Figure 16 - Overal representation of the enrichment process

3.1.1. Overall Description
The overall procedure that eventually leads to the enrichment of the information initially available on
the SDE KB can be conceptually decomposed into a series of stages, as depicted in Figure 17:

1. Source localization and definition of information extraction patterns
The process is initiated by a domain expert by analysing available sources in the Web to find the
most relevant ones. In other words, the sources sought are those containing useful information to
complement the information available on the KB.
Once the most appropriate sources have been identified, the corresponding extraction pattern is
defined. This pattern is implemented by a wrapper. This piece of software determines which data
and structures should be extracted, together with the operations required to extract that information
and, if necessary, its transformation into RDF. The developed wrapper will utilize different extraction
mechanisms depending on the language used to represent the information in each source (e.g.,
automated tools like SILK, GRDDL transformations (Connolly, 2007)).

Figure 17 - Enrichment steps

2. Record Linkage and retrieval of resource descriptions
The next task consists on detecting the correspondence between data records in the external source
and entities to be enriched, and on retrieving the information available in those records. At least
conceptually, to complete this task the following activities should be performed:
Source location: The location of relevant records in the external source can be performed
directly in the case of sources providing internal searching mechanisms to final users (e.g.,
through SPARQL Endpoints (Prud'hommeaux & Seaborne, 2008), API methods or Web
content search support). These mechanisms are fairly common in most relevant sources, as
these sources host large amounts of information that would be difficult to exploit without
search support, and they reduce the overall complexity of the linkage process. Using the
appropriate searching service, and by means of key-based queries, it is possible to retrieve
the resources related to the entity to be enriched (e.g., using an individual’s name, it is
possible to recover the list of individuals registered with the external source having a similar
name).
Extraction of characterization information: From search results, and using the previously
defined extraction pattern, information characterizing each record is retrieved. Records
returned by the search process usually provide limited information, including only the details
required to identify each object. Besides, they usually include a key or path to recover the
complete description of each object. The information extracted is structured according to the
language used by the source, so it has to be translated into RDF to be further processed by
the wrapper. According to the granularity desired for the detection of false positives, two
strategies are possible: 1) to recover at this point all the information available for each
retrieved record to have as much information as possible for filtering; or 2) to perform filtering
immediately (as described below) and, once duplicate records or false positives have been

discarded, to recover all the information corresponding to the remaining valid records. The
first strategy facilitates a more accurate filtering process as richer information is available,
whereas the second strategy is more efficient, as the number of queries required and the
amount of information managed can be dramatically reduced.
Filtering of false positives: For information enrichment to be correct, we need record
linkage to be exact, that is, resources deemed as equal should actually be representations
of the same object. As a consequence, in some occasions it is needed to internally filter out
the resources retrieved after searching the external source to discard similar but not equal
objects. For instance, when we look for a specific individual in a social network, we may
obtain references to individuals with similar names (e.g., Mary Smith, Maria Smith). In these
occasions, a syntactic comparison is launched on the list of retrieved resources, using in our
case the Jaro heuristic (Jaro, 1995). This is a simple record linkage mechanism.
In cases where the source does not provide a searching service, all records available will be
considered candidate results. This implies that all descriptions will be extracted from the web to be
further filtered for false positives. Thus, in a context where the only objective is to enrich the
information available about a local resource, an external source not providing searching support
would be of little use, as enrichment would be highly inefficient insofar time and resources required
are concerned. In turn, if our aim includes completing the knowledge base with new, previously nonexistent records, it will be an option to be considered.

3. Adaptation to the SDE model
Data extracted will follow a vocabulary defined by the managers of the external source. These
vocabularies will not be directly understandable by our system, which defines its own terminology
through specific data models. As a consequence, extracted information cannot be directly utilized in
the recommender’s inference processes. Because of this, information obtained from external
sources should be adapted to the SDE’s data model. This translation is specific for each source and
each type of educational resource to be enriched.

4. Knowledge Base Insertion
Finally, processed information is entered in the KB to enrich the corresponding resources. This
insertion process triggers several internal inference processes to obtain new information from the
heuristic rules defined in the Semantic Model, and to pre-compute most of the factors needed for
relevance estimation by the recommendation algorithms implemented by the SDE.
Wrappers developed according to the process described above may be periodically launched on the
selected external sources. This facilitates the continuous availability of updated data without
requiring additional efforts from the user community.
The generic processes described in this section are intended to enrich the information from the
resource descriptions already stored on the SDE’s KB. However, these same processes can be used
to add new entities or non-existent records, like new software applications that could be used in a
Learning Activity that had not been yet registered by teachers because they do not belong to any
technical setting in any school. That is, they also support the population of the KB with educational
resources that have not been previously introduced by human cataloguers. This process will
hereafter be referred as population. To do this, instead of searching for records at each external
source that refer to the same resource in the KB, we will try to find all records that may serve as
iTEC resources. For example, in the case of educational events, we will search events with agendas
reflecting an educational or cultural event and use them to populate the KB. This strategy is feasible

for resources that, due to their characteristics and to their public nature, may be freely entered in the
KB without the system detecting any difference between this automatically entered information and
the resources manually inserted by cataloguers. In any case, it is always necessary to consider the
treatment to be given to this data in relation to their private or public nature (cf. Sect. 2.4.2).

3.1.2. Process Description According to the Type of Source
The extraction process aimed to enrich the KB from data available on a collection of external sources
follows the general outline described in the previous section. When eventually implemented, this
process must be carried out taking into account the characteristics and nature of each type of source.
In general, sources of the same type have similar characteristics, which in turn supports the design
of common strategies and the implementation of common extraction tools. In a previous deliverable
we have analysed in detail the operation and use of such tools, see D10.2.
Information sources available on the web can be classified according to the language they use to
expose their information (e.g., HTML, XML, RDF, JSON). Depending on how structured this
language is, the information described is more or less "understandable" and conditioned to be
processed by software agents. In other words, sources using more structured languages are better
conditioned to extract useful information for enrichment. Based on this premise it can be established,
as shown in Figure 18, a scale of appropriateness for information extraction according to the degree
of structuring of the language used (Chang, Kayed, Girgis, & Shaalan, 2006). According to this scale,
the highest degree of simplicity for processing corresponds to semantic sources. Semantic sources
are those that express their information using a knowledge representation language that enables
machines to symbolically handle that information. Among this type of sources, the nodes configuring
the Linked Open Data (LOD) network (Bizer, Heath, & Berners-Lee, 2009) are particularly relevant.
By their nature, these sources make it feasible to directly enrich the local information on the KB, as
they do not require a further conversion into RDF. Unfortunately, while LOD is an interesting source,
it does not always contain all the information required for the enrichment of educational resources.
The next levels of the scale correspond to non-semantic sources. These sources are obviously much
more abundant on the web, and many of them provide very rich and detailed information. However,
the information extraction process is more complex and prone to errors in this case, especially the
less structured the information is. According to this situation, the inherent complexity of information
extraction in the lower levels of the scale causes the effort spent during extraction to be not worth
the information obtained. Therefore, the information expressed in a scarcely structured or
unstructured way is of very little interest insofar the enrichment process is concerned.
The three groups of source types considered for the enrichment of the SDE KB are analysed below:
Semantic sources
Presently, semantic sources are getting a great relevance due to the simplicity of its processing and
to the commercial and institutional support received from governments and companies. In particular,
LOD was born as an initiative to promote the use and popularity of semantic sources. It establishes
design rules (Heath & Bizer, 2011) that define how to expose the information to improve the quality
of processing. With these rules, LOD seeks to create a huge interconnected information space
"understandable by machines" (i.e., prone to be symbolically manipulated). In the current LOD
network there are plenty of sources of heterogeneous nature hosting accurate and detailed
information. The current quantitative status of the network can be checked in (Heath T. , 2013). In
this sea of information, many sources support complex queries using the SPARQL query language
(Prud'hommeaux & Seaborne, 2008). Besides, nodes implementing SPARQL endpoints as access
points support some of the existing frameworks for automatic Record Linkage. Among these

frameworks, the ones offering best results are those that carry out Record Linkage according to
predefined configuration files provided by humans. That is, frameworks where human experts define
patterns adapted to the extraction tool. This is the case of tools such as SILK or LIMES (Ngomo &
Auer, 2011) where, according to a configuration file that defines sources, entities, properties to be
compared, matching heuristics and accepted similarity thresholds, SPARQL queries are generated
to process and detect records linked to the same object in two different RDF sources (i.e., in our
case, our KB and an external source). These tools are known as semi-automated Record Linkage
tools, as they require the contribution of a human expert in some stage of the process. There are
also some totally automated Record Linkage tools where human contribution is not required, but the
results provided in these cases do not have the same quality or accuracy.

Figure 18 - Simplicity of processing vs. Information structure. Adaptation of the figure in (Chang,
Kayed, Girgis, & Shaalan, 2006).

To illustrate the usage of these Record Linkage tools on semantic sources to perform an enrichment
process, we will discuss a practical example on how to use SILK to extract information. To do this,
we will describe the enrichment of educational resources of type Tool using the DBPedia semantic
source (cf. Sect. 3.2.1). Listing 6 depicts an excerpt of the SILK configuration file defined for the
extraction process. Sentence in line 12 defines which property is used to link records considered as
equal (owl:sameAs in this case); sentences between lines 13 and 25 define elements in each
repository to be compared (in this case, instances typically used in DBPedia to represent tools, and
Tool elements in our knowledge base); sentences between lines 32 and 35 define for each class
which properties should be analysed with the selected matching heuristic (in this case, values in
properties rdfs:label in classes in DBpedia and values in properties dct:title in our knowledge base
using the Jaro distance-based syntactic similarity metric); and finally sentence in line 51 defines the
degree of similarity to consider that two records or instances represent the same tool (0.96 in our
case). This process is applicable to any other source and/or resource.
Listing 6 - Excerpt of the SILK configuration file used to compare records in DBPedia and the local
KB according to their properties.

12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
...
32:
33:
34:
35:
...
51:

<LinkType>owl:sameAs</LinkType>
<SourceDataset dataSource="dbpedia" var="a">
<RestrictTo>
{ ?b rdf:type dbpedia:Website }
UNION { ?b rdf:type dbpedia:Work }
UNION { ?b rdf:type dbpedia:Software }
UNION { ?b rdf:type dbpedia:Device}
</RestrictTo>
</SourceDataset>
<SourceDataset dataSource="local" var="b">
<RestrictTo>
?b rdf:type itec:Tool
</RestrictTo>
</SourceDataset>
<Compare metric="jaroSimilarity">
<Input path="?a/rdfs:label"/>
<Input path="?b/dct:title"/>
</Compare>
<Output minConfidence="0.96" >

On the other side, there is an ample collection of sources that provide access to semantic information
through Application Programmers’ Interfaces (APIs). This is the case of semantic search engines
like Sindice (Tummarello, Delbru, & Oren, 2007) or SWSE (Harth, Hogan, Delbru, Umbrich, O’Riain,
& Decker, 2007), which provide an API to launch generic queries on information available at the LOD
network. Their operation is similar to that of any Web search engine like Google or Yahoo!, and they
are especially useful and interesting tools for the enrichment process.
Highly structured sources
Non-semantic but highly structured sources (i.e., those that represent information using XML, JSON
and the like) are also intended to support the exchange of information between machines. But unlike
semantic web sources, and even sharing a common syntax, the way in which information is
structured is highly dependent on each source, and cannot be directly processed symbolically. In
general, these types of sources are accessible via APIs. Through an API, a machine may perform
HTTP requests to obtain highly structured information that can be rapidly processed, provided the
format used to structure information is known. This allows machines to share meaningful information
rapidly without losing relevant content in the process.
This type of structured languages is relatively easy to process when information about the underlying
model is available or it is simple enough to be directly inferred. Moreover, mechanisms and tools are
available to automatically translate descriptions into other languages. Especially interesting for the
enrichment of the SDE is RDF conversion. For example, in the case of XML sources, GRDDL
transformations are available, and in the case of relational online databases we may use the
mapping mechanisms proposed by the W3C RDB2RDF Group (Arenas, Bertails, Prud'hommeaux,
& Sequeda, 2011), etc.
To sum up, these sources express structured information, which facilitates the extraction and use of
standard tools. However, the representation of the information corresponds to a specific underlying
model for each source that, in some cases (fortunately rare), may be difficult to translate into RDF.
For example, (Nilsson, Nilsson, Palmér, & Brase, 2003) discusses the difficulty to correctly map a
record in LOM, defined according to an XML-oriented underlying model, to a graph model such as
RDF. In any case, it is necessary to define extraction patterns specific to each type of retrievable
document. In most cases, the wrapper used for these sources is simple and robust.

Semi-structured sources
This type of sources is intended to publish the information in a human-friendly way. They have a
minimal structure that allows information to be properly displayed, which is defined primarily
according to aesthetic criteria. The most representative sources of this type are traditional web
pages. Web pages use (a version of) HTML language for representing information. Presently, HTML
sources are the most common and widespread and therefore the ones collecting together most
information of all kinds. To access them, queries using the HTTP protocol (i.e., the de-facto standard
Web protocol) have to be performed. These sources structure information through a set of nested
tags that make up a DOM tree. To extract information from these sources we must traverse the DOM
tree looking for the most relevant tags. Then, it is necessary to know exactly how the DOM tree of
each page is to generate an extraction pattern. This will be possible as long as the information is
fairly structured through tags.
The DOM tree structure is dependent on the way the HTML page is produced. For pages produced
manually, structuring depends solely on their creator, usually according to aesthetic criteria only. As
a general rule, this structure is very light and tags do not correspond to specific information, that is,
they contain human-readable text that makes machine processing difficult. On the opposite side, we
have the information found in automatically generated HTML pages. Typically, many of such pages
provide information stored internally in highly structured databases. According to (He, Patel, Zhang,
& Chang, 2007) approximately 75% of Web sites have a relational SQL back-end. To display this
information, the corresponding HTML code typically includes tabular structures that both provide
(relatively) high structuring and are visually appealing to the human eye. These tables usually follow
a property-value representation. This is the pattern usually applied to websites providing online
catalogues (e.g., product catalogues in online stores). To generate each HTML table, automated
mechanisms are often used to retrieve structured data from the SQL back-end. This causes the
catalogue pages to have a rigid structure using always the same tags, which in turn greatly facilitates
information extraction.
The problem of semi-structured sources comes from the extraction patterns to be developed to be
highly dependent on the corresponding DOM tree. This dependence may compromise the extraction
of information if the tree is modified (e.g., due to a change in the design of the page). Furthermore,
the extraction pattern is also dependent from small variations between page versions, which may
cause incorrect information to be retrieved or even invalidate the complete extraction process.

3.2. Enrichment of Educational Resources
This section discusses how the information available on the SDE’s knowledge base was completed
according to the different types of resources in iTEC. More specifically, we introduce the external
sources considered for each type of resource (i.e., Tools, People and Events), and we discuss some
of the particularities of the information extraction process and the results obtained. The original
information, that is, data on the SDE’s KB to be enriched and extended, was previously entered in
the iTEC Cloud’s repositories. The SDE obtains this information as a consequence of a previous
data harvesting process. Before enrichment, data obtained is translated to RDF using the
terminology defined by the SDE Semantic Model, as discussed in Chapter 1.
The data extraction process has been developed as discussed in Sect. 3.1. For the particular case
of semantic information sources providing a search service, (i.e., many of the more relevant sources
used), the implementation of this generic process is embodied in the corresponding Enrichment
Smart Agent, which performs the tasks graphically represented in Figure 19. This diagram depicts

the steps performed by the corresponding wrapper, which are: 1) queries are launched using the
key (i.e., a property or set of properties) that identifies the target resource; 2) if results are obtained
for that resource, they are individually processed; 3) if results do not reference the target educational
resource, they is discarded; 4) if a record refers to a local educational resource, all information
available is extracted from the source; 5) information extracted is transformed and adapted to the
data model supported (i.e., RDF and SDE’s Semantic Model); and 6) it is entered in the knowledge
base to enrich the original educational resource information.

Figure 19 - Outline of the extraction process performed by the enrichment module.

3.2.1. Tools
This type of resource includes tools that may be utilized at any stage of the development of an
educational activity because they cover, totally or partially, some technological requirement of such
activities. For example, a tool capable of videoconferencing (e.g., Skype) may cover the
communication needs of students.
To describe each tool, and in general any educational resource on the iTEC’s KB, a set of elements
(i.e., classes and properties) are used. These elements are included in the Semantic Model
generated from elements drawn from standard vocabularies and ad-hoc modelling elements
considering factors specific to iTEC (see Sect. 2.2). A summary of some relevant properties included
in the SDE’s Semantic Model for tools is depicted in Figure 20.

Figure 20 - Outline of the data model proposed to represent tools.

Along the enrichment process, all relevant information from external sources is extracted and
adapted to the SDE model for all properties for which this is possible. In particular, the process
focuses on enriching those properties that are related to the most important factors in the
recommendation algorithm (see Sect. 1.2 in D10.2). In the case of the Tools, the most relevant
properties are those defined in Table 10.
Table 10 - Main properties characterizing tools
Functionality

Cost
Rating
Language

Technical and educational needs covered by the tool. Each (tool – functionality)
relation is defined by a value in the range 0 – 10 that indicates at what extent the tool
provides a given functionality. Functionalities are taken from a closed hierarchical
vocabulary of functionalities covering a wide range of educational
Indicates whether the tool is free or has an associated usage, acquisition or license
fee.
A measure of users’ perceptions on the tool’s quality and convenience.
Languages supported by the tool. iTEC uses a language vocabulary including 173
languages.

We can find on the Web many information sources that collect large catalogues of tools. These
sources allow us to enrich local descriptions of tools with detailed and accurate information (e.g.,
ratings from specialized web portals, non-registered functionalities). There is a wide range of sources
of this kind, including semi-structured, highly structured and semantic sources). The LOD network
collects large amounts of freely accessible information on tools that can be used both for enrichment
and population. We can find in the literature several contributions discussing the exploration and
extraction of information about tools from semantic sources in an automated way using the Sindice
semantic search engine to populate a specific dataset named OntoolSearch (Ruiz-Calleja, VegaGorgojo, Gomez-Sanchez, Alario-Hoyos, Asensio-Perez, & Bote-Lorenzo, 2012). Unlike this
initiative, we will not restrict information extraction to just semantic sources, but we will also consider
other types of sources, which will complicate the extraction system due to the heterogeneity of the
retrieved information. On the other hand, considering non-semantic sources allows us to obtain more
detailed information that eventually will improve the quality of the results provided by the
recommender.

3.2.1.1.

Sources

The actual sources used for tool enrichment are: CNET, Softonic, DBPedia and Sindice.
CNET
CNET (http://www.cnet.com/) is a popular initiative that currently brings together thousands of
descriptions of tools. This source provides access to information through HTTP requests that return
automatically generated dynamic HTML pages, that is, it is a semi-structured source. The CNET
website provides a search engine that can be queried using the name of a tool to retrieve a list of
tools with a similar name. The information for each tool is presented in a table of type-value
properties, as shown in Figure 21. This largely facilitates the extraction of information since the DOM
tree follows a uniform structure that supports the generation of an extraction pattern that can be
easily applied to all retrieved HTML documents.

Figure 21 - CNET screenshot capture, from http://www.cnet.com/

Using CNET it is possible to retrieve information for each tool on its features, operating systems,
licensing model, etc. (cf. Table 11). Moreover, as a respected cataloguing source for tools, it is also
possible to extract the ratings generated by its large community of users. This provides information
on user perceptions for each tool much richer than the one initially collected by iTEC.
Unlike other repositories, the information on each tool is always described using the same
vocabularies of properties (e.g., License model to define if the tool is free or has an associated fee)
regardless of the type of tool. This supports the mapping of properties and values between iTEC and
CNET vocabularies according to syntactic matches (e.g., we can directly translate CNET’s License
Model to iTEC’s RDF property itec:cost, and CNET’s value Free to iTEC’s value 0).

!

Table 11 collects the properties extracted from CNET and their mapping to the SDE’s Semantic
Model. Note that some of the properties of the external source do not have a correspondence in the
SDE model, since these properties are not currently used by the recommendation algorithms. Still,
those properties are stored by the enrichment module, some for internal use (e.g., Date added) and
others to be considered for future inclusion in the SDE model.
Table 11 - Binding between CNET and SDE properties
CNET property
Name
Description
Publisher
Publisher web site
Release date
Date added
Version
Category
Subcategory
Operating systems
Additional requirements
File size
File name
Total Downloads
Downloads last week
License model
Limitations
Price
CNET Editors' Rating:
Average User Rating:

SDE data model
dct:title
dct:description

dct:hasVersion
itec:tags
itec:Functionality
itec:tags
itec:Functionality
itec:OSSupport

itec:cost
itec:cost
rev:Review
rev:Review

Softonic
Softonic (http://www.softonic.com/) is one of the most relevant software downloading portals today.
This web repository includes a vast and detailed catalogue of tools reflecting updated information on
features such as licenses, languages, community ratings, etc. Among others, Softonic provides an
API that supports simple HTTP requests and responds with XML documents including detailed
information on tools. According to this query mechanism, we can classify Softonic as a highly
structured source.
The provided API offers several query methods. Two of them are especially relevant: 1) a method to
query the source to find tools from their name, which allows us to retrieve the list of tools that can be
associated with each tool in our KB, and 2) a method to recover detailed information on a given tool.
Listing 7 depicts an excerpt of the XML document retrieved for a tool.
Listing 7 - Excerpt of the XML document retrieved from SOFTONIC about Skype. Extracted from
http://api2.softonic.com/
<response status="ok" total_items="1">
<id_program>29287</id_program>
<media_type>desktop</media_type>
<title>Skype</title>
<author>Skype</author>
<url_author>http://www.skype.com</url_author>

<short_description>VoIP technology to call all around the world</short_description>
<languages>
<language>
<name>English</name>
<code>en_GB</code>
</language>
<language>
<name>French</name>
<code>fr_FR</code>
</language>
…
</languages>
<license>Free</license>
<license_type>free</license_type>
<rating_softonic>10</rating_softonic>
<rating_user>7.1</rating_user>
…
</program>
</response>

The information contained in the XML document is structured according to tags following a rigid
vocabulary, which dramatically facilitates the mapping of properties and values to the iTEC model
(e.g, tag title in the XML file will be mapped to property dct:title in iTEC). Table 12 collects the
properties extracted from Softonic, together with their mapping to the properties in the SDE data
model.
Table 12 - Binding between Softonic and SDE properties
Softonic properties
Title
Source Id program
Section
Platform
Short description
Review
License
Languages
Size
Versión
Date added
Date updated
Last update
Url
Cons
Pros
Img
Compatible
Operative
Sytems
Num downloads
Last month downloads
Url download
Opinions
Screenshots
Extras
Videos
Autor
Url author

SDE data model
dct:title
itec:tags
itec:Functionality
itec:OSSupport
dct:abstract
rev:Review
itec:cost
dct:language
dct:hasVersion

itec:OSSupport

Rating softonic
Rating user
Other instances

rev:Review
rev:Review

DBPedia
DBPedia (Bizer, et al., 2009) (http://dbpedia.org) is a LOD’s central node. This node is a huge
multidisciplinary semantic dataset collecting information extracted from Wikipedia
(http://www.wikipedia.org) represented in RDF. It provides a SPARQL endpoint that supports
complex queries, which facilitates the usage of automated Record Linkage tools like SILK. For that,
we configure SILK according to the desired record classes and properties. DBPedia uses a collection
of general and custom vocabularies that may address records of type tool, like dbpedia:Work,
dbpedia:Software or dbpedia:Website, and properties typical from this type of resource like rdfs:label
for the name of the tool or dbpedia-owl:abstract for a tool description.
Tool descriptions in DBPedia may have different properties depending on the tool, and they use to
be objective (i.e., there do not correspond to ratings or personal perceptions on the usefulness or
quality of a resource). Records may be available in several languages for many of the properties.
Besides, as it is a public source, we may reuse the information extracted to include it in tool
descriptions accessible by final users through the iTEC platform. For example, Listing 8 illustrates
the information stored in DBPedia for Skype.
Listing 8 - Excerpt of the RDF document retrieved from DBPedia about Skype. Extracted from
http://dbpedia.org
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<rdf:RDF
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"
xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#"
xmlns:foaf="http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/"
xmlns:dbpedia-owl="http://dbpedia.org/ontology/"
xmlns:dcterms="http://purl.org/dc/terms/"
xmlns:dbpprop="http://dbpedia.org/property/" >
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://dbpedia.org/resource/Skype">
<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://dbpedia.org/ontology/Work" />
<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://dbpedia.org/ontology/Software" />
<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://schema.org/CreativeWork" />
<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Thing" />
<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://umbel.org/umbel/rc/SoftwareObject" />
<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://dbpedia.org/class/yago/VoIPCompanies" />
<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://dbpedia.org/class/yago/Software106566077" />
<owl:sameAs rdf:resource="http://dbpedia.org/resource/Skype" />
<owl:sameAs rdf:resource="http://rdf.freebase.com/ns/m/026wfg" />
...
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Skype is a software application ...</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Skype</rdfs:label>
<foaf:name xml:lang="en">Skype</foaf:name>
<dbpedia-owl:abstract xml:lang="en">Skype is...</dbpedia-owl:abstract>
<dbpedia-owl:language rdf:resource="http://dbpedia.org/resource/Multilingualism" />
<dbpedia-owl:genre rdf:resource="http://dbpedia.org/resource/Instant_messaging" />
<dbpedia-owl:genre
rdf:resource="http://dbpedia.org/resource/Voice_over_Internet_Protocol" />
<dbpedia-owl:genre rdf:resource="http://dbpedia.org/resource/Videoconferencing" />
<dbpedia-owl:frequentlyUpdated xml:lang="en">yes</dbpedia-owl:frequentlyUpdated>
...
<dbpprop:language rdf:resource="http://dbpedia.org/resource/Multilingualism" />
<dbpprop:name xml:lang="en">Skype</dbpprop:name>
<dbpprop:genre rdf:resource="http://dbpedia.org/resource/Videoconferencing" />
<dbpprop:genre
rdf:resource="http://dbpedia.org/resource/Voice_over_Internet_Protocol" />
<dbpprop:genre rdf:resource="http://dbpedia.org/resource/Instant_messaging" />

<dbpprop:developer rdf:resource="http://dbpedia.org/resource/Skype_Limited" />
...
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://mpii.de/yago/resource/Skype">
<owl:sameAs rdf:resource="http://dbpedia.org/resource/Skype" />
</rdf:Description>
</rdf:RDF>

Among the many heterogeneous properties handled by DBPedia, the mapping of DBPedia
properties into the SDE data model defines correlations just for the most common standard
properties. This solution may not exploit all the descriptive expressiveness of DBPedia, but
translations will be stable over time. Besides, the detection and treatment of these properties is easy.
This facilitates an efficient and robust conversion process.
A particularly relevant case is the adaptation of the tool functionalities declared in DBPedia tools into
the corresponding iTEC functionalities. In DBPedia, tools expose their functionalities through
property dbprop:genre. This property associates the tool with an entity of type skos:Concept. If the
name of this entity (e.g., property rdfs:label) syntactically matches some functionality in the iTEC
vocabulary, we assume that the tool offers that functionality. By default we assign an intermediate
weight (5 on a scale from 0 to 10) to the functionalities so inferred.
This approach is also applied to the inverse process, that is, using SILK to detect the functionalities
in DBPedia that are linked to iTEC functionalities, and then using this information to retrieve all tools
exposing these properties through dbprop:genre. This way, we both enrich the KB and populate it
with detailed descriptions of new tools.
Table 13 collects a partial binding between properties in DBPedia used to describe tools and
properties in the SDE data model.
Table 13 - Binding between DBPedia and SDE properties
DBPedia properties
rdfs:label
foaf:name
dbpprop:name
dbpedia-owl:abstract
dbpedia-owl:developer
dbpedia-owl:genre
dbpprop:genre
dcterms:subject
dbpedia-owl:language
dbpedia-owl:license
rdfs:comment
dbpprop:operatingSystem
dbpedia-owl:frequentlyUpdated
dbpediaowl:programmingLanguage
dbpedia-owl:wikiPageExternalLink
dbpprop:developer
dbpprop:hasPhotoCollection
dbpprop:released
foaf:homepage
owl:sameAs

SDE data model
dct:title
dct:abstract
itec:tags
itec:Functionality
dct:language
itec:cost
dct:abstract
itec:OSSupport

Sindice
Sindice (http://www.sindice.com/) is a search engine, like Google or Yahoo, but applied to the LOD
semantic network. In other words, it facilitates the retrieval of information from a large variety of LOD
nodes in a single query. This service offers many access points. Among the provided access options,
Sindice provides an API and a management library supporting the most popular languages (e.g.,
Java, PHP). The SDE enrichment service will utilize this library.
Queries were designed to retrieve tool records scattered along the LOD network referencing tools in
our KB, and are performed using the names of the tools in iTEC, considering that this value must
appear in those OWL properties that are common to define a name property (e.g., dct:title). As a
result of these queries, the library returns URIs identifying the RDF records of each tool retrieved.
Due to the heterogeneity of the recovered descriptions (note that these descriptions may come from
several unrelated sources), property mapping is performed taking into account only the most
common standardized OWL properties, which in turn are translated into the equivalent iTEC
properties. This process is similar to the one described above for DBPedia, but involving a more
reduced set of properties in this case.

3.2.1.2.

Results

As mentioned above, the SDE’s KB collects information extracted from repositories in the iTEC
Cloud describing the tools initially considered for iTEC. At the time of writing this deliverable, the KB
collects 443 tool records. We can find many different types of tools in this collection, but they can be
classified into two broad groups, namely those tools publicly available and tools designed and/or
adapted specifically for the iTEC project. In the first case, as they are general non-specific tools, we
can use the information available online to enrich them. In the second case, as a general rule, there
is no information available in public catalogues about iTEC’s custom tools to support enrichment.
Therefore, to avoid interferences and/or errors consequence of the enrichment process, iTEC
custom tools were not processed. As a consequence of this criterion, the final amount of tools to
enrich by the SDE was reduced to 57.
Taking as a starting point the tool descriptions of the 57 tools mentioned above, and after the
completion of the discussed enrichment process, record linkage relations were established with 213
records in external sources. Once duplicates were removed, a total of 36 tools were enriched with
new features (cf. Table 14). Most of the tools enriched correspond to very popular applications
having plenty of information available about them on the Web. Enrichment provided 14 941 new
RDF triplets, which averages to 415 new triplets per tool. In most cases, these triplets reference the
same descriptions and names of tools in different languages, which will dramatically improve the
information available. Note that these variations of property descriptions will be immediately available
without requiring a human translation for all languages supported by the Composer.
If we consider the properties most relevant for the recommendation process, the results obtained
include:
16 new, previously unidentified, functionality relations
226 new language references
100 ratings extracted from specialized portals
72 tool license models

Table 14 - Preliminary Results by Tools
Initial KB

Enriched
KB

New tools

# of tools
Average RDF triples per tool
Total RDF triples
# of linkage external registers
# of enriched tools
Enrichment %
Average RDF triples per enriched tool
# of new functionalities
# of new Language relations
# of new Ratings
# of new Licensing models
Total RDF triples (enriching)
# of tools

57
40
2277
213
36
~ 63%
415
16
226
100
72
14.941
2.405

Total RDF triples (new)

152.473

Besides, the population strategy provided 2 405 new tools, each of them associated to at least one
property of an existing tool. This corresponds to 152 473 additional RDF triplets added to the KB.

3.2.2. People
Educators rely on facts and evidence to convey to their students the most useful and valid knowledge
as possible. However, it is difficult for a person to have achieved all possible knowledge about a
particular subject or even to provide all possible points of view. For this reason, many times
educators, no matter they are academically prepared, find it most convenient to have experts at their
disposal to be consulted or even to assist them to carry out an educational activity. iTEC has a
directory of associated experts6 that are managed as just another type of educational resource
available to educators in planning a Learning Activity. Therefore, the recommender system should
generate, based on the requirements defined and a given educational context, a sorted list of experts
(people in general) matching the mentioned requirements and context.
Insofar iTEC is concerned, they are considered experts those individuals who master an area of
knowledge, and may be consulted by educators and/or participate in an educational activity. Figure
22 depicts an outline of the semantic model used to characterize each expert in the KB. Table 15
enumerates those properties in the semantic data model that are related to the most important
factors considered by the recommendation algorithm, and therefore are given a greater emphasis
during the enrichment process.
Presently, it is increasingly common for people to actively participate in Web-based activities, leaving
traces of such activities together with personal information (Abel, Celik, Hauff, Hollink, & Houben,
2011). This trail allows us to enrich experts’ profiles on our KB with useful information extracted from
the Web. This concept has been exploited by different experiences in the area of experts’ location
(e.g., (Stankovic, Wagner, Jovanovic, & Laublet, 2010) or (Mika, 2005)). In many cases, this process
is performed within totally closed environments, like companies’ or organizations’ intranets. The aim

6

The P&E Directory will be starting with teachers, each of whom will register their expertise

of these experiences is to detect within an organization those employees that excel in a given topic
based on the emails exchanged and documents created during their working hours. Such a closed
context dramatically facilitates the extraction processes. In contrast, finding experts on the Web is a
more complex task. Among such experiences we highlight the one discussed in (Stankovic, Wagner,
Jovanovic, & Laublet, 2010), which focuses on locating experts from users’ activities in the LOD
network. Thus, it is feasible to use the potential of semantics to facilitate the extraction process. We
enumerate below some interesting nodes for the enrichment of experts’ profiles. Unfortunately, these
experiences also demonstrate that it is not possible to find in LOD nodes relevant information on all
types of experts. This fact emphasizes the need to consider other types of information sources in
addition to the semantic-based ones.

Figure 22 - Outline of the data model proposed to represent experts
Table 15 - Main properties characterizing experts
Expertise

Contact
Location
Languages
Knows
Rating

Field of knowledge mastered by an expert. Expertises are bound to experts through a
weighting value that provides an indication about the extent a given expert masters that
field of knowledge. iTEC expertises are collected in a vocabulary of restricted number of
fields of knowledge.
Experts’ contact details (e.g., email, phone, social network account).
Geographic areas where experts may physically participate in a giving educational activity
(e.g., home address, working addresses).
Information about the languages mastered by an expert
Information about relations among experts. This property facilitates locating an expert by
contacting a different one.
An indication of users’ perceptions about the quality of an expert.

In our case, the main factor that determines who is an appropriate iTEC expert for a learning activity
are their expertises. Therefore, collecting information about expertises is one of the aspects that the
enrichment process will tackle to better characterize experts. In most academic fields of knowledge,
scientific and academic publications are considered as a major expertise indication. Therefore, a
relevant source for enrichment are those sources that publish information on articles, books, etc.

However, to compute the ranking of a recommendation, in addition to using the expertise in a
particular area of expertise, the system will also take into account other aspects. For example, it will
consider whether the expert can communicate in the language defined for an educational activity, if
the educational activity will take place in the geographical proximity of the expert, if the expert has a
working knowledge of the tools used to interact with students, etc. Relevant sources to enrich this
information are social networks. In them it is common for users to share information that can be used
directly to enrich descriptions about languages mastered, geographical location, contact addresses,
etc.

3.2.2.1.

Sources

According to the reasons discussed above, and after analysing several additional sources, the ones
selected for enrichment are: Google Scholar, LinkedIn, DBLP, DBPedia and Sindice.
Google Scholar
Google Scholar (http://scholar.google.com) is a search service for articles and other scientific
documents where users may create their own academic profiles. Among other information, these
profiles include interests and expertise fields, the institution for which they work, and references to
their academic production. The information from this source is presented in semi-structured HTML
pages accessible through HTTP requests. Google Scholar also provides a people finder based on a
person’s name, which can be used according to the enrichment scheme proposed in Sect. 3.1.1.
The information in each profile is collected in a highly structured DOM tree, in which each field
corresponds to a standard tag. Based on this structure, it is possible to generate a common
extraction pattern applicable to all profiles. Moreover, this structure makes it easy to map each field
to the corresponding iTEC property that will be eventually used to enrich the semantic description of
a given expert in our KB.
Using Google Scholar it is possible to retrieve information for each expert on its academic context,
like their articles, their co-authors, relevance indexes, their interests and expertise fields, workplaces,
etc. Figure 23 provides a screenshot of this website illustrating the fields of information provided.
Table 16 collects the properties extracted from Google Scholar and their mapping to the properties
of the SDE’s data model for people.
LinkedIn
LinkedIn (http://www.linkedin.com/) is a professional social network in which each community
member publishes their academic and professional profile including education, jobs, skills, location,
contact information, or languages. This profile may be used as a web-based CV. Many of these fields
are public. Besides HTML pages, information can be retrieved through an API supporting queries
based on target users’ first and last names. This API returns an XML document collecting the
information retrieved. Listing 9 shows an excerpt of the XML response given by LinkedIn when a
user profile is requested.
This highly structured source supports standardized and robust extraction, together with an efficient
mapping scheme between the vocabularies used in LinkedIn and iTEC. For example, nested tags
phone-numbers > phone-number > phone-number-name reflect the public phone number of an
expert that may be used to enrich iTEC’s property vcard:tel from a given expert in our KB.

Figure 23 - Screenshot of user Víctor M. Alonso Rorís’ profile in Google Scholar. Extracted from
http://scholar.google.com

Table 16 - Binding between Google Scholar and SDE properties
Google Scholar properties
Name
Image
Expertise
Publication Info
(title, abstract, co-authors)
Source page
Job
Organisation
Organisation country

SDE data model
foaf:name
foaf:img
itec:tags
itec:KnowledgeArea
itec:tags
foaf:knows
foaf:homepage
vcard:country-name

Listing 9 - Excerpt of the XML document retrieved from LinkedIn describing user Juan Manuel Santos
Gago’s profile. Extracted from http://api.linkedin.com/v1/
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
<person>
<first-name>Juan M.</first-name>
<last-name>Santos Gago</last-name>
<site-standard-profile-request>
<url>http://www.linkedin.com/profile/view? ...</url>
</site-standard-profile-request>
<headline>Profesor Contratado Doctor</headline>
...
<location>
<name>Vigo Area, Spain</name>
<country>
<code>es</code>
</country>
</location>
...
<industry>Telecommunications</industry>
...
<languages total="3">
<language>
<id>8</id>
<language>
<name>Spanish</name>
</language>
</language>
<language>
<id>9</id>
<language>
<name>Galician</name>
</language>
</language>
<language>
<id>10</id>
<language>
<name>English</name>
</language>
</language>
</languages>
...
<skills total="8">
<skill>
<id>1</id>
<skill>
<name>Linked Data</name>
</skill>
</skill>
<skill>
<id>2</id>
<skill>
<name>RDF</name>
</skill>
</skill>
<skill>
<id>3</id>
<skill>
<name>Research</name>
</skill>
</skill>
...
</skills>
...
</person>
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Table 17 represents the collection of properties extracted from LinkedIn and their mapping to the
properties in the SDE’s data model for people.
Table 17 - Binding between LinkedIn and SDE properties
LinkedIn properties
first-name
last-name
picture-url
Headline
Location
Industry
languages
Skills
num-connections
Summary
specialties
positions
public-profile-url
phone-numbers
email-address
im-accounts
twitter-accounts
Interests

SDE data model
foaf:name
foaf:img
dct:description
vcard:Address
itec:fluency
itec:tags
itec:KnowledgeArea
dct:description
itec:tags
itec:KnowledgeArea
foaf:homepage
vcard:Tel
vcard:Email
foaf:OnlineAccount
foaf:OnlineAccount
itec:tags
itec:KnowledgeArea

publications
educations

DBLP and DBPedia
For LOD nodes, there exist several interesting sources collecting an ample variety of information
about different kinds of people and experts in many different fields. For our extraction process, a
series of nodes that store useful information about scientists, researchers and relevant persons in
general were analysed, like the semantic node collecting data from the DBLP portal (http://dblp.
rkbexplorer.com) and DBPedia discussed in the previous section.
As a general rule, these sources may be accessed via SPARQL endpoints, enabling the use of the
SILK tool. Moreover, we may use basically the same SILK configuration for all these sources, as in
most cases the vocabularies are basically the same. More specifically, these sources use common
vocabularies to identify entities that refer to people (usually foaf:Person and akt:Person) and to
express their personal information (e.g., foaf:name and akt:full-name). Therefore, we may perform
Record Linkage in these sources using the same extraction patterns.
The information available is fairly heterogeneous, and in many cases it depends upon the nature of
the source. For example, Listing 10 shows an excerpt of an RDF document extracted from DBLP.
This source is focused on scientific literature, and therefore most of the information available in this
source is academic and non-personal.

Listing 10 - Excerpt of the RDF document retrieved from DBLP about Luis E. Anido Rifon. Extracted
from http://dblp.rkbexplorer.com/
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!DOCTYPE rdf:RDF [
<!ENTITY coref "http://www.rkbexplorer.com/ontologies/coref#">
<!ENTITY dc "http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/">
<!ENTITY dcterms "http://purl.org/dc/terms/">
<!ENTITY akt "http://www.aktors.org/ontology/portal#">
<!ENTITY owl "http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#">
<!ENTITY rdf "http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#">
<!ENTITY rdfs "http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#">
<!ENTITY xsd "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#">
<rdf:RDF
xmlns:coref="&coref;"
xmlns:dc="&dc;"
xmlns:dcterms="&dcterms;"
xmlns:akt="&akt;"
xmlns:owl="&owl;"
xmlns:rdf="&rdf;"
xmlns:rdfs="&rdfs;"
xmlns:xsd="&xsd;"
>
...
<!-- PERSONAL INFO -->
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://dblp.rkbexplorer.com/id/people-89...">
<akt:full-name>Luis E. Anido-Rifón</akt:full-name>
<rdf:type rdf:resource="&akt;Person"/>
<rdf:type rdf:resource="&akt;Generic-Agent"/>
</rdf:Description>
<!-- PUBLICATIONS -->
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://dblp.rkbexplorer.com/id/conf/ifip3/NistalAI98">
<akt:has-author rdf:resource="http://dblp.rkbexplorer.com/id/people-89..."/>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://dblp.rkbexplorer.com/id/conf/ifip3-2/AnidoNIB99">
<akt:has-author rdf:resource="http://dblp.rkbexplorer.com/id/people-89..."/>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://dblp.rkbexplorer.com/id/conf/icsc/BurguilloFLA99">
<akt:has-author rdf:resource="http://dblp.rkbexplorer.com/id/people-89..."/>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://dblp.rkbexplorer.com/id/conf/icalt/AnidoNIRCS01">
<akt:has-author rdf:resource="http://dblp.rkbexplorer.com/id/people-89..."/>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://dblp.rkbexplorer.com/id/conf/er/AnidoNIRSC01">
<akt:has-author rdf:resource="http://dblp.rkbexplorer.com/id/people-89..."/>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://dblp.rkbexplorer.com/id/conf/doa/AnidoNIRSC01">
<akt:has-author rdf:resource="http://dblp.rkbexplorer.com/id/people-89..."/>
</rdf:Description> tega2001/Anido-RifonCNF01">
...
</rdf:RDF>

The mapping between the recovered properties and those defined in iTEC is defined by a list of
correlations with the most common vocabularies for people. Table 18 - Binding between Web DBLP
and SDE properties collects the properties extracted from DBLP and their mapping to the properties
of the SDE’s data model for people.

Table 18 - Binding between Web DBLP and SDE properties
Web DBLP properties
akt:full-name
Is akt:has-author of Publications:
akt:has-title
akt:has-author

SDE data model
foaf:name
itec:tags
itec:KnowledgeArea
foaf:knows

Sindice
Through the Sindice semantic search engine it is possible to access hundreds of LOD nodes with a
single query to look for registered experts in our KB. To do this, we used the library provided by this
service to perform queries using the service’s API. Unfortunately, and in a similar way to the
enrichment of tools, in many cases sources were unreliable and the retrieved records were of low
quality, as they included unrelated and irrelevant information. Therefore, except for a limited number
of records from popular sources, most of them would not provide usable information to the
recommender.
The information available through this mechanism is diverse and heterogeneous. To reuse it for
enrichment, a specific mapping between the most relevant semantic vocabularies for people (e.g.,
foaf, vcard, akt) and the vocabulary used in iTEC was developed.
It should be noted that data on people corresponds to very sensitive information in any system. While
it is true that, based on expertise areas declared in iTEC, it is relatively easy to find new experts on
the web, incorporating this information in the KB may cause the recommender to suggest people
who have declared no interest whatsoever in appearing in the lists of iTEC collaborators. Therefore,
the population process, no matter it is feasible, has not been carried out to avoid such conflicts.

3.2.2.2.

Results

The data retrieved from the sources above are processed to infer new information relevant to the
recommender. Among the processes carried out the most relevant are:
The identification of information concerning the knowledge relations between experts, that is,
the foaf:knows property. In retrieved scientific papers, we can find the co-authors of the target
expert, that is, the individuals that jointly made that scientific contribution. Based on this, we
infer that if two iTEC experts have participated in the same article, these two experts know
each other.
Enrichment may provide some information that in principle will not be applicable during the
recommendation process, such as descriptions, presentations, titles and abstracts of articles.
This type of information, no matter it may be of interest to a human user, lacks direct practical
usability. However, this information allows us to infer interests and areas of expertise of an
individual. For example, if a person produces a publication that addresses the issue of
cardiovascular medicine, we may infer that this person has some knowledge about this
matter. To extract this information, the generic process described in Sect. 3.3 is applied and
the terms extracted are associated to the target expert as tags, but not as subject areas. As
discussed below, it is difficult to establish automatic relations with the expertise areas
collected in iTEC vocabularies.
The most relevant factor in establishing a recommendation on persons is their areas of
expertise. Thus, the enrichment module is oriented primarily to supplement this information
in existing persons’ records. The fundamental problem in addressing this task is not to identify
areas of knowledge, but to associate them to individuals considering the "limiting" set of

knowledge areas that make up the corresponding iTEC vocabulary. Indeed, the information
retrieved from the Web for each expert includes a large number of concepts on areas of
expertise, interests, and abilities, together with multiple tags. However, these heterogeneous
concepts are not directly related to the expertise areas in the iTEC vocabulary. To deduct
iTEC knowledge areas mastered by a given expert from these concepts, the generic process
described in Sect. 3.3 is applied.
The results obtained by applying the enrichment process on the sources described above to
complete the descriptions of educational resources of type People are fairly satisfactory taking into
account the initial data available. The SDE’s KB included an initial list of 14 experts associated to
the iTEC project. The descriptions of these experts were used as the input of the enrichment process
described above. Eventually, we have established Record Linkage relations with 8 records in
external sources, which refer to exactly 8 different experts (cf. Table 19). Therefore, almost 60% of
the initial records were enriched. Analysing in further detail the enrichment process, they were
generated 1 519 new RDF triplets, corresponding to an average of 190 triplets per expert. Most of
these triples refer to articles and other publications. Regarding the most relevant properties to the
recommender, we obtained:
7 new contact accounts to facilitate communication with the corresponding experts.
112 new tags enabling the inference of new abilities and skills.
7 postal addresses that may be used to infer the geographical area of influence of an expert.
12 new evidences on language skills for 3 experts, which may be used by the recommender
to propose experts according to the communication language defined for an educational
activity.
Table 19 - Preliminary Results for Experts
Initial KB

Enriched
KB

# of experts
Average RDF triples per tool
Total RDF triples
# of enriched experts
Enrichment %
Average RDF triples per enriched expert
# of new contact accounts
# of new expert tags
# of new localizations
# of new languages
# of new person-languages relations
Total RDF triples (enriching)

14
28
389
8
~ 57%
190
7
112
7
12
3
1.519

3.2.3. Events
During the development of a learning activity, in many cases the participation of students in an
external event related to the subject matter may serve to strengthen the knowledge transmitted to
them. For example, if a lecture in Painting deals with the influence of Spanish painters in modern
art, attending a temporary exhibition of Picasso's work being carried out at a nearby location may be
a great opportunity to supplement educational practice. Based on this premise, any event that may
occur in the vicinity of an educational activity at a given time, or that can be accessed online, is

considered an iTEC’s educational resource that may serve to motivate the students or enrich the
educational experience.
The SDE’s data model for events is graphically outlined in Figure 24. Unfortunately, we have found
that descriptions of events and cultural agendas available online have heterogeneous structures and
content. In this context, carrying out Record Linkage with records locally available in the iTEC Cloud
is too complex and the results are too poor. For this reason, to carry out the enrichment process we
will focus on enriching the information of each event’s specific properties. In particular, special
emphasis has been put on enriching the properties related to the concepts described in Table 20.

Figure 24 - Outline of the data model proposed to represent events
Table 20 - Main properties characterizing events
Address

Data that accurately define where the event will take place. Venue of the event.

Tags
Subject

Concept characterizing the event
Topic of the event. Values for this property correspond to the 37 knowledge areas defined
in iTEC for experts’ expertise areas.

To complement the information collected by these properties, several horizontal mechanisms for
knowledge acquisition have been used. With these techniques it has been achieved:
The improvement of inaccurate data about physical address. For example, if the event is
identified by the name of the street in which it occurs, the enrichment process will complete
the address with the corresponding geographical coordinates, as these details are much
more useful for the recommender system.
The acquisition of new tags characterizing each event from the analysis of its textual
descriptions.
The identification of additional subject areas in the corresponding iTEC vocabulary from the
analysis of the tags associated to each event. In other words, the identification of new
dct:subject relations between the event and a specific topic included in the iTEC vocabulary.

In most cases, these techniques may be used to enrich other educational resources, and therefore
they are discussed in further detail in Sect. 3.3.
In contrast to the difficulty of complementing the descriptions of events on the KB, the population of
the KB with new events found in web sources becomes more feasible than for other types of
resources. The generation of new records may increase the range of options to recommend, which
in turn simplifies the work of cataloguers. Furthermore, the inclusion of new events is not as intrusive
or annoying as in the case of the experts, as it simply involves extending the exposure of these
events to gain further public awareness.

3.2.3.1.

Sources

In this case, the sources used for population were: UNESCO, Eventful, Faro de Vigo, Santiago
Turismo and Sindice.
UNESCO
The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (Unesco), includes among its
aims the development and promotion of activities and events that foster education in all parts of the
world. On its website (http://www.unesco.org/) they publish an agenda in which visitors have
available accurate information about educational events. This agenda is structured as an HTML table
that can be filtered by date, country and topic. In addition, each table entry gives access to a Web
page that accurately describes each event in a structured way. Figure 25 shows two screenshots of
how the Unesco Web represents information on educational events. For each of these pages, the
corresponding DOM tree structure is always the same. This facilitates the development of a wrapper
to extract the relevant information of all events listed on the website. Accordingly, this can be
considered a semi-structured source automatically generated from HTML documents.
With respect to the mapping of properties, as a general rule, the same vocabularies are used for all
events. This allows to define a mapping between the Unesco’s properties and the SDE’s data model.
Through this process it is possible to achieve an efficient population of the KB by including
educational events’ relevant information on their topic, description, location and time, languages in
which the activity occurs, etc. Table 21 collects the properties extracted from this source and their
mapping to the properties of the SDE’s data model for events.
Eventful
Eventful (http://eventful.com/) is a private initiative aimed at promoting and exposing events of all
kinds and from anywhere in the world. In this case, the most interesting events according to our
objectives are the ones related to educational and cultural issues. Among the available access
options, Eventful offers an API (http://api.eventful.com/) supporting queries according to the location
and topic of the event. This API returns information for each event collected in XML files (and other
formats such as JSON or YAML).

Listing 11 depicts an excerpt from an XML file providing the description of an event. Based on these
premises, Eventful can be considered a highly structured source.
Moreover, to facilitate access and information processing this source offers custom libraries for most
programming languages. The information for each event retrieved is contained in structures in these
libraries (of type Event) containing well-defined properties. This supports efficient and robust
extraction and mapping processes.

Figure 25 - Screenshots from Unesco’s event agenda. Left – event calendar; Right – Description of a
given event. Extracted from (http://www.unesco.org/)

Table 21 - Binding between UNESCO’s website properties and SDE properties
UNESCO properties
Title
Description
Image
Temporal Info
Location Info
Language of Event
Official Website
Type of Event

SDE data model
dct:title
dct:description
time:TemporalEntity
vcard:Address
dct:language
foaf:homepage
itec:tag
itec:KnowledgeArea

Estimated number of participants
Contact

Listing 11 - Excerpt of the XML document retrieved from Eventful about an Event. Extracted from
http://api.eventful.com/
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<event id="E0-001-000278174-6">
<title>L'EMPIRE DES LUMIÈRES</title>
<url>http://eventful.com/brussels/events/lempire-des-lumires-/E0-001-051578626-9</url>
<description>
Originally commissioned by the Royal Museums of Fine Arts of Belgium, René Magritte's painting
L'Empire des lumières (The Dominion of Light) exists in 17 versions in as many different
collections.This iconic and puzzling painting, his most famous, takes a fresh look at day and night.

</description>
<start_time>2013-09-13 00:00:00</start_time>
<stop_time>2014-01-13 23:59:59</stop_time>
<all_day>1</all_day>
...
<venue_name>Place Royale 1</venue_name>
<address>Musée Magritte Museum Koningspl. 1</address>
<city>Brussels</city>
<region>Brussels</region>
<postal_code>45069</postal_code>
<country>Belgium</country>
<latitude>42.799929</latitude>
<longitude>-8.017734</longitude>
<free>0</free>
<price></price>
...
<links>
<link id="312146">
<url>http://visitbrussels.be/bitc/BE_en/culture/25084/l-empire-des-lumieres.do</url>
<type>Official Site</type>
<description>Details</description>
</link>
</links>
<comments></comments>
<trackbacks></trackbacks>
<images></images>
<tags>
</tags>
<properties>
<property>
<id>123</id>
<name>Rating</name>
<value>5 stars</value>
</property>
</properties>
<categories>
<category>
<id>museums</id>
<name>Museums & Attractions</name>
</category>
</categories>
</event>

Among the information elements available for each event on the Eventful website, we can find topics,
textual descriptions, locations, schedules, fees, tags, user feedback, etc. Table 22 collects the
properties extracted from this source and their mapping to the SDE’s data model for events.
Table 22 - Binding between Eventful properties and SDE properties
Eventful properties
Title
Description
url
links
images
free
Temporal Info
Location Info
categories
tags
Rating

SDE data model
dct:title
dct:description
foaf:homepage
foaf:homepage
Itec:cost
time:TemporalEntity
vcard:Address
itec:tag
itec:KnowledgeArea
itec:tag

Faro de Vigo
Experiments have also been performed with the collection of events from the event agendas
published by some online newspapers. In particular, the local newspaper in the area of Vigo, known
as Faro de Vigo, has a website in which it is published, along with the most relevant news of the day,
a complete cultural agenda with many events that will occur in the region in near future. This site
provides information on events as structured tables (i.e., it can be considered a semi-structured
source) corresponding to a structured DOM tree, which facilitates the extraction process. Figure 26
shows two screenshots of how Faro de Vigo’s event calendar and specific information on a particular
event are displayed.

Figure 26 - Screenshots from Faro de Vigo’s event agenda. Left – event calendar; Right – Description
of a given event. Extracted from http://ocio.farodevigo.es/agenda/pontevedra/

The DOM tree describing the page of each event includes tags providing a detailed characterization
of each event property based on predefined vocabularies. It also makes use of microdata mark-up
(Hickson, 2010) to facilitate parsing and subsequent ranking positioning for Web search engine
users. This high-level structuring strategy greatly favours the detection and mapping of property
information in semi-structured pages.
Among the information available on each event we encounter topics, descriptions, exact locations
and dates, external webs, etc. Table 23 collects the properties extracted from this source and the
mapping of each property to the SDE’s data model for events.
Table 23 - Binding between Faro de Vigo´s Website properties and SDE properties
Faro de Vigo’s properties
Title
Description
Image

SDE data model
dct:title
dct:description

Temporal Info
Location Info
Category
Homepage

time:TemporalEntity
vcard:Address
itec:tag
itec:KnowledgeArea
foaf:homepage

Santiago Turismo
Santiago Turismo (http://www.santiagoturismo.com/axenda-cultural/) is a website focused on the
publication of events taking place in the city of Santiago de Compostela, one of the cities with the
highest cultural activity in Spain. The website supports the filtering of events by dates and categories,
and displays the information structured into tables with the same vocabularies for each type of
properties. Figure 27 shows two screenshots that illustrate the structure of the web.

Figure 27 - Screenshots from Santiago Turismo’s event agenda. Left – event calendar; Right –
Description of a given event. Extracted from http://www.santiagoturismo.com/axenda-cultural/

Both structuring and the closed vocabularies used facilitate the extraction and mapping processes.
The information available on events include topics, descriptions, locations and celebration dates,
tags, etc. Table 24 collects the properties extracted from this source and the mapping of each
property to the SDE’s data model for events.
Table 24 - Binding between Santiago Turismo’s Website properties and SDE properties
Santiago Turismo’s
properties
Title
Description
Image
Temporal Info
Location Info
Category
Homepage

SDE data model
dct:title
dct:description
time:TemporalEntity
vcard:Address
itec:tag
itec:KnowledgeArea
foaf:homepage
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Sindice
The presence of nodes about events on the LOD network is not especially high, and among them
there is no specific node focused on cultural or academic events. For this reason and with the aim
to query as many nodes as possible with a minimal effort, searching was performed using Sindice.
This enabled us to extend as much as possible our range of action.
The events sought should include accurate information enabling us to populate the KB with events
that can be used by the recommendation algorithms implemented in the SDE. For this, a primary
feature is that they must be future events, that is, events that have not occurred yet. Unfortunately,
the LOD network (and all semantic sources in general) include plenty of records describing past
events, such as conferences or seminars. As expected, using the selected query mechanism we
retrieved information about events, and then we filtered out those that do not provide date information
or that occurred in a past date. Note that Sindice will also support complex SPARQL queries through
a SPARQL Endpoint, but unfortunately this mechanism is still in its beta version, and proper
operation is not guaranteed. When a stable version of this feature is available, it will be possible to
issue a single request to retrieve a large group of event records that are about to occur in the future.
Listing 12 illustrates the SPARQL query used to carry out the search. This query shows that: 1)
records of the type used to define events are requested, 2) these records must contain a property
that defines a point in time, and 3) the date associated with the event must be after today’s date.
Using Sindice we collect heterogeneous descriptions from a variety of sources, which are composed
by the combination of properties from standardized common vocabularies, and from proprietary or
unfamiliar vocabularies in specific sources. The mapping pattern is based on the most used common
properties to cover as many descriptions and sources as possible. In particular, common
vocabularies related to the definition of events have been used, such as the vocabulary defined in
swc (http://data.semanticweb.org/ns/swc/ontology #) that defines entities of type academic event.
Using this strategy, it is feasible to find event logs with varied and detailed information on their dates,
venues, descriptions, organizers, etc.

3.2.3.2.

Results

Table 25 summarizes the enrichment and population results. The SDE’s KB initially included a list of
45 events relevant in the context of iTEC that have been locally registered through the appropriate
process. 16 of these events were enriched with new information regarding their venues, including at
least the geographical coordinates of the given address. In addition, we have extracted 139 new
tags from their descriptions and titles.
In the case of population, we have obtained 6 365 new events with detailed information on their
venue and celebration dates. These events are distributed over 29 European countries (e.g., Spain,
France, Belgium, UK, Switzerland, Ukraine). From the descriptions and titles of these events, they
have been characterized with a total of 17 053 tags. Eventually, population provided 172 369 new
triplets corresponding to an average of 27 triplets per event.
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Listing 12 – SPARQL query to capture future events from Sindice. In this query the keys
eventClass_x and dateProp_x represent vocabularies for the definition of events and dates
respectively. Our own sources.
PREFIX rdf : <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX xsd : <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>
SELECT *
WHERE {
?event

rdf:type
?x
;
?datProp
?date
FILTER ( sameTerm(?x, eventClass_1) || … || sameTerm(?x, eventClass_n) )
FILTER ( sameTerm(?datProp,datProp_1) || … || sameTerm(?datProp,datProp_n) )
FILTER ( xsd:date(?date) > now() )

}

Table 25 - Preliminary Results for Events
Initial KB

Enriched KB

New events

# of events
Average RDF triples per events
Total RDF triples
# of new detailed location info
# of new event tags
Total RDF triples (enriching)
# of events
# of events with schedule info
# of events with location info
# of european countries with events
# of event tags
Average RDF triples per event

45
19
858
16
139
197
6.365
6.365
6.361
29
17.053
27

Total RDF triples (new)

172.369

3.3. Enrichment of Properties
In many cases, the information extracted during the enrichment process described in this document,
no matter it may be very interesting and of great value to a human user, is not directly applicable to
the SDE recommendation process. The recommendation process relies on a limited set of properties
defined in the corresponding data model. These properties are used to compute the recommendation
factors to elaborate a sorted list of resources according to the requirements defined for learning
activities (see Sect. 1.2 in D10.2 (Anido Rifón, Caeiro Rodríguez, Cañas Rodríguez, Míguez Pérez,
Alonso Rorís, & Santos Gago, 2012)). However, when complementing descriptions using all data
extracted, information will remain that is not directly usable to compute these factors. This is the case
of textual descriptions, tags, addresses not including geographical coordinates, etc. However, in
many cases this auxiliary information can be processed to generate new information relevant to the
resource, and therefore be used in the recommendation process.
Among the strategies carried out by the SDE to perform the enrichment of properties discussed
above we find:
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Enrichment of geographical addresses.
In many cases, the information available on the physical address of a resource (e.g. home address
of an expert or event’s venue) is sparse or inaccurate to be processed by a software system no
matter it can be easily understood by a human user (e.g., most humans will know where an event
takes place no matter if the venue is described as just the Louvre Museum). In particular, the
recommender system needs precise geographical coordinates to efficiently compute the
recommendation factor related to the physical address. Fortunately, there are web services that
allow us to obtain the geographical coordinates from many types of addresses (e.g. Streets,
landmark buildings). This is the case of Google Maps (https://maps.google.com/maps).
Google Maps has an API available (https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/) on which
to perform queries based on a postal address. Through an HTTP request to the API including as an
input parameter the address to check, a JSON document will be retrieved including detailed
information on that location. Listing 13 shows an extract from a JSON response corresponding to a
request of information on the city of Vigo, Spain. With this precise information it is easy to
complement any address in the KB.
Listing 13 - JSON retrieved through Google Maps’ API when accessed to fetch the location of Vigo,
Spain. Extracted from http://maps.google.es/maps/api/geocode/json?address=Vigo,ES&sensor=false
{
"results" : [
{
"address_components" : [
{
"long_name" : "Vigo",
"short_name" : "Vigo",
"types" : [ "locality", "political" ]
},
{
"long_name" : "Vigo",
"short_name" : "Vigo",
"types" : [ "political" ]
},
{
"long_name" : "Pontevedra",
"short_name" : "PO",
"types" : [ "administrative_area_level_2", "political" ]
},
{
"long_name" : "Galicia",
"short_name" : "GA",
"types" : [ "administrative_area_level_1", "political" ]
},
{
"long_name" : "España",
"short_name" : "ES",
"types" : [ "country", "political" ]
}
],
"formatted_address" : "Vigo, Pontevedra, España",
"geometry" : {
"bounds" : {
"northeast" : {
"lat" : 42.26215920,
"lng" : -8.672200799999999
},
"southwest" : {
"lat" : 42.19001910,
"lng" : -8.7786510
}
},
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"location" : {
"lat" : 42.24059889999999,
"lng" : -8.72072680
},
"location_type" : "APPROXIMATE",
"viewport" : {
"northeast" : {
"lat" : 42.26215920,
"lng" : -8.672200799999999
},
"southwest" : {
"lat" : 42.19001910,
"lng" : -8.7786510
}
}
},
"types" : [ "locality", "political" ]
}
],
"status" : "OK"
}

Enrichment of tags
One of the properties that may be used to precisely and accurately characterize a resource are their
associated tags. A tag is equivalent to a keyword that describes an entity emphasizing some not
necessarily predefined concepts related to it (e.g., for a tool, tag 'online' defines whether that tool is
offered or works through the web). These tags allow the recommender system to improve its results.
Unfortunately, the number of tags provided by cataloguers or extracted directly from the web is
usually reduced. To increase this number, we have experimented with techniques implemented in
the SDE to extract keywords from texts and textual descriptions associated with each resource. For
example, in the case of experts, new tags have been obtained from titles and abstracts of their
publications.
On the Web there are services available to extract key concepts and entities from pieces of text.
These services syntactically parse text and after some processing they are able to infer a list of
relevant entities. For example, if an individual writes a paper that addresses the issue of
cardiovascular medicine, these services can infer relevant concepts in the text like heart, medicine,
body, atrium, etc. This makes it possible to complement each description of a resource with a larger
number of tags. In our module, the concept extraction service used is the one offered for free by
Yahoo
(http://yahoo.com)
through
the
Content
Analysis
Documentation
API
(http://developer.yahoo.com/search/content/V2/contentAnalysis.html).
The Content Analysis Documentation service can be accessed through an HTTP request including
the text to be analysed. The API returns an XML file including the keywords inferred from the text,
sorted according to their relevance. Listing 14 shows an excerpt of the result file describing an event.
Unfortunately, the number of queries that can be performed on this service within a 24 hour period
is limited to 5 000 requests. This limitation determines the time required by the system to complete
the enrichment of tags for all records on the KB.
Enrichment of vocabulary-based properties
In iTEC it is common to have resources that can be characterized according to a property from a
closed vocabulary developed within the iTEC project. For example, tool descriptions include a
property that defines a functionality associated to the tool according to a vocabulary of X keywords.
Unfortunately, in many cases it is not possible to establish a direct relationship between the
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categories of resources extracted from the Web and these vocabularies. To enrich these properties,
the enrichment module tries to reuse the extracted or inferred concepts and tags. In general, these
external tags are not directly related to the corresponding iTEC vocabulary.
Listing 14 - Excerpt of the XML document obtained from the tag extraction service at Yahoo’s
Content Analysis Documentation (lower box) from the description of a particular UNESCO event
(upper box). Extracted from http://www.unesco.org/ and http://yahoo.com.
The UNESCO UNAOC University Network on Media and Information Literacy and Intercultural Dialogue
(MILID) will gather in Barcelona, Spain, for the first MILID Week which will be held on 22nd to
25th May, 2012. MILID Week is being spearheaded and hosted by the Autonomous University of Barcelona
in association with MENTOR (International Association on Media Education). The objective of this
event is to shine the spotlight on the importance of media and information literate citizens to
engender inter-cultural dialogue and mutual understanding. It will underscore how are intercultural
competencies and interwoven media and information competencies (knowledge, skills and attitude).

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<query ...><results><entities xmlns="urn:yahoo:cap">
<entity score="0.951">
<text end="292" endchar="292" start="259" startchar="259">
Autonomous University of Barcelona
</text>
<types>
<type region="us">/organization</type>
</types>
</entity>
<entity score="0.932">
<text end="365" endchar="365" start="322" startchar="322">
International Association on Media Education
</text>
<types>
<type region="us">/organization</type>
</types>
</entity>
<entity score="0.818">
<text end="34" endchar="34" start="17" startchar="17">
University Network
</text>
<types>
<type region="us">/organization</type>
</types>
</entity>
<entity score="0.77">
<text end="95" endchar="95" start="74" startchar="74">
Intercultural Dialogue
</text>
</entity>
<entity score="0.674">
<text end="135" endchar="135" start="120" startchar="120">
Barcelona, Spain
</text>
<types>
<type region="us">/place/destination</type>
<type region="us">/place/es/town</type>
</types>
</entity>
<entity score="0.61">
<text end="68" endchar="68" start="49" startchar="49">
Information Literacy
</text>
<wiki_url>http://en.wikipedia.com/wiki/Information_literacy</wiki_url>
</entity>
...
</entities></results></query>
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In order to establish a relationship between each enriched tag and each term in the vocabulary, we
measure the distance between nodes in a hierarchical scheme of universal concepts. In our case,
the scheme used is the one provided by DBPedia due to its extension and continuous updating.
More specifically, each tag obtained through enrichment is processed as follows 1) the counterpart
entity in DBPedia is sought, 2) once detected, we seek a concept included in the iTEC vocabulary
above or below a limited number of hops between parent and child nodes (1 step, 2 step in the
figure), and 3) if found, the target resource is associated to the corresponding concept in the
vocabulary at a degree related to the distance computed. Figure 28 shows an example of this
process.

3.4. Enrichment results: usage example
Eventually, the enrichment process discussed aims to improve the recommendations offered to
teachers. That is why, regardless of the promising figures presented in the previous section, the
major milestone of this chapter is the qualitative improvement of recommendations. In this line, three
relevant aspects can be pointed out:
Improving the fairness of comparisons. In spite of the mechanisms implemented in the
recommendation engine to minimize the impact of the lack of information, in some occasions
resources having incomplete descriptions are deemed as equally (un)relevant, or even
penalized with respect to the other resources with richer descriptions. As a consequence,
including additional data will contribute to increase the fairness of the comparison process.
Extending the selection criteria. Due to the nature of the resources included in the
repository, in many cases several equally valid candidates are found to satisfy a given
requirement (e.g., several tools having the same language, same functionality, same cost;
people with similar expertise, the same spoken languages, etc.). Including ratings from
external sources based on users’ options or experts’ reviews, will enable the recommender
to use additional criteria to rank the candidate collection. In spite of these rankings being
generated outside the control and scope of the project, they provide insight on the quality or
popularity of a resource, and they have a discriminating effect that will enhance the ranking
process.
Increasing the candidate population. Finally, fetching additional resources related to the
resources already in the knowledge base will be dramatically can be offered to satisfy a given
requirement, and new candidates can be found to satisfy requirements not yet covered with
the tools initially available.
To show these improvements in a practical way, we present a realistic use case, which shows the
potential of using enriched resource descriptions. For this, we start with a scenario aimed at
implementing an educational activity to share files between teachers and students (i.e., the iTEC file
sharing functionality). Based on this, the recommender system is asked to provide a sorted list of six
tools that can support the activity. Below it is described and analyzed the proposed scenario based
on three contexts: the initial KB, the enriched KB, and the enriched and populated KB.
Initial KB
The baseline information is limited to a collection of tools provided by cataloguers including only the
name and function of each tool. When generating recommendations, the system has available only
the functionality factors and the weight of each factor in relation to each tool (i.e., a measure of the
relevance of the functionality among the functionalities offered by the tool). Weights have been
manually assigned by catalogers and depend entirely on their point of view and experience. Based
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on this information and the context of the educational activity (i.e., tools that implement the file
sharing functionality) the recommender system returns the results shown in Table 26. In this case,
the first three recommended tools (i.e., Dropbox, Google Drive and SugarSync) have the same
weight value (9) and consequently, in the absence of other factors, have the same final rating. In
case of a tie, the sorting order is determined alphabetically. Next in the list of results there are two
e-mail services (i.e., Gmail and Hotmail) with a common functionality weight (8). The last element in
the list, with the lowest functionality weight (6), is occupied by an interactive whiteboard application
(i.e., Learning SMART Notebook collaborative software).

Figure 28 - Topic inference diagram from DBPedia’s tags and concept hierarchy. Our own sources.
Table 26 - List of Recommended Tools for the File Sharing Functionality (with the Initial KB)
P.
1º
2º
3º
4º
5º
6º

Tool
Dropbox
Google Drive
SugarSync
Gmail
Hotmail
SMART
Notebook

Wfunc
9
9
9
8
8
6

Rat.
-

Lic.
-

Lang.
-

R(t)
6.05
6.05
6.05
5.94
5.94
5.78

Enriched KB
Running the recommender system using the enriched KB, and due to the existence of more
information on the key factors, the sorting of recommended tools in the list varies significantly. Table
27 shows that Dropbox remains the first tool recommended, but in this case with a rating above the
rest due to factors such as being a free service, supporting multiple languages and having higher
ratings from the Web community of users. Based on these premises, SugarSync becomes second
in the ranking. In turn, Google Drive moves down to the fourth position, overtaken by Gmail after
being enriched with some excellent ratings (close to 9.2). In contrast, Google Drive, does not seem
to have been enriched to the same extent as other tools, which hampers its position in the ranking.
The fifth position is for Hotmail, and the list is closed with Skype. Skype appears on the new list
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because during the enrichment process it has been inferred that Skype offers file sharing
functionality. Besides, it surpasses SMART because many of Skype’s factors have been enriched
(e.g., with a high community rating).
Table 27 - List of Recommended Tools for the File Sharing Functionality (with the Enriched KB)
P.
1º
2º
3º
4º
5º
6º

Tool
Dropbox
SugarSync
Gmail
Google Drive
Hotmail
Skype

Wfunc
9
9
8
9
8
5

Rat.
8.46
7.92
9.18
6.06
7
8.5

Lic.
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free

Lang.
en, …
en, …
en, …
en, …
en, …

R(t)
6.70
6.68
6.66
6.57
6.56
5.89

Enriched and populated KB
In this latter scenario, the ranking of the six first recommended tools does not change with respect
to the case of the enriched KB. However, the list of tools recommended in this case consists of a
total of 127 tools. This is because the population process provided a large number of Web tools with
file sharing functionality that were not previously included by human cataloguers. It should be noted
that the weight assigned to a feature inferred during the enrichment process is 5 out of 10 by default.
As a consequence, the recommendation ranking is not altered because the functionality weights of
the tools inserted by human catalogers is much higher in most cases.

3.5. Discussion
The enrichment process proposed in this section can efficiently complement the semantic
descriptions available in the KB. This enables the system to improve its recommendations without
being much constrained by the ability and knowledge of human catalogers. The usage example
discussed above shows a significant improvement in the ranking of recommendations from
information generated by a group of experts knowledgeable about the aims and characteristics of
the iTEC project. Therefore, in a real scenario in which catalogers are teachers who in many cases
will be overwhelmed by the task of generating detailed and accurate information for each educational
resource, the contribution of enrichment will be even more noticeable.
The final ranking generated by the recommender system depends on its configuration and on the
weights assigned to each of the factors considered. This means that the enrichment process has no
influence in the way the list of recommended resources is constructed, but provides the system with
new information not initially generated by human catalogers. In turn, as a general rule this causes
enriched resources to have more information on the factors influencing recommendations than unenriched ones, and therefore the latter are penalized in the final sorted list of resources (e.g., the
case of Google Drive in the example). According to the results obtained, it appears that the more
and better enriched resources are the ones most popular in the web, since they have more
descriptions coming from many different sources.
Based on this fact, it can be inferred that a relevant factor affecting enrichment is the popularity of
the resource in the Web. This can be demonstrated from the results obtained, which show that for
the same type of resources, no matter they are tools, experts or events, the ones that have been
better enriched are the ones most popular on the web having more descriptions in a greater number
of sites (e.g., Dropbox, Gmail, etc..). On the other side, it is more difficult to find references on the
web for less popular resources, and therefore their enrichment is compromised.
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The proposed enrichment process may be improved using more external sources and thus
accessing more knowledge. In this project, we started from a number of sources collecting accurate
and abundant information on educational resources, providing at the same time mechanisms to
facilitate extraction (e.g., search engines). However, many other online sources with similar
characteristics are available to further complement the descriptions in the KB. The steps to include
a new source are well defined and its complexity depends mainly on the type of source and the
structuring of the language used to communicate information. In a nutshell, the process comprises
the following steps: 1) a domain expert examines the new sources to select the best candidates,
based on the amount of information available and the simplicity of its retrieval, 2) a wrapper and an
extraction pattern are generated for the selected sources, and 3) the extracted information is adapted
to the data model used in the SDE. This last step is quite complex, and research is being performed
to provide automatic conversions based on the comparison of properties, but in many cases
manually defined conversion patterns will have to be used.
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4.

SDE TESTING

Testing with end users is an important part of any software system’s development. At this stage, the
SDE poses a particular challenge, as it does not provide an actual user interface, but a set of Web
services to be integrated into other applications. Therefore SDE testing requires other systems
providing access to end users to the functionality offered by the mentioned SDE Web services. On
the other side, the SDE relies on a semantic model that has been evaluated previously (cf. Sect. 1
of this document and Sect. 2 of D10.2 (Anido Rifón, Caeiro Rodríguez, Cañas Rodríguez, Míguez
Pérez, Alonso Rorís, & Santos Gago, 2012)).
This section discusses the proposed SDE user testing activities and the scenarios considered for
testing. For this, we have followed the general evaluation model proposed by WP5 and used a Web
application as the SDE user interface. Using these elements, we have carried out the first
experiments of SDE testing with end users corresponding to the third project year. Additionally to
the presentation of testing results, the last part of this section is devoted to the presentation of the
strategy and the means to be used to evaluate the SDE location and resource planning functionalities
when the SDE is eventually used in the pilots planned for cycle 5.

4.1. Testing procedure
Deliverable D10.2, Sect. 2.2.3.2 discusses the proposed ontology evaluation developed by WP10
according to the directions provided by WP5 (Haldane & Lewin, 2011). Taking as a reference the
proposal above, this year it was undertaken its review and adaptation, with a specific focus on SDE
testing. We devote the following sections to review the objectives of this testing and to enumerate
the evaluation questionnaires and the resources used for data capture.

4.1.1. Objectives
According to the WP5 evaluation proposal, we adopted a benefit evaluation model for the evaluation
of the SDE. We tried to identify how new elements included and systems proposed contribute to the
positive results perceived by the several stakeholders utilizing the SDE. We also tried to keep in
mind that dis-benefits may arise, which will be collected as disadvantages.
The potential benefits and the evaluation questionnaire
The evaluation questions are used to focus on the expected system benefits. The questions
identified here are a particularization for the SDE case of the evaluation questions proposed by WP5
for the joint project evaluation. More specifically, we kept four of the five questions proposed by WP5
and we discarded the one related to the piloting process, as the introduction of the SDE in that
process was not foreseen. The four evaluation questions considered are:
EQ1: To what extent does the SDE benefit the preparation of LARGs suitable for learning
and teaching?
EQ2: To what extent is the SDE sustainable, transferable and scalable?
EQ3: What are the enablers of and barriers to adoption of the SDE?
EQ4: To what extent is the SDE fit for purpose? (usability; connection to current practice;
what works and what does not work)?
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4.1.2. Data collection
The evaluation questions are addressed through the analysis of quantitative and qualitative data.
After SDE usage tests, each user (teacher or ICT coordinator) has to complete a questionnaire
and/or interview to capture both types of data.
Quantitative data are fetched from the questionnaire as follows:
Levels of agreement (strongly disagree to strongly agree) of whether or not the anticipated
benefits of using the SDE were achieved (5-point scale for each dimension);
How likely teachers will use the SDE again and whether teachers would recommend the SDE
to other teachers (3-point scale).
Besides quantitative data, qualitative information was also collected through the direct observation
of SDE behaviour (through the user interface used during testing) and open interviews with users.
These interviews were focused on enablers (including training), benefits (including unexpected
benefits, and dis-benefits), and challenges. The questionnaire also collected open-ended responses
(qualitative data) on barriers and problems.
The data considered for each evaluation question is identified in the table below. Note that in this
evaluation procedure we discarded interviews to students and NPC, as they are not direct (i.e., end)
users of the SDE.
Table 28 - Data considered for the evaluation of the questions

EQ1

EQ2

EQ3

EQ4

Main data
source

Main data
source

Minor data
source

Minor data
source

Main data
source

Main data
source

Data source
Quantitative
Questionnaire

Qualitative
Teacher interview

SDE use
observation
ICTco-ordinator
interview

Minor data
source

Main data
source

Minor data
source
Minor data
source

Minor data
source

Main data
source

Main data
source

4.1.3. Evaluation questionnaire
According to the discussion above, we proposed the following questionnaire for the evaluation of the
SDE. All users participating in the evaluation process were asked to fill in this questionnaire.

1. The integration of the SDE functionalities into the Composer …(Strongly Disagree,
Disagree, Neutral, Agree, Strongly Agree)
1.1. … helps teachers to select the most appropriate resources to satisfy the requirements of a
Learning Activity
1.2. … provides resources (Tools, People, Events, Content) that users had never used before
or were previously unknown, and therefore will not be used otherwise.
1.3. … will boost the discovery of new resources
1.4. …including the SDE Technical Localisation functionalities (this functionality identifies the
Learning Activities feasible in a Technical Setting) would be useful for teachers
1.5. … including the SDE Verification Functionalities (this functionality verifies that a certain
selection of resources satisfy the requirements of Learning Activities) would be useful for
teachers
2. According to you present knowledge of the status of the iTEC Project and the
developments foreseen for the next months: (Free text)
2.1. Do you think that the amount of Resources available is sufficient to exploit the capabilities
of the SDE?
2.2. Do you think it could be difficult for teachers to effectively interact with the SDE?
2.3. Do you think that the information needed to correctly invoke the SDE methods (e.g.
identification of the technical settings, language/age range/subject within a Context) will be
easily identifiable by a teacher?
2.4. Which are the main technical/software problems that users might encounter?
2.5. Other difficulties/barriers for users:
3. Potential benefits
3.1. I think that the SDE has the potential to lead to innovation in the classroom (Yes-definitely,
Yes-probably, No)
3.1.1. Explain why (free text)
3.2. I think that a teacher that uses the SDE for the first time will use it again (Yes-definitely,
Yes-probably, No)
3.2.1. Explain why (free text)
3.3. I think that teachers using the SDE for the first time will recommend it to other teachers
(Yes-definitely, Yes-probably, No)
3.3.1. Explain why (free text)
4. Any other comments [optional]: (free text)

4.2. Testing Environment
As discussed above, SDE testing with end users requires a host system providing a user interface
that will support access to the SDE functionalities. This interface will be eventually provided through
the iTEC Composer, as it offers authoring functionalities to develop learning stories and learning
activities that will be complemented with resources made available via the iTEC Widget Store and
the iTEC People and Events Directory. In turn, the SDE offers Web services for localization and
resource planning to be integrated in the Composer to assist and guide users in the selection of the
most suitable learning stories/learning activities and resources (i.e., tools, people and events). The
completion of the full integration of the SDE with the Composer is scheduled for the final year of the
project. This will allow testing on a large scale with teachers involved in using the Composer as part
of the Edukata Learning Activity design process. On the other side, WP10 initiated a collaboration
line with the TELGalicia (REDETELGalicia, 2012) research network, whose objective is to facilitate
pedagogical and technological innovation in primary and secondary education in the northwest of
Spain. Given the compatibility between the objectives of iTEC and TELGalicia, a collaboration with
that network was initiated that had among its outcomes the adaptation of a web application named
AREA in which the services offered by the SDE were integrated together with initial content available
on the SDE’s KB.
AREA is the Galician acronym for Open Educational Resources and Activities. It basically consists
of a social Web 2.0 application to facilitate access to primary and secondary teachers to innovative
educational proposals. AREA provides resources and tools for authoring, exploration and social
curation for teachers to design their own lesson plans. Once a lesson plan has been completed in
the classroom, AREA also provides structures for teachers (and also students in those cases where
teachers find it convenient) to document their experiences in a similar way as it can be done with a
blog, but according to the activity structure defined in the lesson plan. Elements included in AREA
by teachers may be public or private, and public elements may be freely copied and further edited
by their owners or other users. In relation to this, AREA includes social and curing features to
facilitate the production of new elements and their consolidation according to the interest and
acceptance among the community of users. An aspect that received special attention by the AREA
developers was its user interface. Following the WYSIWYG model, users may easily modify content
in an attractive and rational way.
The AREA application has been modified to integrate the concepts managed in iTEC, and therefore
it may be used to support SDE testing. The resulting AREA Web application is available at:
http://www.edu-area.com

Figure 29 illustrates AREA’s home page once sign-in has been completed. This page displays the
last actions performed by a registered user. The upper part of the page includes a menu to access
the different application sections:
Resources. To search, explore and visualize resources included in the SDE’s KB. For this,
services discussed in Sect. 2.1.1.2 are used. Users may also upload their own resources. To
support the detailed visualization of resources, the Widget introduced in Sect 2.4.3 has been
used. Figure 30 shows the information about a tool on the SDE’s KB through the ToolExplorer
widget integrated in AREA.
Activities. To search, explore and visualize available activities. Users may access detailed
information about each activity, and may copy them to be edited if desired. Users may also
create their own learning activities.

Sequences. Shows groupings of learning activities with a common purpose, in a way similar
to learning stories in iTEC. As before, users may create their own sequences and copy
existing sequences to be further modified by editing the content of learning activities, their
sequencing, and/or including or removing learning activities.
Guides. Supports the creation of LARGs. Users may take a sequence as a reference, or
compose learning activities to generate their own LARGs. Along this process, users may get
recommendations on which resources are most appropriate. They may also specify the
technical setting and LARG context to obtain more accurate recommendations.
Experiences y Shareboards. These two elements do not have an equivalent in iTEC. With
these functionalities, AREA provides support to the documentation of the actual educational
experience, and to the social-based exchange of educational elements and their curation.

Figure 29. AREA’s main page, including its main sections

Users may freely navigate across any AREA section to explore and visualize the information
available. At the same time, they may copy and edit any element desired, register new resources,
or create new activities or guides. As an example, Figure 31 shows a form to edit an activity
requirement. Within iTEC, activity requirements have been identified by WP10 in collaboration with
WP3, and they have been specified according to the model introduced in Sect. 1.1 in D10.2 (Anido
Rifón, Caeiro Rodríguez, Cañas Rodríguez, Míguez Pérez, Alonso Rorís, & Santos Gago, 2012).
End users may consult requirements in detail, and also modify them using this facility according to
their own objectives.
One of the most relevant aspects in relation to SDE testing is that users may get through AREA
recommendations on the most appropriate resources for learning stories/learning activities. Figure
32 illustrates the corresponding interface. For each activity, users may consult its requirements and

perform resource selection. They will click the arrow next to the text “Unassigned” to access SDE’s
recommendations, as shown in Figure 33.

Figure 30. Detail of a tool description obtained through the Widget ToolExplorer integrated in AREA

SDE recommendations are generated according to the requirements associated to learning activities
and the conditions established in the technical setting and LARG context. Figure 34 illustrates how
a technical setting is displayed. Users may select any predefined technical setting or any of the
technical settings created by them. They may also edit a new technical setting or modify any of the
selected ones. Exploration of applications and devices in the technical setting provides access to all
the information in the SDE’s KB through the ToolExplorer widget, which in turn enables users to
discover new resources. Figure 35 depicts the part of the interface supporting the configuration of
the LARG context. As above, the system offers some reference LARG contexts that may be directly
used, or copied to be modified. Users may also define a new context from scratch. However, to
alleviate data introduction, the system will automatically provide users’ location and language from
the information fetched from the Web browser.
At the upper part of these two later interfaces, just below the AREA’s logo, there is an additional
option named “Enriched mode”. This option may be used to include in recommendations the
enriched data obtained by applying the enrichment processes discussed in Chapter 3.

Figure 31. Detail of a requirement description when editing a Learning Activity

Figure 32. Interface for resource selection according to the recommendation list

Figure 33. Recommendations for an event requirement

Figure 34. Detail of a Technical Setting and its edition and visualization

Figure 35. Detail of the presentation of a LARG Context and its edition

4.3. Testing Data
The testing of a recommendation system requires sufficient elements to be recommended that can
provide some indication about how users perceive the recommendations made. Our aim is to offer
resources to users useful or appropriate enough to be included in their lectures. This way, users will
be able to adequately assess the obtained recommendations (i.e., if the recommendations made are
perceived as appropriate or not). Besides the resources themselves, another relevant element for
testing the SDE is to have available resource descriptions according to the iTEC models, see Sect.
2.2. In a nutshell, we need resources and enough quantitative and qualitative data about them.
To fulfil these needs and to adequately prepare testing, project partners were requested to contribute
with resources. More specifically, partners in charge of the records from which the SDE harvests
data (Composer, Widget Store, People & Events Directory) were requested to provide this
information. Partners in charge of technological training (i.e., partners in WP6, and more specifically
Smart and Promethean) were also included.
A guide of best practices to register tools was produced by WP10 and distributed to the involved
partners. This is available at
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wd7KmbeDkapUTzoRWv92_fBgnnCujOuk2PLu9bnteU/edit?usp=sharing

The information fetched from this collaboration is summarized below:

Tools, Widgets and Technical Settings. The two partners offering interaction devices, that
is, Smart and Promethean, provided data about a fairly large set of devices and applications.
Besides, each of them defined a technical setting. The elements obtained are:
Promethean Technical Setting. Includes the devices ActivTable, ActivBoard 500 Pro,
ActivBoard 100, ActivExpression, ActiVote, ActivState, ActiView and ActivBoard 300
Pro; and applications ActivProgress, ActivEngage, ActivOffice, ActivInspire. For each
of these tools most descriptive data in the corresponding data models is available.
Smart Technical Setting. Includes the device Smart board 885ix interactive
whiteboard system, and tools Smart Response Software, Smart Notebook Software,
Bridgit, Smart Ideas, Smart Notebook Student Edition. Most required descriptive data
is available in this case too.
Additionally, the rest of the partners in WP6 registered through the Composer 14 additional
devices and 49 applications. However, in this case that data available lacks some relevant
information as defined in the data models. More specifically, additional details on
functionalities and languages would dramatically improve these descriptions.
In addition to the two technical settings discussed above, two additional technical settings
were registered, namely Advanced Teacher’s Technical Setting and Standard Teacher
Equipment. The former includes an ample set of devices and tools, while the later includes
basic tools only.
Insofar widgets are concerned, the information available in the Widget Store was harvested
to obtain 362 records about widgets. However, the retrieved information is fairly scarce in
general. In most cases, widget creators don’t provide comprehensive descriptions of their
widgets. This aspect should be further analysed, as the lack of information dramatically limits
the quality of the recommendations provided.
People and Events. According to project planning, at the time of performing SDE testing this
third year there were no resources in the People & Events directory to be included in teachers’
LARGs. However, data is available about 13 individuals related to the project, who have been
considered to test this directory.
In a similar way, information is available about 60 events. This figure may be considered
relevant in a context of initial testing, but the quality of data, in relation to their relevance for
end users, is not clear.
One of the fundamental problems when testing systems like the SDE is the lack of sufficient data.
During the preparation of testing data discussed above this problem became evident. As a
consequence, initial data was processed using the mechanisms discussed in Chapter 3 to increase
the amount of available data. This process was focused on the retrieval of Web applications, as at
the time of performing this activity information on events or persons was not available. As a result of
this enrichment process data available for testing were increased according to Table 29. The usage
and integration of the new data elements was easily achieved through the AREA interface.
Table 29 - Summary of the results obtained after applying enrichment procedures to the testing data
on the SDE’s KB

# of tools

344

Average RDF triples per new tool

60

# of tool-functionalities relationships

397

# of tool-multilingual descriptions relationships

1740

Total RDF triples (new)

20584

4.4. Tests Performed
At the time of writing this deliverable, two testing sessions with end users were completed. The first
session consisted on a focus group with Galician primary and secondary education teachers, while
the second session consisted on a workshop with iTEC end users.

4.4.1. Focus Group
In the framework of the collaboration with the TELGalicia initiative, a session was organized on 6th
June 2013 in Santiago de Compostela (Spain) with Galician primary and secondary education
teachers. This session included the introduction of AREA and the integrated SDE recommendation
features. Then, there was an open discussion about the questionnaire in Sect. 1.1, with a special
emphasis on possible barriers and enables, and on the suitability of the SDE to their needs. The
outcomes of this session are summarized below:

EQ1: To what extent does the SDE benefit the preparation of LARGs suitable for
learning and teaching?
This group of teachers has found very interesting the resource and functionality portfolio in AREA.
With respect to the iTEC project, they declare that the proposal of learning activities/learning stories
may be an important contribution to face changes in existing pedagogical practice. Besides, they
acknowledge the usefulness of the recommendation services to facilitate the discovery of new
resources.

EQ2: To what extent is the SDE sustainable, transferable and scalable?
There is a general understanding that this will depend on the quality of available content and
resources. The availability of quality resources and the ability to update them and include new
resources from end users will be instrumental to guarantee sustainability.
Insofar scalability is concerned, it would depend on the availability of good classifiers to organize
available resources according to familiar criteria clearly recognizable by teachers. For example, to
cope with a large number of learning activities, it would be necessary to organize them according to
a generally accepted model, like the one proposed in (Haldane & Lewin, 2011) or the one in
WebQuests (Dodge, 2002).

EQ3: What are the enablers of and barriers to adoption of the SDE?
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One of the barriers for SDE adoption is the support for integration with systems already used by
teachers. More specifically, concerns were raised about integration with Moodle. In the same line,
participants are also concerned about the integration with systems being presently used for the
development of educational guides, as they see this as a bureaucratic burden providing no benefit
from an educational point of view.
Another barrier is related to privacy and data protection. The management of information about
people or aspects related to the intellectual property of resources are considered especially
sensitive. More specifically, they refer recent experiences with students’ social network accounts
that generated impersonation and bullying situations.
They identify as an enabler the introduction of original educational practices already being
implemented by the participants. In many occasions they use new tools or resources available on
the Internet, but they lack facilities as the ones provided by AREA to publish their experiences and
disseminate them among their peers. They think that if their peers used this tool, these new
experiences would find their way to other schools and educational scenarios.

EQ4: To what extent is the SDE fit for purpose? (usability; connection to current
practice; what works and what does not work)?
Participants think that recommendations on resources (tools, people and events) are most
convenient to promote innovative change in classrooms. They are aware of the advantages of new
technologies, and the difficulties that they and their peers have to access them and introduce them
in the classroom. As a consequence, they think that a tool offering recommendations like the one
tested may be very useful to help teachers to adopt new pedagogical practice and discover new
resources.

4.4.2. Users’ Testing
On 18th June 2013 took place in Bolton (England) a demonstration and testing session of the
technologies developed in iTEC. A group of 15 teachers and national coordinators directly involved
in the project participated in that session. As part of it, a presentation of AREA-SDE was performed,
and participants could test and assess this tool through the testing questionnaire introduced in Sect.
4.1.3. The 15 responses collected during this session are available at
https://www.dropbox.com/s/n8kj3a1hbhc6hye/Bolton-June.pdf

An analysis of these results is included below.
Quantitative data results
A summary of the results obtained from group 1 questions (cf. Sect. 4.1.3) is collected in Figure 36.
All answers have an average value of 2.6, that is, between “Neutral” and “Agree”. No significant
differences exist in average values, but individual responses show some variability. However, there
is a consensus on the services supported by the SDE providing a valuable contribution to educational
and technological innovation for teachers.

Figure 36. Average of the responses to questions on the functionality provided by the SDE-Composer
integration (the numbers on the y-axis are 0: Strongly disagree; 1: Disagree; 2: Neutral; 3: Agree; 4
Strongly agree).

Figure 37 collects the average values of the responses to group 3 questions on benefits (cf. Sect.
4.1.3). Answers to the first question had an average value of 1.1, corresponding to a perception
slightly over “Yes-Probably”, while answers to the other two questions had an average value of 0.6,
that is, a perception between “No” and “Yes-Probably”. These answers were further explained with
the free-text comments accompanying the questions. In general, teachers consider that benefits are
clear, but they are concerned by issues like teachers’ motivation or the availability of relevant content
for specific courses and educational levels. In other words, the eventual success or failure of the
system may depend on how these two factors are tackled.
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Figure 37. Average of the responses to questions on potential benefits (the numbers on the y-axis are
0: No; 1: Yes-probably; 2: Yes-definitively)

Qualitative data results
Several answers to free-text questions were collected. They are analysed below as a whole.
Answers to question 2.1 about the availability of enough resources reflect that more resources are
needed. Some respondents say that there are enough resources, while others say that there are
many resources available, but in any case “they will never be enough”. It is also pointed out that,
besides learning activities and learning stories, the system should provide reference LARGs for
different ages and courses that could be almost directly used by teachers.
Answers to question 2.2 about difficulties teachers may encounter while interacting with the SDE are
fairly diverse. Some teachers answered that interaction is not difficult; others pointed out that some
training would be needed to overcome initial difficulties; some answers indicated that the tool should
be available in all end users’ (i.e., teachers’) language versions. One of the respondents raised
concerns about the confusion that might appear due to the availability of several iTEC applications
with similar purposes (note that AREA is not intended to be included in iTEC or to replace the
Composer but just to facilitate SDE testing).
Answers to question 2.3 about the difficulty for teachers to provide the information required to invoke
SDE methods (i.e. technical setting and LARG context) indicate that this information is easily
identifiable by the teachers. Just one of the respondents found providing this information difficult,
and other teacher indicated that this would depend on teachers’ ICT competence.
Answers to question 2.4 on technical or software problems indicate some problems with Microsoft
Internet Explorer (3 respondents); some concerns about bandwidth availability; problems locating
the resources needed for their respective Shell; the need to include several zoom levels; and the
overloading of information displayed.
Answers to question 2.5 on general difficulties or barriers were scarce. The situations tackled were
the lack of resources for certain courses or topics, the workload and the time teachers will be allowed
to devote to these tasks, and the need of additional learning activities and learning stories to be
directly used in the classroom.
Section 3 on benefits (cf. Sect. 4.1.3) required respondents to justify their assessments. The answers
below were collected.
With respect to the answers to question 3.1 about the innovation potential, some respondents think
that it is high because innovative resources can be discovered, but in some cases too many
resources might negatively contribute to this potential. Other positive answers indicate that proposals
are based on advanced and tested pedagogical models, that it is relatively easy to construct new
learning stories and learning activities or to adapt existing ones, and that there are many resources
available to have the chance to design innovative activities.
Question 3.2 asked if teachers would use the SDE again. Some answers are clearly affirmative.
Others indicate that it would depend on how innovative the teacher is, on how students’ results
improve, or on the availability of enough interesting resources.
Question 3.3 asked if teachers would recommend the SDE to other teachers. Most answers were
affirmative due to its innovative character, because it is easy to use and interesting activities and
resources can be easily found, and because new learning activities and learning stories can be easily
created. One answer indicates that it would depend on how motivated the teacher is.

The last question asked for other positive or negative comments. Respondents answered that it
should work on Apple’s iPad; that the application layout should be more “sexy” including less text;
that appearance is attractive and it should be kept simple; and that the tool may be especially useful
to improve the educational programming skills of teachers.

4.5. SDE’s Exhaustive Testing Strategy
End user tests conducted on the SDE along this and previous year are intended to be eminently
exploratory experiences and in no case are focused on evaluating the effectiveness of
recommendation strategies. In this sense, the preparation and development of these tests have not
provided especially interesting results.
First, the preparation of the tests revealed the particular difficulty of evaluating in a simple way, from
the perspective of a user, a system like the SDE, which does not have its own user interface. In
many cases, users’ responses are more focused on the assessment of aspects of the host user
interface than on the localization and resource planning services offered by the SDE. This confusion
has been increased by the user interface provided by AREA, which users did not know previously,
making it difficult to distinguish one system (i.e., AREA) from the other (i.e., SDE).
Another relevant issue that has great influence in testing is the availability of resources and the
quality of descriptive data available on them. An important part of the assessments made by users
is focused on the lack of resources and the lack or excess of information about them. From a
technical point of view, we noted the limited availability of data considered as relevant when defining
the resources’ data models. This deficiency has a direct impact in the SDE algorithms, as it will not
have sufficient information to discriminate among the various resources available and thus provide
meaningful recommendations. In fact, to partially address this situation, WP10 has designed and
developed semiautomatic enrichment solutions for resource descriptions. The application of these
solutions may partially solve this problem, but we must take into account the strong dependence
between the benefits provided by the SDE and the quality of the information available in the KB.
Finally, a key factor for significant SDE testing is the context where testing is conducted. So far, tests
have been superficial, involving users briefly interacting with the system without a clear purpose for
them different than the mere trial of the system. In order to obtain meaningful and rigorous test
results, it would be instrumental to conduct testing in the context of iTEC pilots, particularly those to
be performed in cycle 5, where users will need on their own interest the functionalities provided by
the SDE for creating their LARGs. We believe that in this context users will be able to evaluate the
SDE in a real-world scenario.
Taking into account the above considerations, and in addition to the tests discussed in Sect. 4.1, it
is proposed to conduct end-user testing and evaluation of the SDE transparently to end users.
Specifically, we propose to generate a log in which the following three elements are collected, which
are generated from the interaction between end users and the SDE:
Data transferred to the SDE as a consequence of users accessing a service offered by the
SDE from the user interface (i.e. Composer’s user interface). This access request will specify
the actual working context. For example, in the case of requesting recommendations of
resources to satisfy a requirement of an educational activity, the log will collect all previously
selected activities and resources, the Technical Setting and the LARG Context.
The response given by the SDE. In the case of recommendations, the response will basically
consist of the list of recommended resources.

The final choice made by the user. For example, once a list of recommended resources is
obtained, if a user selects the second option in the list, this second option will be logged.
Collecting information this way, we will have available a database of actual usage details that will
enable objective analysis of the SDE functionality and will allow a direct assessment of the
usefulness perceived by end users. This is also a non-invasive strategy that will not interfere in any
way with users’ activities. Following this approach, an objective study of SDE algorithms will be
feasible, in particular of the recommendation algorithms, without relevant interferences from
subjective perceptions about the user interface.
From a technical point of view, the development of this solution does not pose relevant difficulties,
as it only requires registering information that in most cases is already exchanged with the SDE. The
most relevant effort is in the further processing of the data collected, an issue that may require
significant processing time.
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CONCLUSIONS
This deliverable reports on the results of the tasks completed by WP10 “Support for Implementing
Engaging Scenarios” during the third year of the iTEC project. The results obtained fulfil the
objectives stated in the Description of Work for the third year, including Milestones 31 and 32. WP10
activities performed during this period were driven by the methodology established for this work
package in the Description of Work, which was discussed in D10.1. According to this methodology
and the original work plan in the DoW, the third project year was focused on: (1) the construction of
the second wave of the SDE supporting Technical Localization and Resource Planning (Anido Rifón,
Cañas Rodríguez, Santos Gago, Caeiro Rodríguez, Míguez Pérez, & Fernández Iglesias, 2013)
(Caeiro Rodríguez, Míguez Pérez, Santos Gago, Anido Rifón, & Fernández Iglesias, 2013) (Anido
Rifón, Cañas Rodríguez, Alonso Rorís, Santos Gago, & Fenández Iglesias, 2013) and (2) the
execution of the second iteration of the ontology evaluation process and the generation of the
corresponding updates towards a stable version of the semantic model (Santos Gago, Cañas
Rodríguez, Alonso Rorís, Anido Rifón, Fernández Iglesias, & Caeiro Rodríguez, 2013).
The development of the third version of the ontologies produced by semantic modelling activities
(Milestone 31) has concentrated an important part of WP10’s efforts during the third year. Chapter
1 reports on the semantic model update. Ontology generation requires a series of iterations to adjust
the ontological model to the real world to be modelled, i.e. the target of ontology design. Section 1.1
reports on the evaluation of the first version of the ontology that was carried out during Year 3. The
SPARQL queries used during the verification phase are included in Appendix III. The generation of
these queries on the ontology enabled us to verify that the competence questions developed in
collaboration with Control Board members during ontology design can be effectively executed and
responded by it. The validation phase, which tries to assess the adequacy of the ontology to model
the universe of discourse and to serve its purpose, has been performed with the help of a reduced
group of Control Board members, mostly representing work package leaders, having a broader
knowledge and involvement in the different project activities. This is reported in Appendix II. As a
result of this evaluation iteration a new version of the ontology was produced. This new version is
intended to be final and only minor extension and/or updates are expected for the fourth year of the
project. The description of the updates carried out after Year 3 are presented in Section 1.2 and
described in detail in Appendix IV.
Chapter 2 describes the second version of the software supporting technical localization and
resource planning (Milestone 32). From the Reference Architecture, reported in D10.1, and the first
functional prototype of the SDE, reported in D10.2, we implemented an updated version of the
software. This software supports both Technical Localization and Resource Planning, including
recommendations for Tools (Anido Rifón, Cañas Rodríguez, Alonso Rorís, Santos Gago, &
Fenández Iglesias, 2013), People (Cañas Rodríguez A. , Alonso Rorís, Santos Gago, Anido Rifón,
Fernández Iglesias, & Caeiro Rodríguez, 2013) and Events (Cañas Rodríguez A. , Alonso Rorís,
Santos Gago, Anido Rifón, & Fenández Iglesias, 2013). Much effort was devoted to the integration
of the SDE with other elements of the iTEC Cloud (i.e. the Composer, the Widget Store, the People
and Events Directory and the UMAC services). We paid special attention to the definition and
documentation of an updated and lighter version of the SDE Application Programming Interface (API)
to facilitate the SDE integration into the Composer and the harvesting of information from the iTEC
Cloud components.
Chapter 3 discusses the research done on information enrichment (Anido Rifón, Alonso Rorís,
Cañas Rodríguez, Santos Gago, & Fenández Iglesias, 2013) (Alonso Rorís, Cañas Rodríguez,
Santos Gago, Anido Rifón, & Fernández Iglesias, 2013). The enrichment process proposed in
Section 3.1 can efficiently complement the semantic descriptions available in the Knowledge Base

as discussed in Section 3.2. This enables the system to improve its recommendations without being
much constrained by the ability and knowledge of human catalogers. The usage example discussed
in Section 3.4 shows a significant improvement in the ranking of recommendations from information
generated by a group of experts knowledgeable about the aims and characteristics of the iTEC
project. Therefore, in a real scenario in which catalogers are teachers who in many cases will be
overwhelmed by the task of generating detailed and accurate information for each educational
resource, the contribution of enrichment will be even more noticeable.
Chapter 4 presents the proposed SDE testing activities with end-users and the scenarios considered
for testing. For this, we have followed the general evaluation model proposed by WP5 and used a
Web application as the SDE user interface. The selected application is AREA, produced as a jointeffort of iTEC’s WP10 and the TELGalicia research network. Using these elements, we have carried
out the first SDE testing experiments with end users corresponding to the third project year. Enduser tests conducted on the SDE along this and previous year are intended to be mostly exploratory
experiences and in no case are focused on evaluating the effectiveness of recommendation
strategies. In this sense, the preparation and development of these tests have not provided
especially interesting results. Additionally to the presentation of these preliminary testing results, the
last part of this Chapter is devoted to the presentation of the strategy and the means to be used to
evaluate the SDE Technical Localization and Resource Planning functionalities when the SDE is
eventually fully integrated into the Composer and used in the pilots planned for cycle 5.
The fourth year of the project will, therefore, concentrate on the assessment and end-user testing of
the SDE services. This evaluation will be carried out using the Composer as the main interface.
Nevertheless, the collaboration with TELGalicia, supported by the Galician Ministry of Education,
which is an Associate Partner of iTEC, will be exploited to also evaluate the SDE using the AREA
tool (Caeiro Rodríguez, et al., 2013) (Caeiro Rodríguez M. , Pérez Rodríguez, García Alonso, Manso
Vázquez, & Llamas Nistal, 2013) (Caeiro Rodríguez M. , Pérez Rodríguez, García Alonso, & Manso
Vázquez, 2013) with the widest possible geographical coverage. Exhaustive user testing will provide
enough data to update and improve the current recommendation algorithms reported in D10.2. As
far as the semantic model is concerned, only minor extensions and/or updates are expected. The
achievement of a mature version of both the ontology and the recommendations algorithms, together
with a proper user testing, will allow us to focus our dissemination efforts on journals with a high
impact.

6. Appendix I: LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
ACRONYM
API
CB
DOM
DoW
GRDDL
HTML
HTTP
iTEC
JSON
KB
KE
LARG
LIMES
LOD
LOM
LOPD
OWL
RDB2RDF
RDF
REST
SDE
SILK
SPARQL
SQL
SWSE
URI
VBE
XML

MEANING
Application Programming Interface
Control Board
Document Object Model
Description of Work
Gleaning Resource Descriptions from Dialects of Languages
HyperText Markup Language
HyperText Transfer Protocol
Innovative technologies for an Engaging Classroom
JavaScript Object Notation
Knowledge Base
Knowledge Engineers
Learning Activity and Resource Guide
LInk discovery framework for MEtric Spaces
Linked Open Data
Learning Object Metadata
Ley Orgánica de Protección de Datos (Spanish Act Data Protection Law)
Web Ontology Language
Relational DataBases To RDF
Resource Description Framework
REpresentational State Transfer
Scenario Development Environment
Semantic Inferencing on Large Knowledge
SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language
Structured Query Language
Semantic Web Search Engine
Uniform Resource Identifier
Vocabulary Bank of Education
eXtensible Markup Language

7. Appendix II: CONTROL BOARDS

7.1. Purpose
During the third year of the project we have continued to use Control Boards (CB) for activities related
to the development of SDE’s data and semantic models involving knowledge engineers and iTEC
experts. There have been two new iterations of the CB. The first one was focused on the definition
and coordination of data models among different work packages. The second has dealt with the final
validation of the ontology. These two activities were targeted to obtain the final versions of these two
types of models. This section describes the tasks performed and the results obtained.

7.2. Fifth Iteration
During this third year, it has been conducted a review of the data models used to characterize the
various elements handled by the project's systems. This work has been necessary to ensure
alignment among models and to facilitate data synchronization among different systems. This
involved the participation of the developers of each of the different systems together with the persons
in charge of the work packages related to the entities updated. Table 30 collects the participants
along with their institutions and their main area of expertise.
Table 30 - Control board participants for the discussion of iTEC data models
Name

Institution Main Expertise

Will Ellis

EUN

Application of ICT in learning and teaching

Elena Shulman

EUN

Digital curation, semantic interoperability, e-learning,
Library and Information Science

Jean-Noël Colin

FUNDP

Identity, rights and access management

Tarmo Toikkanen

AALTO

Educational psychology, software development,
educational technology

Kris Popat

UB

Frans Van Assche

KULeuven

Luis Anido Rifon

UVIGO

Semantic Web, LT Standards

Manuel Caeiro Rodríguez

UVIGO

EML, LT Standards

Agustín Rodríguez Cañas

UVIGO

Semantic Web, Multimedia Learning Applications

Juan M. Santos Gago

UVIGO

Semantic Web, LT Standards, Brokerage Systems

Michael Aram

KM

OpenACS and dotLRN

Bernd Simon

KM

dotLRN, Moodle and other LMSs

Software Development, Java, C++, HTML, JavaScript,
Education, Creativity, Constructivist.
Learning Technology, LT standards, semantic
interoperability

7.2.1. Documentation preparation

To facilitate debate and discussion on various data models, explanatory documents were developed
on each of them. Each of these documents included proposals made earlier in the project based
mainly on WP10 contributions. Specifically, work was performed on the documents below:
•

Learning Story Information Model

•

Learning Activity Information Model

•

LARG/LARG Context Information Model

•

Requirement Information Model

•

Tool Information Model

•

Tool Information Model for widgets

•

Event Information Model

•

Person Information Model

•

Technical Setting Information Model

•

URI proposal. This proposal discusses the format of identifiers for the several types of
resources handled in iTEC applications.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xf10pw0kyQfaiXxD_jSc3iwMScAuY_2AnNp15XpTyjU/edit#headi
ng=h.tu4g44wfccg0
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xVTEqVwmc-sY177f8enc-vCR5oRXQZ57_pPe4VMvivo/edit

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Jbi5OGGJq5EgQ2XIVRHu2NMtJehMwEqbMb_8rtTHdNc/edit#h
eading=h.qlp9kxl3bovq
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1v7J-xrswpeBS9Ju8RwijkpTMsu6DW3br2vAZoNS4eDk/edit

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1uuue4XhpeRUfjdY2AJESzPDaONADzuGFGj8qRg0EzSQ/edit#h
eading=h.tu4g44wfccg0
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ima3naVBVY5Zazg9e3fdUC4pZD2opzZtcXI_VieXXa4/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fMtKd12-6D2AJ4VDNW2OS2qnqR-JDOpKkgz_sdUevxM/edit

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1huN7kfkMjimz7fRYgrDIpYNbcvtSS2jrfKD43ifIhw/edit#heading=h.o4fxlmcraru0

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1mNG65_RHQjO-8EhH7Wu61Y4zyBT68SfLZpM2T_Eo6U/edit#heading=h.rzoo57x6vgro
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SxzIxflaqrrvip6PYj3-Jjs8wrBc1IKALGf5B5hbXsM/edit

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R5jAi3jxYjy0hcLCNABWhy0MTe-jR7uPjmBE6i1SEC0/edit

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1d5_XNhYMuzYX6ym_5DKMw2qDrE3_ZQYC4IpdxhxaLCo/edit

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bwRq0KxdogSz6tTlyqpVBsLXbFFVaeDsb43-7e-iRJ0/edit

https://docs.google.com/document/d/11BnX5rE3H9Bl2s5LUgAcZ71thvL8cZr5oD4YQ7nCJQ/edit#heading=h.ir0uoo2t33jf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hgIwWB6G_NpNHacBxPg6xmL496OpGVnjCzcqbBFhGBU/edit

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1aPeGrwUtx8heL4J9VFOLFDvmm28nV8R-p9FBES5_HLc/edit

All these documents share a similar structure. First, they include one or several tables that list the
various proposals for data models that had been previously submitted. Columns in these tables refer
to: item number, field name, description, mandatory or optional feature, comments, and type and
reference to the same element in other proposals. Next, the vocabularies proposed for some
elements are included. In general, we tried to use existing vocabularies from recognized bodies:
EUN, RFC and ISO. For some specific cases, specific vocabularies were developed (e.g.,
functionalities and type Tool).

7.2.2. Results from the fifth iteration
Once the documents were prepared, they were shared with project members who either had been
involved in the development of proposals for data models for that type, or need to handle such data.
Comments were made on the documents during a given time period. Then, a conference among
participants in this review usually took place to address open issues and take decisions. This process
has been extended in time for a large part of this last year, since it began in early November 2012
and ended in May 2013 with the development of the iTEC Data Model.
The iTEC Data Model is available at:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=0Ap_GerrKdvgndF9IdkFubUJ0bEotTkRDcHV0MGFwUnc#gid=0

This document contains final proposals of all data models agreed on the project. Each element of
each data model includes the following information: number, name, description, multiplicity, order,
value space, data type, note and further information. Also included are references to the vocabularies
used in each iTEC Data Model’s data scheme.
This result is instrumental for the integration among the applications developed in the project. From
the point of view of the work done within WP10, an agreement on this data model is a key element
for the integration of applications with other WP’s, from data harvesting from the Composer, Widget
Store and People & Events Directory, to the use of SDE methods from the Composer.

7.3. Sixth Iteration
Also during this third year a new revision of the ontology in order to validate its latest version was
performed, specifically the changes introduced by domain experts since the last revision
performed by iTEC Control Board’s fourth Iteration (D10.2 Appendix II, Sect. 2.3), and proceed
to its eventual validation.

The SDE Ontology had already been discussed in previous iterations in order to detect issues
related mainly to its scope and its conceptualization. This time, the focus was on detecting
potential semantic incompatibilities with other models used in other systems in the iTEC
architecture. Domain experts participating in this new ontology review and validation process
were already familiarized with it, as they already participated in previous Control Boards (cf.
Table 31).
Table 31 - Control board participants for ontology validation
Name

Institution Main Expertise

Will Ellis

EUN

Application of ICT in learning and teaching

Elena Shulman

EUN

Digital curation, semantic interoperability, e-learning,
Library and Information Science

Minh Tien Hoang

FUNDP

Identity, rights and access management

Tarmo Toikkanen

AALTO

Educational psychology, software development,
educational technology

Kris Popat

UB

Frans Van Assche

KULeuven

Michael Aram

KM

Software Development, Java, C++, HTML, JavaScript,
Education, Creativity, Constructivist.
Learning Technology, LT standards, semantic
interoperability
OpenACS and dotLRN

7.3.1. Documentation preparation
The documentation provided to CB members consisted of a main document and several supporting
documents. The main document described the proposed ontology. This document is available for
download at:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Qsvg1BardD4BUJTQ8GtNI9sabrkakJXJvSiDlFsMlRc/edit#

This document is organized according to the groups of concepts identified in the ontology, i.e.
People, Events, LARG and Tools. For each group, the most relevant changes are briefly
summarized. Before this, the document summarizes the general changes not belonging to any of
the groups above.
Additionally, references to the two documents below were provided:
•

iTEC Ontology change log (June 2013) for a complete account of the changes introduced
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ul-_dIo5qDM_mLVnifFDByRnwGTqh0-vImYr3GwOB0E/edit#

•

iTEC Ontology documentation for a full description of the ontology.
http://itec.det.uvigo.es/itec/ontology/201306/itec.html

•

A Web questionnaire including questions targeted to test the ontology. This form includes
specific questions on error detection, synchronization between the SDE’s semantic model
and iTEC’s data model, and about the possible lack of some relevant concept.
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/15Nu900DFrrpJMnRfNwG-a-20dE7fmGA7OT4lmOVp40/viewform?edit_requested=true

7.3.2. Results from the sixth iteration
The documents above were shared with project members who participated in this CB. Participants
commented on the document and offered answers to the questions posed. This process occurred
from June 21 to July 19. It should be noted that there were not many comments, and they were on
very specific issues. This result is not surprising given the review process that had been done before
and the few changes made to the ontology during the last year. Therefore, the ontology has a fairly
high degree of maturity and validation has been positive.
Answers provided by participants to the evaluation questions may be downloaded from the link
below. These responses are mostly positive, but there are some very specific indications that have
been taken into account in the preparation of the final version of the ontology.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=0Ap_GerrKdvgndHNXNUNSbDcyc0VvVXRHZjkzTGgxalE&usp=sharin
g
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8. Appendix III: COMPETENCE QUESTIONS
The first step of ontology evaluation consists on verifying if the model defined is able to respond the
competence questions posed at the specification phase. For this, we had to express these questions,
initially in natural language, in some semantic query language using the defined concepts and
relations. In our case, the selected language was SPARQL. These queries were submitted to a
knowledge base including the SDE ontology and some example data that was specifically created
for these tests. Tests were supported by the SPARQL engine and query interface provided by
Virtuoso Universal Server.
Next sections show the SPARQL queries for each final competence question (note that two
competence questions from the original set were discarded, as documented in Sect. 1.1.1). These
queries are arranged into several groups according to Sect. 3.1.4 of deliverable D10.1, namely
Scenario Design Information, Tools/Technical Settings, People, Events, Content. SPARQL queries
from competence questions referring specific elements will use the element type’s acronym (e.g.,
<ES> for an Educational Scenario; <LS> for a Learning Story). In those cases where we identified
some difficulties or deficiencies after the revision and implementation of some competence questions
using final version of the ontology, we will include the corresponding remarks below the questions
involved.

8.1. Scenario Design Information
SDI2

Which are the Learning Activities belonging to a given Learning Story?

SELECT ?learning_activity
WHERE {
<LS> rdf:type itec:LearningStory;
itec:hasActivity ?learning_activity
}
SDI3

Which technical requirements (Tools, Functionalities) are required for the implementation
of a Learning Activity?
SELECT ?requirement
WHERE {
<LA> rdf:type itec:LearningActivity;
itec:requirement ?requirement.
?requirement rdf:type ?req;
Itec:optionality ?opt.
?opt skos:prefLabel ?opt_label.
FILTER (
(
sameTerm(?req,itec:ToolRequirement) ||
sameTerm(?req,itec:ToolSpecification)
) && (
regex(?opt_label,’required’)
)
)
}

SDI4

Which technical requirements (Tools, Functionalities) are essential for the implementation
of a Learning Activity?
SELECT ?requirement
WHERE {
<LA> rdf:type itec:LearningActivity;
itec:requirement ?requirement.
?requirement rdf:type ?req;
Itec:optionality ?opt.
?opt skos:prefLabel ?opt_label.
FILTER (
(
sameTerm(?req,itec:ToolRequirement) ||
sameTerm(?req,itec:ToolSpecification)
) && (
regex(?opt_label,’required’)
)
)
}

SDI5

Which technical requirements (Tools, Functionalities) are nice to have for the
implementation of a Learning Activity?
SELECT ?requirement
WHERE {
<LA> rdf:type itec:LearningActivity;
itec:requirement ?requirement.
?requirement rdf:type ?req;
Itec:optionality ?opt.
?opt skos:prefLabel ?opt_label.
FILTER (
(
sameTerm(?req,itec:ToolRequirement) ||
sameTerm(?req,itec:ToolSpecification)
) && (
regex(?opt_label,’nice-to-have’)
)
)
}

SDI5a

Which Applications are required for the implementation of a Learning Activity?
SELECT ?app
WHERE {
<LA> rdf:type itec:LearningActivity;
itec:requirement ?requirement.
?requirement rdf:type itec:ToolRequirement;
Itec:optionality ?opt;
itec:resource ?app.
?app rdf:type itec:Application.
FILTER (
regex(?opt_label,’required’)
)
}

SDI5b

Which Devices are required for the implementation of a Learning Activity?
SELECT ?dev
WHERE {
<LA> rdf:type itec:LearningActivity;
itec:requirement ?requirement.
?requirement rdf:type itec:ToolRequirement;
Itec:optionality ?opt;
itec:resource ?dev.
?dev rdf:type itec:Device.
FILTER (
regex(?opt_label,’required’)
)
}

SDI6

Which Person requirements are essential for the implementation of a Learning Activity?
SELECT ?person
WHERE {
<LA> rdf:type itec:LearningActivity;
itec:requirement ?requirement.
?requirement rdf:type itec:PersonRequirement;
Itec:optionality ?opt;
itec:resource ?person.
?person rdf:type itec:Person.
FILTER (
regex(?opt_label,’required’)
)
}

SDI7

Which Person requirements are recommended for the implementation of a Learning
Activity?
SELECT ?person
WHERE {
<LA> rdf:type itec:LearningActivity;
itec:requirement ?requirement.
?requirement rdf:type itec:PersonRequirement;
Itec:optionality ?opt;
itec:resource ?person.
?person rdf:type itec:Person.
FILTER (
regex(?opt_label,’recommended’)
)
}

SDI8

Which Person requirements are nice to have for the implementation of a Learning Activity?
SELECT ?person
WHERE {
<LA> rdf:type itec:LearningActivity;
itec:requirement ?requirement.
?requirement rdf:type itec:PersonRequirement;
Itec:optionality ?opt;
itec:resource ?person.

?person rdf:type itec:Person.
FILTER (
regex(?opt_label,’nice-to-have’)
)
}
SDI9

Which Event requirements are essential for the implementation of a Learning Activity?
SELECT ?event
WHERE {
<LA> rdf:type itec:LearningActivity;
itec:requirement ?requirement.
?requirement rdf:type itec:EventRequirement;
Itec:optionality ?opt;
itec:resource ?event.
?event rdf:type itec:Event.
FILTER (
regex(?opt_label,’required’)
)
}

SDI10

Which Event requirements are recommended for the implementation of a Learning
Activity?
SELECT ?event
WHERE {
<LA> rdf:type itec:LearningActivity;
itec:requirement ?requirement.
?requirement rdf:type itec:EventRequirement;
Itec:optionality ?opt;
itec:resource ?event.
?event rdf:type itec:Event.
FILTER (
regex(?opt_label,’recommended’)
)
}

SDI11

Which Event requirements are nice to have for the implementation of a Learning Activity?
SELECT ?event
WHERE {
<LA> rdf:type itec:LearningActivity;
itec:requirement ?requirement.
?requirement rdf:type itec:EventRequirement;
Itec:optionality ?opt;
itec:resource ?event.
?event rdf:type itec:Event.
FILTER (
regex(?opt_label,’nice-to-have’)
)
}

SDI12

Which Learning Content requirements are essential for the implementation of a Learning
Activity?
SELECT ?content
WHERE {
<LA> rdf:type itec:LearningActivity;
itec:requirement ?requirement.
?requirement rdf:type itec:ContentRequirement;
Itec:optionality ?opt;
itec:resource ?content.
?content rdf:type itec:Content.
FILTER (
regex(?opt_label,’required’)
)
}

SDI13

Which Learning Content requirements are recommended for the implementation of a
Learning Activity?
SELECT ?content
WHERE {
<LA> rdf:type itec:LearningActivity;
itec:requirement ?requirement.
?requirement rdf:type itec:ContentRequirement;
Itec:optionality ?opt;
itec:resource ?content.
?content rdf:type itec:Content.
FILTER (
regex(?opt_label,’recommend’)
)
}

SDI14

Which Learning Content requirements are nice to have for the implementation of a Learning
Activity?
SELECT ?content
WHERE {
<LA> rdf:type itec:LearningActivity;
itec:requirement ?requirement.
?requirement rdf:type itec:ContentRequirement;
Itec:optionality ?opt;
itec:resource ?content.
?content rdf:type itec:Content.
FILTER (
regex(?opt_label,’nice-to-have’)
)
}

SDI15

Is a given Learning Story feasible in a given Technical Setting?
ASK
{
<LS> itec:isFeasible <TS>
}

The itec:isFeasible property is used internally. It is obtained from rules of the recommendation engine
SDI16

Which Learning Activities from a Learning Story are feasible in a given Technical Setting?
SELECT ?learning_activity
WHERE
{
<LS> itec:hasActivity ?learning_activity.
?learning_activity itec:isFeasible <TS>
}

The itec:isFeasible property is used internally. It is obtained from rules of the recommendation engine
SDI17

Is a given Learning Activity feasible in a given Technical Setting?
ASK
{
<LA> itec:isFeasible <TS>
}

The itec:isFeasible property is used internally. It is obtained from rules of the recommendation engine
SDI18

Which technology requirements (Tools, Functionalities) are missing in a given Technical
Setting to implement a Learning Story?
SELECT ?requirement
WHERE
{
<LS> itec:hasActivity ?learning_activity.
?requirement itec:isAccomplished [
itec:hasActivity ?learning_activity;
itec:resourceValid ?tool
].
OPTIONAL {?ts itec:hasTool ?tool}.
FILTER (!bound(?ts) || !sameTerm(?ts,<TS>))
}

The itec:isAccomplished and itec:resourceValid properties are used internally. They are obtained from rules
of the recommendation engine

SDI19

Which technology requirements (Tools, Functionalities) are missing in a given Technical
Setting to implement a Learning Activity?
SELECT ?requirement
WHERE
{
?requirement itec:isAccomplished [
itec:hasActivity <LA>;
itec:resourceValid ?tool
].
OPTIONAL {?ts itec:hasTool ?tool}.

}

FILTER (!bound(?ts) || !sameTerm(?ts,<TS>))

The itec:isAccomplished and itec:resourceValid properties are used internally. They are obtained from rules
of the recommendation engine
SDI20

Which Learning Activities have been selected for a LARG?
SELECT ?learning_activity
WHERE {
<LARG> itec:hasActivity ?learning_activity
}

SDI21

Which are the most used Learning Activities in LARGs generated from a given Learning
Story?
SELECT ?learning_activity COUNT(?larg) AS ?uses
WHERE {
<LS> itec:sourceOf ?larg.
?larg itec:hasActivity ?learning_activity
}
GROUP BY ?learning_activity
ORDER BY ASC (?uses)

SDI22

Which Tools have been selected for a LARG?
SELECT ?resource
WHERE {
<LARG> itec:hasActivity ?learning_activity;
?learning_activity rdf:type itec:LearningActivity;
itec:requirement ?req.
?us rdf:type itec:ResourceSelection;
itec:requirement ?req;
itec:resource ?resource.
?resource rdf:type itec:Tool
}

SDI23

Which People have been selected for a LARG?
SELECT ?resource
WHERE {
<LARG> itec:hasActivity ?learning_activity;
?learning_activity rdf:type itec:LearningActivity;
itec:requirement ?req.
?us rdf:type itec:ResourceSelection;
itec:requirement ?req;
itec:resource ?resource.
?resource rdf:type itec:Person
}

SDI24

Which Events have been selected for a LARG?

SELECT ?resource
WHERE {
<LARG> itec:hasActivity ?learning_activity;
?learning_activity rdf:type itec:LearningActivity;
itec:requirement ?req.
?us rdf:type itec:ResourceSelection;
itec:requirement ?req;
itec:resource ?resource.
?resource rdf:type itec:Event
}
SDI25

Which Learning Content have been selected for a LARG?
SELECT ?resource
WHERE {
<LARG> itec:hasActivity ?learning_activity;
?learning_activity rdf:type itec:LearningActivity;
itec:requirement ?req.
?us rdf:type itec:ResourceSelection;
itec:requirement ?req;
itec:resource ?resource.
?resource rdf:type itec:Content
}

8.2. Tools / Technical Settings
T1

Which functionalities provide the tools of a Technical Setting?
SELECT ?tool ?functionality
WHERE {
<TS> rdf:type itec:TechnicalSetting;
itec:hasTool ?tool.
?tool itec:weightedFunctionality [
itec:functionality ?functionality
]
}

T1a

What is the affordance level of a Technical Setting in a certain functionality?
SELECT MAX(xsd:double(?level))
WHERE {
<TS> rdf:type itec:TechnicalSetting;
itec:hasTool ?tool.
?tool itec:weightedFunctionality [
itec:functionality <F>;
wo:weight_value ?level
]
}

The affordances vocabulary is joined with the functionalities vocabulary now

T2

Which tools are included as part of the Local Technology of a specific Technical Setting?
SELECT ?tool
WHERE {
<TS> rdf:type itec:TechnicalSetting;
idct:hasPart ?ts_lt.
?ts_lt rdf:type itec:LocalTechnology;
itec:hasTool ?tool
}

T2a

Which hardware devices include a specific Technical Setting?
SELECT ?hw
WHERE {
<TS> rdf:type itec:TechnicalSetting;
itec:hasDevice ?hw
}

T2b

Which software applications include a specific Technical Setting?
SELECT ?sw
WHERE {
<TS> rdf:type itec:TechnicalSetting;
itec:hasApp ?sw
}

T2c

Which shells include a specific Technical Setting?
SELECT ?shell
WHERE {
<TS> rdf:type itec:TechnicalSetting;
itec:hasShell ?shell
}

T3

Which functionalities provide a particular tool?
SELECT ?tool ?functionality
WHERE {
<T> itec:weightedFunctionality [
itec:functionality ?functionality
]
}

T3a

What is the affordance level of a tool in a certain functionality?
SELECT MAX(xsd:double(?level))
WHERE {
<T> itec:weightedFunctionality [
itec:functionality <F>;
wo:weight_value ?level
]
}

!

T4

Which device is required for the execution of a particular application?
SELECT ?device
WHERE {
<A> dct:requires ?device.
?device dct:type ?vt.
?vt skos:prefLabel ?label_vt
FILTER (
regex(?label_vt,’Device’)
)
}

T4a

Which widgets can be run in a specific shell?
SELECT ?widget
WHERE {
?widget dct:type ?vt.
itec:worksWith <S>.
?vt skos:prefLabel ?label_vt
FILTER (
regex(?label_vt,’Widget’)
)
}

T5

Which Tools are similar to Tool T?
SELECT ?tool ?level
WHERE {
?sim rdf:type itec:ToolSimilarityRelation;
itec:resource <T>;
itec:resource ?tool;
wo:weight ?w.
?w wo:weight_value ?level.
FILTER (?level>=’THRESHOLD’)
}
ORDER BY DESC(?level)

T6

Which Technical Specification has a specific tool?
SELECT *
WHERE {
<T> rdf:type itec:Tool.
OPTIONAL {<T> dct:conformsTo ?standard}.
OPTIONAL {<T> dct:requires ?requires}.
OPTIONAL {<T> itec:supportedFormat ?format}
}

T6a

Which are the requirements of a specific tool?
SELECT *
WHERE {
<T> dct:requires ?requires
}

8.3. People
P1

Which are the expertise areas of a person?
SELECT ?knowledge_area
WHERE {
<P> rdf:type itec:Person;
itec:weightedExpertise [
rdf:type itec:WeightedExpertise;
wi:topic ?knowledge_area
]
}

P1a

Which is the expertise degree of a person in a certain expertise area?
SELECT ?degree
WHERE {
<P> rdf:type itec:Person;
itec:weightedExpertise [
rdf:type itec:WeightedExpertise;
wi:topic <EA>;
wo:weight ?degree
]
}

P2

Which are the languages spoken by a person?
SELECT ?language
WHERE {
<P> rdf:type itec:Person;
?prop ?language.
FILTER (
sameTerm(?prop, itec:fluency) ||
sameTerm(?prop, itec:motherTongue)
)
}

P3

Which are the contact details for a particular person?
SELECT ?email ?cc ?bc
WHERE {
<P> rdf:type foaf:Person.
OPTIONAL {<P> foaf:mbox ?email}.
OPTIONAL {<P> itec:onlineContact ?cc}.
OPTIONAL {<P> itec:businessCard ?bc}
}

P3a

Which is the email address of the person?
SELECT ?email
WHERE {
{
<P> rdf:type itec:Person;
foaf:mbox ?email.

}
UNION
{
<P> rdf:type foaf:Person;
itec:businessCard [
v:email ?e
].
?e rdf:value ?email
}
}
P3b

Which communication channels does a person have (e.g. Skype)?
SELECT ?label_service ?nick
WHERE {
<P> rdf:type itec:Person;
foaf:account ?cc;
Itec:channels ?service.
?service skos:prefLabel ?label_service.
OPTIONAL {?cc foaf:accountName ?nick}
}

P3c

Which is the postal address of the person?
SELECT ?street ?postalCode ?locality
WHERE {
<P> rdf:type itec:Person;
itec:bussinessCard [
v:adr ?address
].
?address v:street ?street;
v:postal-code ?postalCode;
v:locality ?locality
}

P3d

In which country the person resides?
SELECT ?country
WHERE {
<P> rdf:type itec:Person;
itec:businessCard [
v:adr ?address
].
?address v:country ?country
}

P3e

What is the geolocation of the address?
SELECT ?latitude ?longitude
WHERE {
<P> rdf:type itec:Person;
itec:businessCard [
v:geo ?geo
].
?geo v:latitude ?latitude;

}
P4

v:longitude ?longitude

What is his/her preferred contact method?
SELECT ?method
WHERE {
<P> rdf:type itec:Person;
itec:businessCard ?bc.
OPTIONAL {
?bc ?y ?z.
?z rdf:type v:Pref;
rdfs:label ?method}.
}

P5

What is the homepage of a particular person?
SELECT ?homepage
WHERE {
<P> rdf:type itec:Person;
foaf:homepage ?homepage
}

P6

Are there any other web pages related to this person?
SELECT *
WHERE {
<P> rdf:type itec:Person.
OPTIONAL {<P> foaf:workInfoHomepage ?wi_homepage}.
OPTIONAL {<P> foaf:workplaceHomepage ?wp_homepage}.
OPTIONAL {<P> foaf:schoolHomepage ?sc_homepage}.
}

P7

To which group a person belongs?
SELECT ?group
WHERE {
<P> rdf:type itec:Person;
org:memberOf ?group.
}

P8

Which People are similar to Person X?
SELECT ?person ?level
WHERE {
?sim rdf:type itec:PersonSimilarityRelation;
itec:resource <X>;
itec:resource ?person;
wo:weight ?w.
?w wo:weight_value ?level.
FILTER (?level>=’THRESHOLD’)
}
ORDER BY DESC(?level)

P9

Who are the friends of person X taking into account the relationships in existing networks?
SELECT ?person
WHERE {
<X> rdf:type itec:Person;
foaf:knows ?person
}

P9a

Which persons does a given person trust?
SELECT ?person
WHERE {
<P> rdf:type itec:Person;
itec:trust [
wo:weight_value ‘X’^^xsd:double;
itec:trustedAgent ?person
]
?person rdf:type itec:Person
}

8.4. Events
E1

What are the subjects of an event?
SELECT ?subject
WHERE {
<E> rdf:type itec:Event;
dct.subject ?subject
}

E2

Which are the languages of an event?
SELECT ?language
WHERE {
<E> rdf:type itec:Event;
dct.language ?language
}

E3

Which is the location of an event?
SELECT ?latitude ?longitude
WHERE {
<E> rdf:type itec:Event;
event:place [
geo:lat ?latitude;
geo:long ?longitude
]
}

E4

Which are the technology requirements needed to attend an event?
SELECT *
WHERE {
<E> dct:requires ?requires
}

E5

Is the event X on-line or face-to-face?
SELECT ?label
WHERE {
<E> rdf:type itec:Event;
itec:environment ?vt.
?vt skos:prefLabel ?label.
}

E6

Is the event X free of charge?
ASK {
<X> itec:cost ?vt.
?vt skos:prefLabel ?label.
FILTER (
regex(?label,’no’)
)
}

E7

Which people are going to participate in an event?
SELECT ?person
WHERE {
<E> rdf:type itec:Event;
itec:participant ?person
}

E9

Which events are similar to event X?
SELECT ?event ?level
WHERE {
?sim rdf:type itec:EventSimilarityRelation;
itec:resource <E>;
itec:resource ?event;
wo:weight ?w.
?w wo:weight_value ?level.
FILTER (?level>=’THRESHOLD’)
}
ORDER BY DESC(?level)

E10

Who likes a particular event?
SELECT ?person
WHERE {
<E> itec:rating ?R.
?R itec:person ?person;

}

wo:weight_value ?value
FILTER (
xsd:double(?value) > 5
)

The social annotations do not allow to include ‘likes’ relations. Taking this into account, it was considered
that a person likes a resource when this person rates the resource more than five.

8.5. Content
C1

What are the subjects of a learning content?
SELECT ?subject
WHERE {
<C> rdf:type itec:Content;
dct.subject ?subject
}

C2

Which are the languages of a learning content?
SELECT ?language
WHERE {
<C> rdf:type itec:Content;
dct.language ?language
}

C3

What are the features for a particular content?
SELECT *
WHERE {
<C> rdf:type itec:Content;
?prop ?value
}

C3a

What is the location of a content?
SELECT ?url
WHERE {
<C> rdf:type itec:Content;
itec:downloadURL ?url
}

C4

Which tools are needed to execute a content?
SELECT *
WHERE {
<C> dct:requires ?requires
}

C5

Which learning contents are similar to learning content X (ordered according
similarity)?
SELECT ?content ?level
WHERE {

?sim rdf:type itec:ContentSimilarityRelation;
itec:resource <C>;
itec:resource ?content;
wo:weight ?w.
?w wo:weight_value ?level.
FILTER (?level>=’THRESHOLD’)
}
ORDER BY DESC(?level)

C6

Who likes a learning content?
SELECT ?person
WHERE {
<C> itec:rating ?R.
?R itec:person ?person;
wo:weight_value ?value
FILTER (
xsd:double(?value) > 5
}

)

The social annotations do not allow to include ‘likes’ relations. Taking this into account, it was considered
that a person likes a resource when this person rates the resource more than five.

9. Appendix IV: DETAILS OF THE ONTOLOGY UPDATE
This appendix collects all changes introduced in the SDE ontology during the third year of the iTEC
project. The ontology was previously included in D10.1 and updated in D10.2. The final version is
available at:
http://itec.det.uvigo.es/itec/ontology/itec.rdf

9.1. Additions
Concept

itec:Address
Context

Person

Subclass Of

v:Address

Description

Person address

Relations

•

itec:country - Country of residence (from itec:Country vocabulary)

Concept

itec:EventFactor
Context

Miscellanea

Subclass Of

itec:RecommendationFactor

Description

To consider the weights initially assigned to each event factor in the SDE recommendation
algorithm

Concept

itec:OnlineAccount
Context

Person

Subclass Of

v:Address

Description

Online account to contact a person

Relations

•

itec:channel - ICT Channel to contact (from itec:ICTChannel vocabulary)

!

Concept

itec:PeopleFactor
Context

Miscellanea

Subclass Of

itec:RecommendationFactor

Description

To consider the weights initially assigned to each person factor in the SDE
recommendation algorithm

Concept

itec:Rating
Context

Miscellanea

Subclass Of

itec:SocialAnnotation

Description

Rating assigned by a person to a resource

Relations

•

rdfs:value - Numeric value for the rating

Concept

itec:RecommendationFactor
Context

Miscellanea

Subclasses

itec:EventFactor, itec:PeopleFactor, itec:ToolFactor

Description

To consider the weights initially assigned to each factor in the SDE recommendation
algorithm. Note that these weights may be updated dynamically

Relations

•
•

itec:factor_id - Identifier of the factor (e.g. functionality, location, cost, expertise)
wo:weight - Value assigned to the factor

Concept

itec:Tag
Context

Miscellanea

Subclass Of

itec:SocialAnnotation, skos:Concept

Description

Label describing a given system resource

Relations

•
•
•

skos:broader - Indicates that the tag is a part of a broader tag
skos:narrower - Indicates that the tag includes one or more specific tag concepts
skos:prefLabel - Short name of the tag label

Concept

itec:Tel
Context

Person

Subclass Of

v:Tel

Description

Telephone number to contact a person

Relations

•

itec:phoneType - Type of telephone number (e.g. mobile, personal)

Concept

itec:ToolFactor
Context

Miscellanea

Subclass Of

itec:RecommendationFactor

Description

Class to keep and to consider the weights initially assigned to each tool factor in the SDE
recommendation algorithm

Two classes were added to support iTEC vocabulary management (cf. Sect. 1.2.1): itec:Vocabulary
and itec:VocabularyTerms. In addition, new classes were included to define new vocabulary terms.
All of them are defined as subclasses of new concept itec:VocabularyTerm, which in turn is a
subclass of a skos:Concept. Specifically, these new classes are itec:Audience, itec:Country,
itec:EducationLevel, itec:EventEnvironment, itec:EventPlace, itec:EventType, itec:MimeType,
itec:GeneralYesNo, itec:Genre, itec:ICTChannel, itec:Language, itec:PersonType, itec:PhoneType,
itec:RequirementType, itec:Role and itec:ToolType.

Concept

itec:Vocabulary
Context

Miscellanea

Subclass Of

skos:ConceptScheme

Description

Concept to group instances in the same vocabulary defined in the project (included or not
in the VBE)

Concept

itec:VocabularyTerm
Context

Miscellanea

Subclass Of

skos:Concept

Description

Vocabulary term defined in the project

Relations

•
•
•
•
•

skos:broader - Indicates that the term is a part of other term
skos:definition - Plain text definition for the term
skos:inScheme - Indicates that the term is part of a Vocabulary
skos:narrower - Indicates that the term includes one or more terms
skos:prefLabel - Short name of the vocabulary term

Concept

itec:Audience
Context

Events, LARG, Tools

Subclass Of

itec:VocabularyTerm (<<skos:Concept>>)

Description

Age range

Concept

itec:Country
Context

Miscellanea, People, Events, LARG

Subclass Of

itec:VocabularyTerm (<<skos:Concept>>)

Description

Country where the event takes place / Country of residence

Concept

itec:EducationLevel
Context

Events, LARG, Tools

Subclass Of

itec:VocabularyTerm (<<skos:Concept>>)

Description

Level of educational subject

Concept

itec:EventEnvironment
Context

Events

Subclass Of

itec:VocabularyTerm (<<skos:Concept>>)

Description

Online event, in-person event or both

Concept

itec:EventPlace
Context

Events, Requirements

Subclass Of

itec:VocabularyTerm (<<skos:Concept>>)

Description

Location category of the event

Concept

itec:EventType
Context

Events, Requirements

Subclass Of

itec:VocabularyTerm (<<skos:Concept>>)

Description

Type of event

Concept

itec:MimeType
Context

Tools

Subclass Of

itec:VocabularyTerm (<<skos:Concept>>)

Description

Supported MIME types

Concept

itec:Gender
Context

People

Subclass Of

itec:VocabularyTerm (<<skos:Concept>>)

Description

Gender of a person

Concept

itec:GeneralYesNo
Context

People, Events

Subclass Of

itec:VocabularyTerm (<<skos:Concept>>)

Description

Whether this event is free or not / Whether the Person charges for his/her
participation/contribution or not

Concept

itec:ICTChannel
Context

People

Subclass Of

itec:VocabularyTerm (<<skos:Concept>>)

Description

A contact channel

Concept

itec:Language
Context

People, Events, LARG Context

Subclass Of

itec:VocabularyTerm (<<skos:Concept>>)

Description

Language of the event / Spoken languages

Concept

itec:LearningContentType
Context

Miscellanea

Subclass Of

itec:VocabularyTerm (<<skos:Concept>>)

Description

Type of learning content

Concept

itec:PersonType
Context

People, Requirements

Subclass Of

itec:VocabularyTerm (<<skos:Concept>>)

Description

The category of an itec:Person

Concept

itec:PhoneType
Context

People

Subclass Of

itec:VocabularyTerm (<<skos:Concept>>)

Description

Type of telephone number (e.g. home, mobile, personal)

Concept

itec:RequirementType
Context

LARG

Subclass Of

itec:VocabularyTerm (<<skos:Concept>>)

Description

Type of requirement (nice-to-have, recommend, required)

Concept

itec:Role
Context

People, Requirements

Subclass Of

itec:VocabularyTerm (<<skos:Concept>>)

Description

Role of a person

Concept

itec:ToolType
Context

Tools

Subclass Of

itec:VocabularyTerm (<<skos:Concept>>)

Description

Type of a tool

9.2. Updates
Concept

itec:Content
Context

Miscellanea

Description

Its name was changed to itec:Content from the name used in D10.2 (itec:LearningContent)

Added
properties

•
•

dct:audience - Target audience’s age range
dct:title - Content’s short name

Modified
properties

•

itec:downloadURL – it was renamed from the name used in D10.2
(itec:accessURL)

Concept

itec:ContentSimilarityRelation
Context

Miscellanea

Subclass Of

itec:SimilarityRelation

Description

Its name was changed to itec:ContentSimilarityRelation from the name used in D10.2
(itec:ContentSimilarityLevel)

Concept

itec:Event
Context
Added
properties

Events
•

itec:environment - Specifies if the event is online or in-person (this relation,
together with itec:EventEnvironment vocabulary, implies the removal of concepts

•
•

itec:OnlineEvent and itec:PhysicalEvent, which had been defined in the second
wave of the ontology)
dct:requires - To identify tools needed to attend the event
dct:publisher - To include the person or organization that organize the event

Concept

itec:EventSimilarityRelation
Context

Miscellanea

Subclass Of

itec:SimilarityRelation

Description

Its name was changed to itec:EventSimilarityRelation from the name used in D10.2
(itec:EventSimilarityLevel)

Concept

itec:Functionality
Context

Tools

Updates

itec:Functionality was redefined as a subclass of new concept itec:VocabularyTerm

Concept

itec:KnowledgeArea
Context

People, Event, LARG

Updates

itec:KnowledgeArea was redefined as a subclass of new concept itec:VocabularyTerm

Concept

itec:LARGContext
Context
Modified
properties

LARG
•

itec:context was renamed to itec:largContext

Concept

itec:Person
(previously named foaf:Person)
Context

People

Updates

We include itec:Person in domain of itec:technicalSetting property. Now, a
itec:TechnicalSetting is a set of tools, independently of these tools being associated to a
school or to a person

Added
properties

•
•
•
•

itec:cost - Whether the person charges for his participation or not
foaf:familyName - Family name or last name / surname
itec:role - Person role from itec:Role vocabulary
itec:technicalSetting - Technical Setting linked to the person

Deleted
properties

•

itec:ICTWeightedCompetence

Concept

itec:PersonSimilarityRelation
Context

Miscellanea

Subclass Of

itec:SimilarityRelation

Description

Its name was changed to itec:PersonSimilarityRelation from the name used in D10.2
(itec:PersonSimilarityLevel)

Concept

itec:Requirement
Context
Added
properties

Requirements
•
•

itec:optionally - It links a requirement with its type from itec:RequirementType
vocabulary
dct:description - A brief description of the requirement

Concept

itec:SimilarityRelation
Context

Miscellanea

Subclasses

itec:ToolSimilarityRelation, itec:PersonSimilarityRelation, itec:EventSimilarityRelation

Description

Its name was changed to itec:SimilarityRelation from the name used in D10.2
(itec:SimilarityLevel)

Concept

itec:Tool
Context

Tools

Updates

itec:Tool is subclass of itec:Resource

Added properties

•

itec:downloadURL - Link to a website from which the tool can be downloaded
(previously named itec:accessURL in domain of itec:Application)
itec:supportedFormat – Indicates the formats supported by the tool from
MimeType vocabulary
foaf:homepage - It links to the application’s official page (previously defined in
domain of itec:Application)
itec:version - String to keep the version of the tool

•
•

dct:format
itec:requiredSkillLevel

•
•
•

Deleted
properties

Concept

itec:ToolSimilarityRelation
Context

Miscellanea

Subclass Of

itec:SimilarityRelation

Description

Its name was changed to itec:ToolSimilarityRelation from the name used in D10.2
(itec:ToolSimilarityLevel)

Concept

itec:ToolSpecification
Context

Requirements

Added
properties

•

itec:supportedFormat – To specify the Mime type of the artefacts handled by the
tool

Deleted
properties

•

dct:format

!

9.3. Deletions
Concept

itec:Application
Context

Tool

Justification

Tool types have been revised, modelled and replaced by the itec:ToolType vocabulary

Concept

itec:Hardware
Context

Tool

Justification

Tool types and related concepts have been revised, modelled and replaced by the
itec:ToolType vocabulary

Concept

itec:ICTCompetence
Context

People

Justification

It was initially included in D10.2 because their usage was foreseen. However, it was
removed from the final version because this concept was ultimately deemed unnecessary.

Concept

itec:ICTWeightedCompetence
Context

People

Justification

It was initially included in D10.2 because their usage was foreseen. However, it was
removed from the final version because this concept was ultimately deemed unnecessary.

Concept

itec:OnlineEvent
Context

Events

Justification

Defined in the second wave of the ontology, they were replaced by the
itec:EventEnvironment vocabulary

Concept

itec:OperatingSystem
Context

Tool

Justification

Tool types and related concepts have been revised, modelled and replaced by the
itec:ToolType vocabulary

Concept

itec:PhysicalEvent
Context

Events

Justification

Defined in the second wave of the ontology, they were replaced by the
itec:EventEnvironment vocabulary

Concept

itec:Shell
Context

Tool

Justification

Tool types have been revised, modelled and replaced by the itec:ToolType vocabulary

Concept

itec:ShellSpecificApp
(previously named itec:Plugin)
Context

Tool

Justification

Tool types have been revised, modelled and replaced by the itec:ToolType vocabulary

Concept

itec:Software
Context

Tool

Justification

Tool types and related concepts have been revised, modelled and replaced by the
itec:ToolType vocabulary

Concept

itec:Widget
Context

Tool

Justification

Tool types have been revised, modelled and replaced by the itec:ToolType vocabulary

9.4. Vocabularies
iTEC vocabulary

Description

VBE identifier

Context

itec:Audience

Age range

EUN.ageRangeValues

Events,
LARG
Context, Tools

itec:Country

Country where the event
takes place / Country of
residence

countryListValues

Events,
LARG
Context,
TechnicalSetting,
People

itec:EducationLevel

Level of
subject

EUN.educationalContextValues

Events,
LARG
Context, Tools

itec:EventEnvironment

Online event, in-person
event or both

EUN.eventEnvironmentValues

Events

itec:EventPlace

Location category of the
event

EUN.eventPlaceValues

Events,
Requirements

itec:EventType

Type of Event

EUN.EventTypeValues

Events,
Requirements

itec:MimeType

Supported MIME Types

formatValues

Tools

itec:Functionality

Utility/functionality
offered to a user

EUN.functionaityTypeValues

Tools,
Requirements

itec:GeneralYesNo

Whether this event is free
of charge or not / Whether
the Person charges for
his participation or not

EUN.generalYesNoValues

Events, People

itec:Gender

Gender of the person

EUN.genderValues

People

educational

itec:ICTChannel

A contact channel

Work in progress

People

itec:KnowledgeArea

Event’s
educational
subject / Name indicating
a field of expertise

EUN.subjectLREValues

Events,
LARG
Context, People

itec:Language

Language of the event /
Spoken languages

EUN.languageListValues

Events,
LARG
Context, People

itec:LearningContentType

Type of learning content

LRE.learningResourceTypeValues

Miscellanea

itec:PersonType

Category of a Person

EUN.personCategoryValues

People,
Requirements

itec:PhoneType

Phone
contact

EUN.phoneTypeValues

People

itec:RequirementType

Type of requirement

nice-to-have, recommended, required

LARG

itec:Role

Primary role of a Person

EUN.personRoleInOrganisationValues

People,
Requirements

itec:ToolType

Type of a tool

EUN.itecToolTypeValues

Tools

channels

to

9.5. Namespaces
Xsd

http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#

Skos

http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#

content

http://purl.org/rss/1.0/modules/content/

doap

http://usefulinc.com/ns/doap#

Wo

http://purl.org/ontology/wo/core#

Olo

hAtp://purl.org/ontology/olo/core#

rdfs

http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#

sumo

http://www.ontologyportal.org/SUMO.owl#

Ao

http://purl.org/ontology/ao/core#

Co

http://purl.org/ontology/co/core#

Rdf

http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#

Bio

http://purl.org/vocab/bio/0.1/

frbr

http://purl.org/vocab/frbr/core#

scovo

http://purl.org/NET/scovo#

v

http://www.w3.org/2006/vcard/ns#

dctype

http://purl.org/dc/dcmitype/

rev

http://purl.org/stuff/rev#

cco

http://purl.org/ontology/cco/core#

itec

http://itec.det.uvigo.es/itec/ontology/itec.rdf#

sim

http://purl.org/ontology/similarity/

owl

http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#

prv

http://purl.org/ontology/prv/core#

time

http://www.w3.org/2006/time#

pbo

http://purl.org/ontology/pbo/core#

event

http://purl.org/NET/c4dm/event.owl#

dc

http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/

foaf

http://xmlns.com/foaf/spec/

sioc

http://rdfs.org/sioc/ns#

dct

http://purl.org/dc/terms/

vs

http://www.w3.org/2003/06/sw-vocab-status/ns#

geo

http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#

is

http://purl.org/ontology/is/core#

org

http://www.w3.org/ns/org#

bibo

http://purl.org/ontology/bibo/

wi

http://purl.org/ontology/wi/core#

rec

http://purl.org/ontology/rec/core#

10. Appendix V: DETAILS OF THE SDE API UPDATE
The iTEC Scenario Development Environment (SDE) is a software application whose main
objectives are (1) to provide support to technical coordinators when addressing the Technical
Localisation in a particular region, and (2) to provide teachers with recommendations on resources
suitable to the learning activities that they wish to implement. The SDE provides its functionality
through the Composer. Communication between SDE and Composer is supported by REST web
services (JSON-RPC).
This appendix is intended to serve as a reference guide to the new methods included in iTEC SDE
API. It describes access models, usage, and results provided by the methods included in the API.

10.1. Introduction
10.1.1.

Availability

New services provided are available at:
http://itec.det.uvigo.es/itec-sde/wservices/ws

Besides the information provided in this document, the digital version of this guide includes testing
tools and JSON Schemes for requests and responses of each method in the API. The digital version
of this guide is available at:
http://itec.det.uvigo.es/itec-sde/apidoc/index.html

10.1.2.

Accessing the API

The SDE complies with the JSON-RPC protocol, and all methods included are stateless. Insofar
invocation is concerned, each method has a unique identifier. This identifier is created from the
method name according to the rules below:
Words start with a capital letter.
Spaces between words are replaced by the symbol ‘.’
For example, according to these
‘Recommend.Tools.B’ as its identifier.

criteria,

method

‘Recommend

Tools

Example of API invocation
An example request to 'Recommend.Tools.B' is as follows:
Listing 15 - Example. 'Get Feasible Learning Stories' Request
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The response will be:
Listing 16 - Example. 'Get Feasible Learning Stories' Response
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If anything goes wrong, there will be no "result" object, but an error object in the response message
such as:
Listing 17 - Example. 'Get Feasible Learning Stories' error response
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10.1.3.

References

This section describes the new methods implemented within the integration with the iTEC Composer
during the third year. However, to gain a comprehensive insight into the iTEC SDE API a thorough
knowledge of iTEC data schemas is needed. The deliverables below are proposed as
complementary reading:
D9.1 – Analysis and Design documents for the directory (Van Assche, D9.1 - Analysis and
design documents for the directory, 2011)

D10.1 – Support implementing iTEC Engaging Scenarios v1 (Anido Rifón, Santos Gago,
Caeiro Rodríguez, Míguez Pérez, Cañas Rodríguez, & Fernández Iglesias, D10.1 - Support
for Implementing iTEC Engaging Scenarios v1, 2011)
D10.2 – Support implementing iTEC Engaging Scenarios v2 (Anido Rifón, Caeiro Rodríguez,
Cañas Rodríguez, Míguez Pérez, Alonso Rorís, & Santos Gago, 2012)
iTEC Data Model (See Sect. 2.2)

10.2. General remarks
This section discusses some general aspects related to the new methods provided, and more
specifically, some relevant elements related to method invocation. Parameters involved are
presented in tabular form according to the criteria below:
A numbered scheme is used to indicate inclusion relations.
Lowercase letter indexes are used to represent disjunctions (i.e., two parameters being
exclusive options).

10.2.1.

Learning Activities

This parameter contains a collection of learning activities on which recommendations are requested.
Please note the Requirements element in the data structure of a learning activity, which defines the
requirements that the SDE considers to provide a recommendation. Table 32 collects the structure
of this parameter. In order to facilitate communication between the iTEC SDE’s API methods and
the iTEC Composer, this structure is defined as a simplified model of the one used in this latter
service.
Table 32 – Learning Activities parameter
Learning Activities
#

Name

Description

Req.

1

learning_activities

List of Learning Activities

T

JSONArray

1.1

Id

Identifier of the learning activity

T

ObjectID

1.2

last_mod

Last modification date

T

DateTime

1.3

requirements

T

JSONArray
[JSONObject]

1.3.1

Identifier

Identifier of the requirement

T

ObjectID

1.3.2

Optionality

Vocabulary term: “required”,
“recommended”, “nice-to-have”

T

ObjectID
[VocabularyTerm]

1.3.3a

direct_tool_requirement

Identifier of a tool required

F

ObjectID

1.3.3b

direct_person_requirement

Identifier of a person required

F

ObjectID

1.3.3c

direct_event_requirement

Identifier of an event required

F

ObjectID

!

Data type

1.3.3d

tool_requirement_spec

1.3.3d.1

functionalities

1.3.3e

person_requirement_spec

1.3.3e.1

person_role

1.3.3e.2

person_category

1.3.3f

event_requirement_spec

1.3.3f.1

event_type

1.3.3f.2

event_place

10.2.2.

F

JSONObject

T

JSONArray
[VocabularyTerm]

F

JSONObject

Role required

F

JSONArray
[VocabularyTerm]

Category required

F

JSONArray
[VocabularyTerm]

F

JSONObject

Event type required

F

JSONArray
[VocabularyTerm]

Event place required

F

JSONArray
[VocabularyTerm]

Functionalities required

Technical Settings

This parameter captures a set of technical settings selected by the user through the iTEC Composer.
Therefore, it includes all identifiers of resources of type tool available to the user by default during
the development of learning activities (cf. Table 33). Note that the SDE recommends resources
belonging to a collection of such tools together with the ones available through the iTEC Cloud (i.e.,
iTEC Widgets and Cloud Apps).

Table 33 – Technical Settings parameter
Technical Settings
#

Name

Description

Req.

Data type

1

technical_settings

Input Technical Settings

T

JSONArray
[JSONObject]

1.1

id

Identifier of the Technical Setting

T

String

1.2

last_mod

Last modification of the Technical Setting

T

DateTime

1.3

tools

Identifiers of the tools belong the Technical
Setting

T

JSONArray
[ObjectID]

10.2.3.

Context

In this case, the characteristics of the educational context in which the activities are to be developed
are collected (cf. Table 34). Thus, this element states the age range and educational level of
participants, activities’ language and knowledge area, their dates of development and / or their
location.
Table 34 – Context parameter
Context
#

Name

Description

Req.

Data type

1

Context

Learning context

F

JSONObject

1.1

age_range

Age range of the participants with format:
<min_age>-<max_age>

F

String

1.2

Dates

Dates of completion

F

JSONObject

1.2.1

start_date

Start date

F

Datetime

1.2.2

end_date

End date

F

DateTime

1.3

education_levels

Context education levels

F

JSONArray
[VocabularyTerm]

1.4

Keywords

Words or labels to describe or characterize
the educational context

F

JSONArray
[String]

1.5

Languages

Languages

F

JSONArray
[VocabularyTerm]

1.6

knowledge_areas

Knowledge areas

F

JSONArray
[VocabularyTerm]

1.7

Location

Location in which the activity or activities
are developed

F

JSONObject

1.7.1

Country

Country

F

String

1.7.2

Locality

Locality

F

String

1.7.3

postalCode

Postal code

F

String

1.7.4

streetAddress

Street address

F

String

10.3. New methods
New recommendation methods, which have been created as an adaptation of the ones above
to simplify their consumption through the iTEC Composer, share a common input and output
structure. However, it is important to consider that, according to the method that is being
accessed (i.e., Tools, Events and People), the SDE will only take into account to provide
recommendations the requirements of each type. That is, if method 'Recommend Tools B' is
being accessed, just requirements of type 'direct_tool_requirement' or 'tool_requirement_spec'
will be considered. The tables below (cf. Table 35, Table 36) summarize the input and output
parameters of all recommendation methods.
Input parameters
Table 35 – Input parameter of the new recommend methods
New Recommend Methods – Input
#

Name

Description

Req.

Data type

I1

learning_activities

Array of Learning Activity objects

T

JSONArray
[JSONObject]
(cf.Sect. 2.1.1.2)

I2

technical_settings

Array of Technical Setting identifier

T

JSONArray
[JSONObject]
(cf.Sect. 2.1.1.2)

I3

context

Set of features of the educational context in
which activities take place

F

JSONObject
(cf.Sect.
2.1.1.2)

Result
The new methods return a list of lists of recommended resources to meet the requirements,
including:
The identifier of the requirement for which the recommendation is provided
List of identifiers of the recommended resources
Table 36 – Output parameters of the new recommend methods
New Recommend Methods – Output
#

Name

Description

Req.

Data type

O1

resources

Array of recommended resources

T

JSONArray
[JSONObject]

O1.1

identifier

Identifier of the requirement for which
the recommendation is returned

T

ObjectID

O1.2

recommend_resources

List of the identifiers
recommended resources

T

JSONArray
[ObjectID]

of

the

